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A B S T R A C T

The Thesis deals with the development of advanced techniques for volumetric pumps

NVH and fluidynamic behaviour characterization. The methodologies here presented

constitute 3 fundamental tools for the early stages of volumetric machines design or for

the implementation of enhancement strategies for existing pumps. Similar approaches

represent fast and reliable tools for the evaluation of design strategies, helping the final

users to detail the design just for eligible solutions.

In first instance, within the manuscript has been reported a kinetostatic approach

to the design of balanced vane pumps equipped with twin lip vanes. Thanks to a

deep investigation of the mechanism kinematic, a set of vane geometry admissibility

maps has been developed and presented. Such maps have been obtained expressing the

kinematic as function of the vane geometrical parameters. The geometrical constraints

have been obtained obliging the vane lift law to respect a smooth and continuous motion.

Moreover, the imposition of additional constraints, related to the contact loads arising

from the pump functioning, gives the opportunity to dispose of a further indicator

for the choice of the best vane solutions for a given cam-ring. The residual admissible

geometries represent the vanes that reasonably ensure limited contact detachments and

consequently proper NVH behaviour and limited lubricant leakages.

In parallel to a kinematic approach, a lumped parameters modelling methodology for

the study of the volumetric performances has been presented. Despite such approach

might as well be applied to the whole volumetric machines field, within the manuscript

the application to gear pumps have been reported. The model has been validated

reproducing the operative delivery pressure ripple and flowrate of a tested sample

pump. Here, the Bernoulli’s equation has been implemented for the continuity equations

system resolution, introducing a capillary description of the exchange orifices. The

orifices flow parameters tuning has been extensively described corroborating the model

reliability and flexibility. With the purpose to reproduce the efficiency gain observed

at increasing delivery pressure, the instantaneous shaft bending calculation has been

integrated within the model. The validated model has then been deployed for the

study of volumetric efficiency enhancement solutions for a helical gear pump. Several

solutions have been numerically analysed thanks to the accurate model postprocessing
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tool that has allowed to evaluate and resolve local issues and leakages. The most effective

solutions have been implemented and the results of the consequent test campaign have

confirmed the excellent efficiency improvements suggested by the model.

Aside from the analysis of the internal phenomena, the manuscript also deals with the

integration of the machines within the final systems. In particular, the study has been

oriented to the investigation of NVH containment solutions. For the scope a portion

of a CVT has been studied with particular focus on the integration of the hydrostatic

module. The NVH characterization has been performed modelling the system with

a finite element approach and implementing a frequency response analysis within

an adequate investigation frequency field. The model has been validated reproducing

the operative natural frequencies of the system. The postprocessing of the data has

been included within the manuscript. The validated model has then been adopted to

evaluate the influence of different enhancement solutions. In this context the different

design solutions have been implemented by means of concentrated elements. The

results of the most effective enhancements have been reported and extensively discussed

highlighting the reliability of the model for the design of improvement solutions and

for the integration within the early stages of novel systems development.
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P R E FA C E

I have joined the Applied Mechanic and Vibrations research group of the
University of Ferrara, leaded by Prof. G. Dalpiaz and Prof. E. Mucchi, in
2018. My experience within the research group has started with an internship
for the development of the master degree thesis. Here, I followed the early
phases of the design of a multistage gear pump for the feeding of a dry sump
lubricating system producing the thesis named "Progettazione e Simulazione del

Comportamento Dinamico di una Pompa ad Ingranaggi per Lubrificazione Motore

a Carter Secco". I discussed my thesis in March 2019 and I graduated with a
110/110 score. Just after the graduation, I worked within the group thanks to a
postgraduate fellowship until November 2019 when I started the PhD course.
Since I joined the Applied Mechanic and Vibrations group, I focused my work
on the volumetric machines topic with particular attention on gear pumps.

During the first year of my PhD, part of my research has concerned the
development of a robust and versatile procedure for the design of gear pumps.
I had the chance to deeply investigate the crucial aspects involved into a
coherent pump design. Firstly, the strategy for the pump gear design which is
extremely different if compared with power transmission gear design. Then, I
studied the appropriate dimensions of the clearances between stationary and
rotating parts, dealing with volumetric losses and wearing risks. On this topic
I published the conference paper [1] and the journal paper [2]:

[1] Davide Guerra, Marco Polastri, Mattia Battarra, Alessio Suman, Emiliano Mucchi,
and Michele Pinelli. ªA design procedure for multistage external gear pumps.º In:
BATH/ASME 2020 Symposium on Fluid Power and Motion Control, FPMC 2020 (2020),
pp. 1±10. doi: 10.1115/FPMC2020-2797.

[2] Davide Guerra, Marco Polastri, Mattia Battarra, Alessio Suman, Emiliano Mucchi,
and Michele Pinelli. ªDesign Multistage External Gear Pumps for Dry Sump Systems:
Methodology and Application.º In: 2021.March (2021). issn: 15635147. doi: 10.1155/
2021/8888128.

This work has represented the base for the development of a lumped param-
eters (LP) model for the prediction of the performances and pressure ripples
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of external gear pumps. The model has been validated by means of dedicated
test campaigns.

Within the second year of my PhD, I had the opportunity to apply the LP
model to several case studies. Among them, it is worth mentioning the study
of volumetric efficiency-improving design solutions in double contact helical
gears. The numerical results produced by the LP model have been supported
and confirmed by means of a test campaign on improved pumps.

During the third year of PhD, I focused on balanced vane pumps. Since the
majority of the balanced vane pumps are equipped with twin lip vanes (TLV),
by means of a kinematic approach, I described an analytical procedure for the
definition of the admissible TLV geometries. The procedure goal has been the
identification of the vanes that ensure smoother motion and reduced contact
loads. These aspects are essential to avoid noise, vibration and harshness
(NVH) issues and wearing risks. The research carried out on this topic has led
to publish the journal paper [3] and the conference paper [4]

[3] Davide Guerra, Mattia Battarra, and Emiliano Mucchi. ªKinematics and geometrical
admissibility conditions of balanced vane pumps with twin lip vanes.º In: Mecha-
nism and Machine Theory 167.August 2021 (2022). issn: 0094114X. doi: 10.1016/j.
mechmachtheory.2021.104534. url: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mechmachtheory.
2021.104534.

[4] Davide Guerra, Mattia Battarra, Emiliano Mucchi, and Giorgio Dalpiaz. ªBalanced
Twin Lip Vane Pumps: A Kinematic Approach to the Design.º In: (2022), pp. 69±76.
doi: 10.1007/978-3-031-10776-4_9.

Furthermore, during the last year, I had the chance to study the evaluation
of noise-reducing solutions in an agricultural tractor hydrostatic transmis-
sion. With the purpose to characterize the system vibroacustic behaviour, I
developed a FEM model where the transmission components, such as casing
and gears, have been modelled as 3D meshed solid objects. Then, the connec-
tions between hydrostat and adjacent component, such as joints, dampers and
rigid connections have been modelled as 0D connectors characterized by their
mechanical properties. The coherence of the modelling has been validated
reproducing the vibrational signal acquired through operative test campaigns.
Then, by means of numerical dynamic analysis, the impact on vibrations
and noise emission reduction of several improving design solutions has been
analysed and verified.

Apart from my PhD research topics, I also had the chance to deepen the
knowledge of bearing tests in automotive field. In particular, I have been in
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charge of designing test rigs and test procedures for quality and durability
tests on tapered roller bearings. Furthermore, I had the opportunity to perform
such tests within the Engineering Laboratory of the University of Ferrara and
then to process the data.

This brief summary regarding the work I carried out in the last three years
leads me to express a special thank to my advisor, Prof. E. Mucchi, and to Eng.
E. Battarra for the precious help they dedicated me throughout this experience.

I would like to sincerely thank the research group mates that shared this
experience with me and a particular thank goes to Eng. E. Soave for the
helpfulness and support in every moment of this journey.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 improvement strategies of volumetric machines behaviour

The topic of this thesis is the definition of advanced method for the volumetric
pump behaviour improvement. Within this context, the term behaviour here
adopted, does not just refer to aspects related to the elaborated flowrates and
pressure but also includes Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) principles,
wear phenomena, lubrication aspects. The presented work mainly deals with
the study of improvement solutions for gear pumps and balanced vane pumps.
Such positive displacement volumetric machines are often equipped within the
lubrication systems and are nowadays extensively adopted in the mechanical
industry.

The widespread over the years of these type of pumps, has lead the design-
ers to constantly improve the mechanical and fluid-dynamic layout giving
to the machines an indisputable reliability. As a matter of facts, reliability,
robustness, compactness and apparently simple operating principles are the
most recognized key features of these pumps. The question that spontaneously
arises from this general overview, may be condensed as: why do we need further

studies on these topics if the technology seems to be as mature as described?. The
answer is that the constant mechanical systems improvement drives the en-
hancement of the whole constituting components. Considering for example the
automotive field, the vehicle electrification has shot down the noise emission
and the vibration of the internal combustion engines giving a predominant
role to the auxiliary components such as the pumps. In this context, focusing
on the volumetric pumps, to further augment the final users comfort, it is
mandatory to ensure higher quietness to these machines. On the other hand,
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the pursue of the performance improvement may lead to inevitably increase
the internal loads between pump components. The result might be a more im-
pacting wearing phenomena with consequent material wastes and additional
NVH problems.

The role played by the research in this context is crucial since the implementa-
tion of potential enhancements on mature technologies are the harder-to-reach
outcomes. The deep knowledge of the mechanical characteristics of the ma-
chines represents a mainstay of the study of improvement solutions. In fact,
the intrinsic and concealed complexity of the machines commonly leads to
dealing with concurrent positive and negative implications of a novel design
solution.

Considering the gear pump environment, the increment of the pump perfor-
mances e.g. delivery pressure and delivery flowrate is usually accompanied by
an internal loads increment. As a matter of fact, since gear pumps are designed
to operate with extremely narrow clearances between rotating and stationary
components, the increment of the pump pressurization and the reduction of
these gaps are combined phenomena. It descends that a crescent oil entrap-
ment results into the previously mentioned loading upsurge. Furthermore, the
gear pump fluid-dynamic is mainly governed by the lateral balancing plates
grooves. In particular, the grooves are designed with the purpose to ensure
a certain pressurization arc extension and with the purpose to phase the oil
release from the delivery to the suction side, within the gear meshing zone.

Focusing on the pump operating principle, the oil suctioned by the gear
vain is delivered through the gear rotation from the inlet to the outlet chamber.
The lubricant collected among the vain is pressurized along the pressure arc.
It descends that the extension of such zone need to be properly tailored in
order to both balance the vain pressurization and contain the pressure load.
Within the meshing zone, the oil is carried from the high pressure delivery
chamber to the inlet generating a pressurized fluid jet. Such phenomena may
affect the pump performance and life causing air bubbles that could lead to
cavitation issues. Furthermore, during the meshing, the high pressure oil is en-
trapped between gear vain and the bridge zone of the balancing plates causing
a considerable pressure peak. It is worth underlining that the meshing zone
phenomena are the main responsible of the pump dynamic effects and noise
emission. The dimension of the clearances and of the plate bridge, its timing
with the vain enclose, the design of the usually included axial drains, the shape
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of the grooves, are all factors involved into the pump performance pursue.
Moreover, the effects of these design choices on the pump behaviour are often
in conflict. A short pressure arc may lead to contain the pressure load for a
limited time, on the contrary, the pressurization and release in a shorter time
may introduce dynamic oscillations. Otherwise, a short bridge would limit the
pressure peak on the meshing zone but it would also be responsible of ripple
increment and suction perturbations. On the same context, it is common to ob-
serve that the pursue of a performance improvement is followed by a pressure
loads increment originated by the enhanced sealing of the internal gaps. To
compensate the collateral effects, a solution would rely on the reduction of the
pump rotational speed. In fact, the pump theoretical delivery flowrate is the
result of the multiplication of the pump specific displacement for its rotational
speed. Then, internal clearances, housing and plates design, tooth profiles and
operating conditions are the responsible of the pump delivery flowrate and,
consequently, of its efficiency. Thus, the improvement of the internal pump
design might allow to achieve the same target flowrate both with a lower pump
speed or a reduced specific displacement. It descends that the pump speed
reduction may reflect into an attenuation of the dynamic effects, improving
simultaneously the NVH behaviour. Within this framework, for the gear pump
NVH characteristics improvement the designers have several opportunities to
consider. Since the whole dynamic actions within gear pump are phased with
the meshing frequency, aside the mentioned balancing plates updates, stronger
improvement might be obtained acting on the gear design. Despite the most
effective noise sources are recognizable among fluid-borne phenomena, the
quality of the tooth surfaces nevertheless remains a crucial aspect to enhance
the meshing smoothness containing the vibrational components. Prosecuting
in this direction, the adoption of helix gears further helps to ensure quietness to
the meshing. Thanks to their smoothness, helix gear pump are widely adopted.
As well as for the power transmission field, such pumps are affected by the
arising of axial meshing loads and pressure components. In these cases, the
forces may be compensated thanks to the balancing plate grooves design which
requires more effective compensation chambers. For the NVH improvement,
it is then worth mentioning the design of double contact gear pumps. The
definition relies on the ability of these machines to ensure a double volume
isolation per vain on the meshing zone. This peculiarity allows to split the
pressurization reducing the consequent pressure ripples and fluid-borne noise.
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This straightforward and generic overview helps to confirm that, despite gear
pump are considered simple machines, the implicit design strategy pursued
by the designer requires a deep knowledge of the pumps principles.

Similarly to the gear pumps, balanced vane pumps are often considered as
straightforward machines with easy to describe operating principles and sim-
ple components. However, likewise gear pumps, these positive displacement
machines present very complex implication for the design and manufacture of
the components.

In general, avoiding strong layout modifications, the increment of the de-
livery flowrate of these machines is achievable through the increment of the
pump speed or with the enhancement of the pump sealing between stationary
and in-motion members. As a matter of fact, both solutions are reasonably lim-
ited by the magnitude of the internal pressure loads that arise from the pump
pressurization. Since the lubricant delivery at a proper pressure is ensured by
the ability to isolate and pressurize a oil pocket between two consecutive vanes,
the statoric ring and the rotor surface, the deletion of the leakages between
vanes and stator plays a key role. It descends that similar results are achievable
through the continuous push of the vanes against the stator. Since the pump
essentially acts as a cam-follower mechanism, to ensure the continuous action
it is worth for the designer to employ the design solution usually suggested for
the mechanism. A common layout presents the inclusion of pre-loaded springs
under the vanes that constantly exerts the force. Another widely adopted
solution is to put into communication the delivery chamber of the pump with
the slots where the vanes are located, ensuring an oscillating pressure load
that urge the vanes against the stator. It clearly descends that in both cases
the contact forces may be responsible of the wearing of vanes and cam ring.
Furthermore, the second example suggests that the direct contribute of the
delivery pressure on the internal loads obliges to reach a compromise between
performances and loads. On the other hand, the spring loaded vanes layout
requires the inclusion of more components which may increment the failure
risks and the production costs.

From a noise and vibration point of view, the unavoidable delivery pressure
ripple generated by the fluid-dynamic turbulence of the vane-to-vane oil
pocket delivery is responsible of the fluid borne noise emission. Furthermore,
it reflects its fluctuation on the pressure load and, in the end, it is responsible
of the contact fluctuation that may generate dynamic effects on the pump
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casing. Within this context, in order to minimize other sources of contact
fluctuation and for the improvement of the NVH behaviour, it is mandatory
for the designer to generate a mechanism eligible of proper motion. The shape
of cam ring, the dimensions of the rotor, the dimension and the shape of the
vanes are all aspects that concur to give to the mechanism a certain kinematic.
As previously mentioned and further detailed within Chapter 2, vane pumps
need to be considered as cam follower mechanism. Ensuring to the mechanism
a proper kinematic represents the base of the design of a good pump which
needs to be integrated with proper design of side plates, grooves and inlet or
outlet ports that affects the fluid-dynamic behaviour. A coherent kinematics
ensure the regularity of the motion without vane detachment risks, acting
also as a sealing enhancement strategy. At the same time, the study of vane
solutions that allow to reduce the contact loads represents a reliable strategy
to improve the NVH pump behaviour. In particular, the twin lip vane design
gives the chance to neglect the pressure loads components thanks to balancing
bores machined among the vane lips and simultaneously allows to smooth the
radial contact action widening the contact pressure angle.

Focusing on the volumetric machines improvement, the overview shows that
the designers may choose among a wide spectrum of solutions and reliable
tools. Despite the pump design may lead to achieve satisfactory performance
and dynamic effects containment, the subsequent integration of the pump
into articulate mechanical systems may lead to unpredicted issues. As it
happens, the excitations arising from pressure and loads ripples of the pump,
are then transferred to the machine casing. With the purpose to avoid the
excitation of structural resonance frequencies, the designers are called to
provide to the casing a coherent shape with dedicated study. The integration
of computational modal analysis among the design phases are nowadays
a mandatory requirement. The robustness and reliability of the available
numerical tools allows to avoid, at least, the structural-borne emission of the
machines. Thus, such machines needs to be integrated into the final mechanical
systems. Here, the connections of the pump, if is not properly designed,
transfer the vibrations arising from the pump operating to the whole system.
The risk connected to this, essentially relies on the probability to excite the
natural frequency of one of the system components, which increases in parallel
with the number of components. The results of this occurrence may include
annoying vibrations or noise for the end users but also unforeseen failures due
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to fatigue phenomena. In sight of this possible scenarios, it is then mandatory
for the designers to have a clear overview of the system and possibly implement
numerical models for the monitoring in the early phases.

It descends that having validated finite element (FE) or multibody models
represents a key aspect on the design of novel systems or for the imple-
mentation of existing system enhancements. Such models let to evaluate the
vibrational modes of the integrated system, the response to statics loads and,
most important for the NVH field, the response to dynamic actions. Citing
some of the possible implications of the adoption of numerical reproductions,
the results may guide to the introduction of dampers for the attenuation of the
excitation coming from specific components or to the strengthening of connec-
tions. In addition, it allows to evaluate different materials for the components,
may also suggest the variation of the components placement to better respond
to excitations.

Concluding this preliminary and general dissertation on the volumetric
machines design process, it is worth to further underline that introducing
enhancement or designing ex-novo solutions requires a deep knowledge of
the topics and the research in this field constantly acts a primary role. The
ongoing product and process optimization rush requires sustainability and low
impact features that prevent as much as possible undesired issues. Within this
framework, the development of sophisticated, robust and reliable techniques
for the numerical treatment of the design issue represents a need that can not
be ignored by the nowadays industry.

1.2 overview of the thesis

The presented manuscript has been developed with the purpose to respond to
the implications detailed within the previous section. The dissertation follows
the framework of the introducing section presenting different approaches for
the improvement of different volumetric machines behaviour. In particular,
two chapters are dedicated to the study of pumps enhancement solutions
acting on the design of the internal parts of the machines. Otherwise, the last
chapter deals with the NVH improvement of the system where a volumetric
machine is integrated. To address the investigation of the phenomena involved
within the different activities, different techniques have been implemented.
For the study of vane pumps design strategy, an analytical kinematic based
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numerical model have been implemented. On the other hand, the analysis of
gear pumps has been carried out thanks to the development of a validated
lumped parameter (LP) model. The tool has proven to be reliable both for
the reproduction of existing pump behaviour and for the prediction of novel
models performances. A validated FE model has been then implemented for
the analysis of the interactions between an hydrostat and the connected system
components.

The study on the vane pumps kinematic has been included within Chapter
2. In particular, with the purpose to develop a reliable tool for the early stages
of pump design, the dissertation deals with the implications of the twin lip
vanes equipment on balanced vane pump. The first part of the Chapter is
devoted to the description of the operating principles of the balanced vane
pumps with a particular focus on the differences that arise using twin lip vanes
instead of traditional circular single lip vanes. It highlight that the particular
lip design ensure the possibility to include balancing bores that drastically
reduces the radial contact loads between vanes and cam ring. Then, the study
of the kinematic of the cam-follower mechanism associated to the vane-cam
ring system has been included with the purpose to deeply comprise the vane
motion. Within this content, the description of the kinematic rings through
the vane geometrical features, leads to obtain the kinematic-based geometrical
constraints. Furthermore, keeping the reference to the geometrical parameters,
the analytical model deals with the description of the loads that affects the
vain. This lead to define further constraints to the admissible geometries.

The assessment of the analytical dissertation has been performed implement-
ing a numerical study, included in the second part of Chapter 2. The model
additionally allows to define the twin lip vanes admissibility map for a given
cam ring family. A particular mention goes to Section 2.5.3 which has been
reserved to the description of the pre-compression cam ring layouts. Here,
two method for the enhancement of the pre-compressive profiles are included
showing the relative admissibility maps. The last part of the chapter has been
dedicated to the implementation of the loads calculation for the admissible
vanes. The study provides the characterization of the influence of the vane
geometry on the radial loads giving the opportunity to have an indicator of
the dynamic behaviour in the early stages of the design.

As mentioned, the study of the kinematic helps to identify potential sources
of volumetric efficiency drop and avoid it discarding the geometries responsible
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of such negative implications. Despite the methodology acts a fundamental
role especially in the early stages of the design, there are several advanced
techniques that may be integrated to better describe the pump behaviour.
In particular, within the manuscript the lumped parameter approach has
been discussed and implemented for the reproduction and prediction of the
performances of volumetric pumps. In particular, Chapter 3, that represents
the major section of the manuscript, deals with the description of the LP model
developed for the analysis of gear pumps performance in terms of pressure
ripples and volumetric efficiency. It is worth underlining that the approach
might as well be applied to the whole volumetric machines population such
as vane pumps or piston pumps giving satisfactory results. The model has
been implemented and validated with the purpose to dispose of a reliable
and accurate tool that permits to evaluate the influence of different design
solutions on the pumps behaviour. The initial part of the Chapter is devoted to
the illustration of the novelty aspects of this LP model with respect to previous
versions. In particular, despite the model follows the previous iterative scheme
for the resolution of the continuity equation, it includes a different method
for the flowrate calculation. The method, avoiding the a priori imposition of
the flows nature, ensures a smooth transition from turbulent to laminar flow
and vice-versa. The shift is ensured by the flow numbers and flow coefficients
included within the Bernoulli’s formulation of the flowrate. The pump internal
orifices subjected to lubricant exchange between control volumes have been
characterized through proper values of these coefficients, accurately tailored
in the validation phase. The result is an improved accuracy and stability of the
simulation outcomes. The validation procedure, performed on a spur gears
pump, has been included within Section 3.5. Then, the potentialities of the tool
have been deployed through the application on a performance improvement
study carried out on a helical gear pump. Within Section 3.6, is included
the benchmark pump characterization, the improving solutions study with
numerical results and finally the comparison with the experimental data of the
suggested design improvements. Within the section devoted to the description
of the proposed enhancement solutions, it is possible to have a demonstration
of the monitorable phenomena with the proposed LP model. The final part of
the Chapter includes the description of the gear design tool that constitutes the
basis of the LP model. In addition, is here reported a comprehensive design
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procedure that guide the design of a novel gear pump and might be integrated
with the simulation tool.

Despite the first two Chapters have presented studies that deal with the
representation of the internal phenomena of the machines, highlighting the im-
plementation of advanced techniques for the prediction of pump performances,
it is mandatory to investigate also the integration of these machines within the
final systems. Chapter 4, unlike the previous two, deals with the implementa-
tion of novel investigation methodologies for the improvement of the NVH
behaviour of the systems where the volumetric machines are integrated. It
deals with the study of NVH improvement solutions for an agricultural hybrid
continuous variable transmission (CVT). In particular, since the CVT systems
integrates an hydraulic module, constituted by two axial pistons machines,
with the mechanical transmission, the characteristic dynamic excitation of the
hydrostat are usually responsible of the increment of the noise and vibration
levels. The activity has been carried out considering the hydrostat as a black
box connected to the frame of the driveline and then closed by a cover plate.
The connections of the hydrostat have been modelled by means of 1D elements,
properly tailored to reproduce the system vibrational behaviour observed in a
dedicated test campaign. The validation of the FE model has allowed to use it
for study of NVH improvement solutions such as the introduction of dampers
or the increment of connections stiffness.

The concluding Chapter has been devoted to final remarks. For sake of clarity,
a dedicated nomenclature section has been included within each Chapter
avoiding redundancy of subscripts and articulate characters.
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2
A K I N E M AT I C A P P R O A C H T O T H E D E S I G N O F T LV
B A L A N C E D VA N E P U M P S

The chapter presents a kinematic based study oriented to the definition of the TLVs

design boundaries for a given cam-ring. The study has been carried out considering

the vane pump as an inverse cam-follower mechanism. While the body of the pump

represents a statoric cam-shaped ring, vanes are considered as followers with two sym-

metrical half-circular tips. Vanes are characterized by a tern of geometrical parameters

such as tip radius, lip eccentricity and vane half width. Through the definition of

the kinematic ring equations, the explicit form of the vane geometrical constraints

have been formalized. Such approach allows to identify kinematically admissible TLVs

discarding incoherent geometries. With the purpose to define a set of vane geometries

capable of adequate NVH behaviour, the TLVs are subjected to the fundamental law

of cam design which dramatically reduces the admissibility domain. Moreover, the

study deals with the analytical definition of the radial loads acting on the vanes. The

goal is to avoid from the domain the vanes that are affected by detachment risk or by

localized contact load peaks possibly responsible of uncontrolled wear phenomena. The

proposed study also includes an extended dissertation over the opportunity to introduce

pre-compression zones along the cam ring in balanced vane pump equipped with TLV.

Vane admissibility domains have been extrapolated for a given cam ring, through

the application of a numerical approach. Such domains have also been presented for

pre-compressive cam ring.

2.1 chapter nomenclature
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Latin symbols

A frontal vane surface

c damping coefficient

d vane lip eccentricity

ê ratio between maximum and minimum cam ring ra-
dius

fc centrifugal force

fk contact force

hv vane lip half width

H vane height dimension

m mass

rc radius of the vane circular tip center

rG radial position of vane center of gravity

rs cam ring radius

rv vane circular lip tip radius

r∗ radius of the inactive hypothetical point of contact

Rθ vane lift radius

V̂ pump specific displacement

W gear facewidth

x distance between vane center and contact point

zb number of vane balancing bores

Greek symbols

α angular span between contact point and lift radius

β pressure angle

γ contact point angular coordinate

δ angular span between contact point and vane lip cen-
ter radius

Φ diameter of balancing bores

Θ angular free coordinate

ρ oil density
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ξ pre-compression ratio

ψ angle of the tangent to the contact point

ω angular speed

Subscripts & superscripts

a,b, c denote different sub-areas of the vane frontal surface

r, l denote right or left vane kinematic ring, respectively

lim denote the limit existence value

G denotes dimension referred to the center of gravity

v denotes dimension referred to the vane

1, 2 denote the distinct 2nd order equation solutions

2.2 introduction

The adoption of vane pumps in lubrication systems is consistently increasing
thanks to their compactness, robustness and good performances combined
with a characteristic low noise emission compared with other volumetric ma-
chines. According to Neukirchner et al. [5], vane-type oil pumps combine the
higher values of displacement and mechanical efficiency with respect to com-
pactness, within the context of positive displacement machines. In addition,
they typically ensure low noise emissions as a consequence of a small ampli-
tude flow ripple and reduced mechanical loads. Taking into consideration the
automotive field, the progressive substitution of combustion engines with the
more smooth electric units, has emphasized the noise emission of auxiliary
components. Consequently, the designer have been called to answer to the
request of contain the noise emission of such components. Within this frame-
work, considering the relevance assumed by such volumetric machines, several
studies are nowadays arising with the purpose to characterize the machine
operating principles and consequently improve efficiency and smoothness.

From a dedicated literature survey, arises that Kojima et al. in [6] proposed
one of the first theoretical study of the fluid-borne noise emission. From this
work, the strict correlation between flow oscillations and noise. On the other
hand, one of the earliest numerical models developed for the prediction of
flow ripples has been presented by Seet et al. in [7]. The tool was validated by
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a test campaign and was adopted for the estimation of the potential benefits of
silencing grooves on pump plates sides. The grooves play a fundamental role
in vane pump allowing to reduce the flow ripple amplitude with great impact
on the fluid-borne noise containment. Following an analogue strategy, authors
in ref. [8] developed a novel numerical model for the design of a small-ripple
pump cam ring. the study suggests that controlling vane velocity it is possible
to reduce the number of vanes containing the pressure fluctuation. Later, Naka-
mura et al. in [9] presented a validated mathematical model for the delivery
pressure ripple description, which included the effects of leakage flows on
pressure ripple. The model was further improved by Inaguma and Nakamura
in [10]. Afterwards, Dickinson et al. in [11] introduced the Secondary Source
Method for the experimental measure of the fluid-borne noise in balanced
vane pump. Thus, the method has been adopted by Jones et al. in [12] for the
validation of the proposed numerical model for the prediction of suction flow
ripples and consequential noise emission. Within the experimental field, Muc-
chi et al. in [13] developed advanced and robust experimental methodologies
for pressure ripple measurement within the pockets of vane pumps. As well
as for other volumetric machines, the literature shows methodologies for the
performance estimation based on CFD. Lobsinger et al. in [14] presented a
CFD approach to analyse leakage flows and to provide an estimation of the
volumetric efficiency. Within this field, is worth noticing the work presented
by Hyeronimus et al. in [15] where FEM and CFD approaches are combined to
identify the correlation between structural-borne noise and flow ripple.

In parallel with the noise and performance characterization, authors de-
veloped methods for the study of the contact between vanes and cam ring.
Similarly to other volumetric machines, with the purpose to increase the vol-
umetric efficiency, balanced vane pumps are required to reduce the internal
leakages between moving parts. The major responsible of the internal leakages
is the clearance between vane and cam ring, where the pressurized oil flows to-
ward the lower pressure chambers of the pump. Despite the centrifugal action
of the rotor pushing the vane outward the pocket helps to reduce the leakage,
the complete sealing effect is achieved by the application of an additional
radial load to the vane. Such force might be applied by means of a pre-loaded
spring or directly by the pressurized oil, both located within the under-vane
pockets. Watton et al. in [16] correlated pressure loads and flowrates with the
cam ring profile by means of a mathematical model, including the effects of
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the pre-compression zone on pump internal loads. Within ref. [17, 18], the
motion of the vane, the loads applied and the efficiency losses due to the vane
detachment from the cam ring have been deeply investigated. As a matter
of fact, the vane forcing against the stator generates unavoidably wear phe-
nomena. Within this framework, Kunz et al. in [19] presented a theoretical
study of the contact between vanes and cam ring with the purpose to predict
wear problems in vane pumps. The study was supported by a test campaign
described in [20]. For the same purpose, alternative vane designs have been
developed and extensively spread through the years [21], e.g. splitted vanes,
intra-vanes mechanism or twin lip vanes, however, the literature lacks in the
characterizations of such solutions.

As well as volumetric efficiency, mechanical efficiency has been investigated
by scientists and the main influence factors have been characterized. Inaguma
and Hibi in [22] outlined the strong correlation between mechanical efficiency
and vanes width. In addition, the same authors in [23] described the influence
of the cam ring inner surface roughness on friction torque arising from vane
tip and cam contour. Later, Inaguma et al. in [24] analysed the effects of the
number of vanes on friction torque. On the other hand, within [25] the wearing
phenomena and the tribological behaviour of pump components in contact,
have been evaluated by means of a test campaign. Wang et al. in [26] studied
the incidence of the oil film between vane and cam ring on the mechanical
efficiency identifying the influence factors on the oil leakages. All these studies
led to support the idea that thinner vanes and a high quality of the cam ring
surface contribute to reduce friction forces and torque with direct benefits on
mechanical efficiency. In addition, a lower number of vanes reduces the mean
value of the friction torque while the ripple is amplified.

This brief literature survey, despite not entirely comprehensive of the overall
amount of studies on balanced vane pumps, demonstrates how the majority
of the research has been focused on the estimation of the performance of the
machine, mainly in terms of volumetric efficiency, mechanical efficiency and
NVH behaviour. In parallel with this trend, during the last decade research
started focusing the attention also on such machines as linkage mechanisms,
detailing its kinematic features and design properties. In this scenario, Giuffrida
et al. in [27] presented a theoretical dissertation of the cam ring design and
its influence on the pump flow ripple. Following the same trend, Battarra et
al. in [28] detailed the kinematics of balanced vane pumps in the common
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configuration of circular tip vanes. The work outlined the crucial influence of
the vane geometrical parameters on the vane motion. In addition, the paper
presents a design guideline defining the kinematic admissibility of vanes for
a given cam ring profile. Later, Battarra and Mucchi in [29] dealt with the
kinematic flow ripple in balanced vane pumps with single circular tip vanes,
discussing the influence of the vane geometry on the oscillation of the flow
rate. Furthermore, the vane geometry has been shown to affect the pressure
radial loads as stated in Ref. [30] by the same authors.

According to this last branch of investigation, the specialized literature is still
not widespread to the large variety of machine configurations available in the
actual market, since specialized papers focused exclusively on balanced vane
pumps equipped with single tip vanes in squared shape [27] and circular shape
[28]. Based on this background, the aim of the present work is the formalization
of the kinematics for balanced vane pumps equipped with twin lip vanes.
Their peculiar design provides the chance to reach high delivery pressure
values without overloading the vanes against the cam ring. For this reason,
these machines find prevalent adoption in heavy-duty applications, where
reliability represents the fundamental characteristic of such pumps. Despite
widely popular and mentioned in the book Ivantysyn J. and Ivantysynova M.
in Ref. [21], a detailed analysis of their design properties is not available in
the literature. On the basis of these considerations, this study investigates the
consequences that the adoption of twin lip vanes produces on the kinematic
behaviour of the machine, with the purpose to provide design guidelines
regarding the choice of the vane design parameters. The duality of the point of
contact between vane and cam ring is deeply analysed as well as the transition
of the point of contact when switching from the rise/fall phase to the dwell
phase. Admissibility limits on the vane geometry are analytically deduced
by the machine kinematics and they are intersected with restrictions based
on the fundamental law of cam design [31]. The procedure provides the set
of vane geometrical parameters that guarantee a kinematically consistent
working behaviour. It is worth clarifying that the main goal of the present
work is the definition of tools that can help designers in determining the
mechanical properties of the mechanism, such as the correct choice of the
vane geometry in order to obtain a conforming contact with the cam ring
profile. Based on this purpose, results will not involve considerations regarding
the fluid-dynamic performance of this machine category, even though the
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Figure 1: Representation of a generic balanced vane pump(a) and a detailed view of a
TLV with circular tips(b)

proposed kinematic laws may be considered as preparatory to the definition of
numerical models focused on the prediction of pump leakages, delivery flow
rate ripple and delivery pressure ripple. Similarly, the obtained equations may
be straightforwardly implemented in the procedure described in ref. [29] to
calculate the theoretical flow rate ripple associated to twin lip vanes. On the
other hand, with the purpose to fulfil the description of the TLV admissibility
domain, the analysis of the loads acting on the vane has been formalized and
discussed. Within this framework, the design tool assumes a crescent relevance
thanks to the opportunity to compare different vane designs in terms of motion
regularity and in terms of arising loads during the pump operating.

2.3 operating principle of the balanced tlv pumps

As mentioned within previous Chapter, balanced vane pump are reliable volu-
metric machines, constituted by a limited number of components, working in
a fairly simple way. However, an exhaustive brief description of such machines
would be necessary to deal with the proposed study. A balanced vane pump is
essentially constituted by an external stationary casing, namely the cam ring,
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and an internal cartridge. Figure 1(a) reports a schematic frontal view of a
generic balanced vane pump which helps to identify the main components.

The cartridge consists into a central slotted rotor and a discrete number
of vanes, housed into the slots. Since the rotor is put in rotation, the vanes
are urged outward their slots by the centrifugal action. Furthermore, the
pockets under the vanes are always filled with pressurized oil which actively
contributes to force the vanes against the pump casing. With the purpose to
drive the vanes to describe a certain trajectory during the cartridge rotation,
the casing is internally shaped as a cam profile. From a kinematic point of view,
the casing acts as a cam while the vanes represent the mechanism followers.
Concurrently, the cam profile needs to be designed in order to ensure proper
pump displacement and pressurization to the oil bounded by consecutive
vanes. In addition to the components outlined within Figure 1(a), vane pumps
are closed by means of two lateral plates where are located the suction and
delivery ports.

The operating principles of a balanced vane pump might be easily described
following an entire rotor revolution. As primary step, the oil is suctioned
through the inlet port. Here, two consecutive vanes in contact with the statoric
cam ring, bound an oil pocket and guide it along the cam ring profile. This
first phase is named rise phase because the vanes tend to exit from the rotor
pockets following the cam profile. The trapped oil volume tends to expand
during such phase. Thus, the case profile tends to decrease its radial dimension
generating a convergent profile. Here starts the precompression phase where
the pocket volume decreases pressurizing the bounded oil. Finally, the rotor
guides the consecutive vanes in the delivery zone where the oil is drained
through the outlet port during the cam ring fall phase. In order to ensure the
machine radial balancing and a higher pump efficiency, the pumping process
is simmetrically repeated twice per revolution.

Along the entire pumping process, the vanes are continuously forced against
the inner profile of the cam ring thanks to the centrifugal action generated
by the cartridge rotation. This behaviour, that is mandatory to guarantee the
tangential sealing between the oil pockets, is further promoted by the radial
load arising from the pressurized oil located in the under-vane pockets, which
usually reaches pressure values close to the delivery pressure. In particular,
according to the analysis in Ref. [30], this term overcomes the centrifugal
force by some orders of magnitude as the pump speed decreases and the
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2.4 kinetostatic analysis of the vane-cam ring mechanism

delivery pressure increases. This characteristic represents a critical aspect for
the structural design of the pump, since the overall radial load applied to the
vane determines the contact pressure between the tip of the vanes and the cam
ring profile. Therefore, on one side, the vane radial load should be enough
to guarantee the sealing between pockets and, on the other side, it has to be
limited in order to reduce wear and surface fatigue related phenomena. As an
example, this is the common scenario for heavy-duty applications, in which
the pump is designed to work safely at low speed an to provide hundreds of
bars regarding the pump head.

In order to achieve this purpose, the standard design of circular tip vanes
is overcome by the adoption of twin lip vanes, which are described by the
schematic in Fig. 1(b). As it may be recognized, twin lip vanes are constituted
by a double circular tip producing a small pocket between the vane tip and
the cam ring. This pocket is hydraulically connected to the under vane pocket
by means of balancing bores, neutralizing the pressure force acting on the
vane along the radial direction. As a final results, the vanes are maintained
against the cam ring by the exclusive contribution of the centrifugal force and
the contact pressure is limited to acceptable values with no dependence on the
pump head. Despite the balancing of the pressure radial load constitutes the
main objective of this design solution, the modification applied to the vane tip
with respect to the standard design given by the circular tip vane produces
consequences also on the kinematic properties of the mechanism.

2.4 kinetostatic analysis of the vane-cam ring mechanism

According to Ref. [28], a balanced vane pump is an inverse cam-follower
mechanism where the stator represents a fixed cam and every single vane acts
as a rotating follower. The cam profile is shaped in order to assign to the vane
the motion that guarantees the desired pumping action and, in general, such a
motion may be described by a rise, fall and dwell law, hereinafter named as
RFD law, as the one reported in Fig. 2.

In agreement with this considerations, Figure 3(a) reports the conceptual
representation of the pump mechanical linkage, where the two circles pertain-
ing to link #2 describe the two characteristic rounded tips of twin lip vanes,
while link #1 represents the rotor and link #3 is the cam ring. The mechanism is
outlined as a singular degree of freedom (DOF) mechanism where the angular
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Figure 2: Generic representations of a cam ring profile on a Cartesian plane

position of the vane θ represents the unique free coordinate. For the purpose of
the dissertation, the vane is provided with two circular tips with same radius,
spaced from the vane axis by the same eccentricity value.

Figure 3(b) shows the kinematic rings which may be described for a singular
contact point. Such condition is a TLV characteristic which arises from the
presence of equally spaced tips. For a given angular coordinate θ the vane
is forced against cam-ring reaching a coherent vane lift described by the
radius Rθ, comprehensive of the rotor radius and the vane displacement. From
a mathematical point of view, it is absolutely admissible to generate two
specular kinematic rings connecting the rotation center O to the hypothetical
contact point P. As it may be easily deduced, this design introduces a problem
of duality of contact point (DCP). The point P might lay on one lip or the
other (or both) depending on the linkage position. Based on this observation,
according to Fig. 3(b), two analogous but distinct closure equations may be
defined for each vane angular position, one referring to the right lip and one
referring to the left lip:

{
Rθe

iθ + dei(θ−π/2) + rve
i(θ+βr) = rs(γr)e

iγr

Rθe
iθ + dei(θ+π/2) + rve

i(θ+βl) = rs(γl)e
iγl

(1)
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Figure 3: Equivalent mechanical linkage representing the twin lip vane-cam ring
mechanism (a) and schematic representation of the closure equations of a
single TLV (b)

where d is the vane eccentricity, rv is the tip radius of the vane lips and term
β represents the pressure angle, i.e. the angle between Rθ and the normal
direction with respect to the cam ring profile tangent in P. As a consequence
of the duality of the contact point problem, β is distinguished for the right lip
as βr and for the left lip as βl. Finally, parameters γ and rs are the angular
and radial polar coordinates of the contact point, respectively. It has to be
underlined that the unknowns for each closure equation are represented by lift
radius Rθ and pressure angle βr or βl, respectively, meaning that the designer
is interested in determining the follower motion while the cam profile is give
within the input data. This objective constitutes a reversal of the classical point
of view characterizing the cam design, where the follower motion is an input
data and the cam profile needs to be obtained. Due to the defined approach,
it is not possible to define a priori whether both correlations in the system in
Eq. 1 admit a solution. As an example, it is possible to refer to Fig. 3, where
the contact point lays on the right vane lip exclusively. In this configuration,
the second line in Eq. 1 does not provide physical solutions.

With the purpose to find a solution to DCP issue and to provide an analytical
solution to the closure equation, it is fundamental to deeply investigate the
geometrical connection between the involved members. A crucial role in the
definition of the vane kinematics is played by the pressure angle β. As a matter
of fact, an explicit formulation of β gives the opportunity to identify which
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Figure 4: Focus on the relationship between the characteristics angles on the contact
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kinematic ring is eligible solving the DCP problem. Exploiting the geometry of
the given cam ring, arise that is possible to correlate the vane angular position
to the pressure angle. The lift angle of the cam ring profile at contact point
P might be calculated performing the derivative of cam ring radius rs with
respect to its angular coordinate γ as follow:

ψ|P = tan−1

[

1

rmins

·
δrs

δγ

∣

∣

∣

∣

P

]

(2)

The analysis of the path of contact shown within Fig. 4, suggests that for
every contact point the relationship between pressure angle βr and vane
angular position θ might be defined as:

θ+βr = γr − ψ|P (3)

The same correlation may be deduced for βl by simply substituting all the
subscripts. By the assumption of an angle reference frame where counterclock-
wise rotations define the negative sign of the angles, Eq. 3 may be applied on
both lips of the vane and consequently included in Eq. 1 as follows:

{
Rθe

iθ + dei(θ−π/2) + rve
i(γr−ψ) = rs(γr)e

iγr

Rθe
iθ + dei(θ+π/2) + rve

i(γl−ψ) = rs(γl)e
iγl

(4)

Given the cam ring profile and the vane geometry, the solution of Eq. 4

provides the vane radial displacement with respect to its angular position. It
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is worth noticing that, since Eq. 4 cannot be arranged into an explicit form, a
numerical approach is mandatory to solve the problem. This aspect is further
made less straightforward by the impossibility to define in advance the number
of admissible solutions, which depend on the number of lips concurrently
touching the cam ring at a given angular position. In particular, for each angle
θ, if both vane lips are in contact with the cam ring profile, e.g. during dwell
phase, then both lines in Eq. 4 admit a real solution indicating that two distinct
contact points concurrently exists. On the other hand, if a single vane lip is in
contact with the cam ring profile, e.g. during the most of rise and fall phases,
then only one of the two closure equations in Eq. 4 admits a real solution.

Based on these considerations, it is fundamental to explore an alternative
approach which is hereinafter proposed to determine the pump kinematics
by taking advantage of the available geometrical correlations. Considering
the scenario shown within Fig. 5(a), the contact point P identified by rs and
γ, might as well be considered as belonging to the right lip of the jth vane
or to the left lip of the jth − 1 vane. Within this framework, the two vane
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tips are treated as separate linkages, calculate their motion and consequently
deduce the actual vane displacement. This approach reduces dramatically the
complexity of the computation procedure since each linkage always admits
a solution. Figure 5(a) shows the left and right mathematically admissible
kinematic rings, composed by the vectors Rθ(θr) and Rθ(θl), equal in modulus.
Each vane lift is described by its relative angular coordinate θ. The geometrical
analysis of the kinematic rings highlight the necessity to define a parameter
which give the chance to express the vane radial positions in an explicit form.
Such parameter is the vector expressed as rc. Its modulus may be calculated
either considering rc as the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by Rθ and d or
as a catheter of the triangle formed by rs and rv:

{
rc
2 = Rθ

2 + d2

rc
2 = rv

2 + rs
2 − 2rvrs cosψ

(5)

The combination of the two expressions, leads to an explicit form of the
vane radial position which depends only on known geometrical data:

R2θ = rv
2 + rs

2 − d2 − 2rvrs cosψ (6)

Since for a given positive value of parameter Rθ, two values of the vane
angular position are theoretically admissible, the value of Rθ obtained with
Eq. 6 refers to two different angular positions of the right and left linkage of
the vane. According to the schemes in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), angle δ between
rc and the radial coordinate of the contact point rs may be calculated as:

δ = sin−1

(

rv sinψ
rc

)

(7)

similarly, angle α between the vane lift radius Rθ and rc may be obtained as:

α = sin−1

(

d

rc

)

(8)

Equations 7 and 8 provide the chance to calculate both possible values of the
vane angular position referring to the same Rθ:

θr = γ+α+ δ (9)
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Figure 6: Vectorial representation of the closure equations including inactive radii r∗

(a), Focus on the triangle adopted to determine r∗ module (b), twin lip vane
scheme with maximum pressure angle βmax on both lips (c)

θl = γ−α+ δ (10)

It is worth clarifying that, from a practical perspective, only one angle between
θr and θl represents a feasible configuration and consequently one of them
must be rejected during calculation. The calculation of coordinate θ for both
the kinematic rings gives the chance to describe the discarding process through
the introduction of a set of new parameters. Figure 6(a) shows the vectors r∗

and the related angular coordinates γR and γL. The vectors are representative
of the maximum distance between the rotor axis O and the inactive lip of the
vanes potentially involved in the contact situation. As a matter of facts, the
farthest point on the inactive lip P∗ lies on the middle of the vane tip and
the length of r∗ is equal on both vanes. For sake of clarity, the subscript l is
referred to the jth − 1 vane which is potentially in contact with the left lip,
analogue consideration might be done for the r subscript. According to the
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scheme depicted within Fig. 6(b), the module of the inactive radius vectors
might be calculated as follow:

r∗ =

√

d2 + (Rθ + rv)2 (11)

Thus, the angular coordinates of such angles are determined through the
following expressions:

γr = θr + sin−1

(

d

r∗

)

(12)

γl = θl − sin−1

(

d

r∗

)

(13)

Since the cam ring radius is known for every generic angular coordinate it
is now possible to identify the cam ring radius corresponding to the just
calculated angles. The DCP issue find its solution through the comparison
between inactive radius and the expected cam ring radius at the same angular
coordinate. As a matter of fact, the ineligible vanes shows a inactive radius
higher than the cam ring radius and for such reason will be discarded. The
discarding criterion might be formalized for both the kinematic rings as:

θr = θ⇔ r∗ ⩽ rs(γr) (14)

θl = θ⇔ r∗ ⩽ rs (γl) (15)

In order to complete the assessment of the pump kinematics, it is therefore
mandatory to compute the pressure angle, which represents a key design
parameter to evaluate also vane contact pressure and mechanical performances
[30, 32]. Within this context, the definition of the pressure angle boundaries
might be crucial. While, in agreement with Fig. 6(c), the maximum value of β
is given by the geometrical relationship:

βmax = sin−1

(

hv

rv

)

(16)
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its minimum value requires a further step. Actually, βmin is given by the value
of the pressure angle during the upper-dwell phase. It has to be underlined
that βmin may be straightforwardly computed by considering that during
dwell phase angle ψ has zero value, in agreement with Fig. 4. In this scenario,
with reference to Fig. 3, points O, C and P are aligned and therefore βmin
coincides with angle ˆQOC:

βmin = sin−1

(

d

rsmin − rv

)

(17)

Then the study of the pressure angle needs to be extended to the definition of
its variability through the entire pump revolution. To reach this purpose, it is
required to determine the auxiliary vector x depicted in Fig. 7 by means of the
Law of Cosines (for the sake of compactness, subscripts l and r are hereinafter
omitted since the procedure remains valid for both sides of the vane tip):

{
x2 = Rθ

2 + rs
2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ)

x2 = rv
2 + d2 − 2rvd cos(π/2+β)

(18)

then, the explicit form of β is given as:

β = sin−1

[

Rθ
2 + rs

2 − rv
2 − d2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ)
2rvd

]

(19)
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By substituting Eq. 6 in Eq. 19, the pressure angle could be finally expressed
as:

β = sin−1

[

rs
2 − d2 − 2rvrscosψ (1+ rs cos (θ− γ))

2rvd

]

(20)

It is worth noticing that Eq. 20 may be also used to detail the dependence
between pressure angle β and the vane geometry by rv and d, the cam ring
profile through γ, rs and ψ and vane angular position θ.

2.4.1 Kinematic Admissibility of TLV Geometry

The kinematics of the machine and its coupling with practical limitations may
represent an extensive source of information regarding feasibility and reliability
of the design choices. Current Section is devoted to formalize the constraints to
the vane geometry descending from the vane-cam ring mechanism kinematic.
As first step, the analysis of the pressure angle limits gives the chance to
extrapolate important indications over the vane kinematic admissibility for
a given cam ring profile. With reference to Fig.6(c), is clear that the pressure
angle must stand within the range:

0 ⩽ β ⩽ βmax (21)

which may be transformed into two distinct limits. Considering the sine of the
angles, Eq. 21 could be rewritten as:

{
sinβmax ⩾ sinβ

0 ⩽ sinβ
(22)

Hence, the substitution of Equations 21 and 16 into Eq. 22 provides the chance
to define two design constraints correlating the geometrical vane parameters
with the cam ring:

{
2dhv ⩾ Rθ

2 + rs
2 − rv

2 − d2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ)

0 ⩽ rs
2 − d2 − 2rvrscosψ (1+ rs cos (θ− γ))

(23)

The second condition in Eq. 22 is always satisfied by construction, since
according to Eq. 17 the pressure angle never reaches the zero value as long as
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some eccentricity exists. On the contrary, the first line in Eq. 23 allows us to
extract the limit values of the tip radius. By referring to the inequality as a tip
radius function, its standard form becomes:

rv
2 −

[

Rθ
2 + rs

2 − d2 − 2dhv − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ)
]

⩾ 0 (24)

Therefore, the analytical expression of the polynomial roots is derived from
Eq. 24 as follows:

r1,2
v,lim = ±

√

Rθ
2 + rs2 − d2 − 2dhv − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ) (25)

thus, the set defining the solution of the inequality in Eq. 24 is:
(

−∞,min
(

r1,2
v,lim

)]

∧
[

max
(

r1,2
v,lim

)

,+∞

)

(26)

It is worth underlining that the negative terms may be discarded since they do
not refer to practical scenarios. As a consequence, the solution of Eq. 25 gives
the opportunity to establish the minimum allowable value for the tip radius:

rv ⩾ max
(

r1,2
v,lim

)

(27)

It has to be clarified that the limit value max
(

r1,2
v,lim

)

depends on term rv itself.

As a matter of fact, Eq. 25 demonstrates that the knowledge of parameter Rθ is
mandatory to calculate the limit value for tip radius rv. However, rv must be
known a priori in order to determine Rθ. These observations highlights that
Eq. 27 represents an implicit limit and its boundary needs to be computed
numerically.

The upper limit of parameter rv may be roughly estimated by considering
that the radius of each vane lip must be surely smaller that the minimum
cam ring radius, otherwise interference between the two components becomes
inevitable. In addition to this consideration, a refinement of the upper limit
may be obtained by evaluating the existence of the square root argument in
Eq. 25, which leads to the following inequality:

d2 + 2dhv −
[

Rθ
2 + rs

2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ)
]

< 0 (28)

The roots of the related polynomial are expressed as:

d
1,2
lim = −hv ±

√

Rθ
2 + rs2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ) + hv2 (29)
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which allows to identify the existence range for d:

(

−hv −

√

Rθ
2 + rs2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ) + hv2 ,

−hv +

√

Rθ
2 + rs2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ) + hv2

) (30)

In analogy with the tip radius acceptance considerations, the negative values
of eccentricity do not relate to practical designs and therefore the resultant set
of admissible values becomes:

(

0 , −hv +

√

Rθ
2 + rs2 − 2Rθrs cos(θ− γ) + hv2

)

(31)

As observed regarding max
(

r1,2
v,lim

)

, Eq. 31 does not allow to define an explicit

boundary for the set of allowable designs since the calculation of such a limit
depends on term Rθ, which may be defined once both parameters rv and d are
defined. Based on this considerations, both boundaries defined by Eq. 27 and
Eq. 31 need to be calculated numerically.

2.4.2 Assessment of the Vane Motion Regularity

The pressure angle investigation carried out within Chapter 2.4 has led to
solve the duality of the point of contact and it has lastly suggested that the
point of contact shifts from the right lip to the left one when moving from
rise to fall phase. This characteristic represents a critical aspect in twin lip
vanes, since it may lead to follower motion profiles that do not satisfy the
fundamental law of cam design, stating that the follower motion must be
continuous through its first and second derivative [31]. This inconvenience is
further promoted by the design procedure commonly adopted for this type
of mechanism. Classic cam profiles are designed in order to reproduce an a
priori defined follower motion law, therefore such a law represents an input
for the cam design. In this scenario, the fundamental law of cam design may
be easily fulfilled by choosing appropriate mathematical laws for the rise and
fall phases. On the other hand, balanced vane pumps are designed by directly
choosing the cam ring profile on the basis of fluid dynamic requirements.
In this scenario, the follower motion represents an outcome of the design
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procedure and therefore the satisfaction of the fundamental law of cam design
needs be checked retrospectively.

For the sake of completeness, as explained by Norton et al. in [31], it has to
be clarified that such a law does not represent a mandatory restriction for the
linkage functioning, meaning that the pump might be able to operate even if
its design does not satisfy the fundamental law of cam design. The drawbacks
of this condition are mainly related to the NVH behaviour of the machine and
the promotion of wear and undesired nonlinear dynamic phenomena such as
vane detachments. Based on these considerations, it appears to be clear that
the adoption of twin lip vanes contributes to increase the mechanism design
complexity. While the kinematic admissibility analysis provides the chance to
define the twin lip vane geometries that might be successfully implemented for
a given cam ring, the analysis of the vane motion regularity allows to identify
the subset of geometries that ensure a satisfactory motion and NVH behaviour.

2.4.3 Analytical Determination of the Vane Loads

The analytical procedure to identify the TLV admissibility domain so far
discussed, has been formalized considering the impact of the restriction intro-
duced by the pursue of a proper kinematic of the vane-cam ring mechanism.
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With the purpose to complete the description and include a further confronta-
tion parameter, within this Section the analytical estimation of the loads acting
on the vane is proposed and discussed. Following the procedure exposed in
[28], it is possible to express the equation which govern the vane dynamics as:

mÈrG + cṙG + fkcos(β) = fc (32)

where m is the vane mass, c is the damping coefficient which includes both
structural and viscous damping, ÈrG and ṙG represent the first and second
derivative of the instantaneous radial position of the vane center of gravity
rG. Such terms represents the components connected to the vane kinematics.
In addition, fk is the reaction force between cam ring and vane and fc is the
centrifugal component of the radial force. It is worth underline that for such
vane design, since the under vane pockets and the pressurized chamber are
connected by means of radial bores, the pressure components of the radial
load are mutually compensated. Figure 8 gives a view of the loading scheme
rising during the pump operation. The terms contained within Eq. 32 confirms
the absolute importance of describe the vane kinematics to analytically predict
the loads arising during the operation.

The description of the Eq. 32 terms should begin from the definition of
the load components generated by the vane kinematic motion. Such terms
represent the inertia force generated by the vane mass and the damping force
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influenced by oil and structural damping included within c. The first step of
the study is the analytical formulation of the vane mass as function of the
main TLV geometrical features. For sake of clarity, an example of the TLV
implemented for the scope is depicted within Fig. 9 where are additionally
reported the salient geometrical features necessary to describe the effective
vane geometry.

In order to relate the mass of the vane to the geometrical parameters, it is
worth to calculate the frontal area of the vane. With reference to Fig. 9, the
total area of the vane Av should be calculated as the sum of three elementary
areas. The rectangular areas Aa and Ab should be calculated as follow:

Aa = 2hv [Hv − rv (1− cosβmax)] (33)

Ab = 2d (Hv − d) (34)

The remaining area Ac of the circular segment is given by:

Ac =
rv
2

2
(βmax − sinβmax cosβmax) (35)

Thus, the total area of the vane should be calculated as:

Av = Aa +Ab +Ac (36)

Since the vane frontal surface is determined, it is possible to calculate the
vane mass taking into account the presence of the balancing bores along the
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vane facewidth W. Figure 10 shows the topper view of a TLV and helps
to identify the balancing bores and their diameter φ Considering a generic
material with density ρ, it is possible to calculate the vane mass as function of
the geometrical representative parameters:

m = ρ

{

A ·W − zb
πφ2

4
[lv − 1.5 · rv (1− cosβmax)]

}

(37)

As mentioned before, with the purpose to calculate the inertia term of Eq.32

it is now fundamental to identify the expression of rG which represent the
radial position of the vane center of gravity with respect of the pump axis
of rotation. Its value may be straightforwardly calculated from the vane lift
radius Rθ combined with the position of the vane geometrical center of gravity
HG. For sake of clarity it is worth express the position of the center of gravity
of the three elementary areas depicted within Fig. 10. Since the vane geometry
is symmetrical with respect to the horizontal axes, only the expression of the
abscissa will be reported within the following expressions:

Ha =
Hv − rv (1− cosβmax)

2
(38)

Hb =
Hv − d

2
(39)

Hc = Hv − rv +
(2rvsinβmax)

3

12A3
(40)

Then, HG might be calculated as:

HG =
AaHa +AbHb +AcHc

Av
(41)

Finally, with a look on Figures 3 and 9 it is possible to formalize the expression
of the vane center of gravity radial position:

rG = Rθ + rv −Hv +HG (42)

As a matter of fact, among the terms contained in Eq. 42, the only angle
dependent term is Rθ. Therefore, the derivative of rG becomes the derivative
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of the explicit expression of Rθ contained in 6. It results that the first derivative
might be expressed as:

Å̇rG = ωR ′

θ (43)

while the second derivative becomes:

ÈÅrG = ω2R ′′

θ (44)

where ω represents the pump working speed, which is considered as constant
for the purpose of the proposed study. It is worth underline that, with reference
to Eq.6, persist a strict connection between Rtheta and both TLV and cam ring
geometry. Such consideration suggests that within a design procedure, the
estimation of the loads arising during the operation plays a crucial role for the
choice of the cam ring mathematical law and for the TLV dimensions.

With the purpose to properly seal the oil trapped between two consecutive
vanes and operate its pressurization, it is fundamental for the vanes to maintain
the contact with the cam ring for the entire rotor revolution. Within this
framework, for the vanes is required to overcome the inertial and damping
actions formerly described. Since the pressure action is nullified by the vane
balancing bores, the only load components responsible to urge outward from
the rotor slots the vanes is the centrifugal force fc. As known, for definition
the centrifugal force should be calculated as follow:

fc = mω
2 ÅrG (45)

After the formalization of the centrifugal force, it is now possible to calculate
the instantaneous contact force between cam ring and vanes for every angular
coordinate. It gives the chance to study the magnitude of the loads through
an entire revolution, identifying if the designed vane-cam ring mechanism is
suitable or if it introduces detachment risks.

2.5 application of a parametric study to the vane-cam ring

mechanism

The current Section is devoted to the application of the analytical equations
formerly described in Chapter 2.4. The purpose of this work is to present a
general discussion on the admissibility of the twin lip vane design. In order
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s

e

1

Figure 11: Reference cam ring profile where γR = 18° and γP = 72° respectively
represent the firs and the last angular instants of the rising phase, γF = 108°
is the initial angular instant of the falling phase and γD = 162° indicates
the dwell phase starting point

to fulfil this purpose, according to Buckingham’s Theorem, the geometrical
parameters involved into the pump study are dimensionally reduced with
respect to a specific geometrical feature. For the scope of this study, the
minimum cam ring radius rmins has been taken as a reference parameter. As
already discussed in [28, 29, 30], this expedient provides the chance to extend
the analysis to families of similar pumps sharing same design and same
non-dimensional specific displacement V̂ :

V̂ =
2π

rmins
2

(

rmaxs − rmins

)(

rmaxs + rmins

)

= 2π
(

ê2 − 1
)

(46)

where ê represents the ratio between rmaxs and rmins . With the purpose to
deduce general information with wide applicability, all the parameters are
hereinafter considered in their non-dimensional form and identified by the hat
symbol ·̂.

2.5.1 Geometrical domain for twin lip vanes

The kinematic analysis detailed in Chapter 2.4 provides the necessary tool to
determine the vane motion given the pump geometry. As it is well known, this
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aspect constitutes the starting point to deduce important information on the
pump performance such as the theoretical flow rate ripple. However, within
the framework of the present work, attention will be mainly focused on how
the proposed dissertation may be used to calculate the set of admissible vane
geometries. In particular, a detailed description regarding how to compute the
limits defined within Chapters 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 will be provided together with
the considerations achievable from the obtained results. The analysis involves a
reference cam ring profile, characterized by equal rise and fall phases, obtained
with a 5th order polynomial law and non-dimensional specific displacement
equal to 0.5, so that ê =

√

1+ 1/(4π). Figure 11 shows the RFD law of the
cam ring as function of the angular coordinate γ. For the first part of the
dissertation, the cam ring is not designed with pre-compression zones. It is
worth noticing that this cam ring coincides with the one adopted in [28, 29,
30] and it has the same timing of the one adopted by Giuffrida et al. in [27].
Thanks to this approach, it is possible to perform a comparison between the
different vane designs.

In agreement with Fig. 6(c), from a kinematic standpoint the twin lip vane
geometry is considered as fully described by three fundamental parameters
expressed in their non-dimensional form: the tip radius r̂v, the lip eccentricity
d̂ and the lip half width ĥv. Since the computation of the vane geometry
admissible domain needs to be achieved numerically, the first step to fulfil
this purpose requires to define the set of parameters

(

d̂, r̂v, ĥv
)

in which the
calculus should be performed. In this framework, it may be easily deduced
that the three parameters stay within the following limits:






0 ⩽ d̂ ⩽ 1

0 ⩽ ĥv ⩽ 1

ĥv ⩽ r̂v ⩽ 1

(47)

It is worth noticing that, thanks to the dimensional reduction, this definition
does not depend on the pump actual dimensions and it remains valid for
whatever cam ring design. Indeed, the first two lines in Eq. 47 state that vane
lip eccentricity and vane lip half width must be positive and smaller than the
minimum value of the cam ring radius. The third line in Eq. 47 is based on
the practical assumption that the vane radius cannot be smaller than the vane
lip half width. Given the domain of investigation, it is necessary to compute
vane motion Rθ for each point pertaining to the cam ring profile by using Eq. 6.
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Figure 12: Right lip and left lip vane lift laws described by a twin lip vane characterized
by ĥv = 0.050, r̂v = 0.150 and d̂ = 0.050 (a), description of the pressure
angle trends for the contact points with maximum and minimum achievable
values of β (b) and resultant vane lift law (c)
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Figure 13: Different perspectives of the set of admissible TLV geometries for the cam
ring profile in Fig. 11.

Once the vane displacement is known, the procedure may be used to calculate
the two possible angle values θr and θl associated to Rθ thanks to Eq. 9 and
Eq. 10, respectively. In order to clarify the results of this first step, it is possible
to refer to Fig. 12(a) where the two solutions referring to a vane geometry with
ĥv = 0.05, r̂v = 0.15 and d̂ = 0.05 are reported in the same plot. As explained
in Chapter 2.4, the actual twin lip vane motion may be deduced by focusing
the attention on the pressure angle associated to each solution and by keeping,
for each angular position, the value of the vane lift that lead to an admissible
β. By referring to the example in Fig. 12, it is possible to observe that during
the rise phase the effective lift is governed by the right lip, while during the
fall phase the left lip controls the vane motion. On the other hand, during
dwell phases both solutions appear to be admissible in agreement with the
real scenario, in which both vane lips touch the cam ring with two pressure
angles sharing the same absolute value.

Once the actual vane displacement and angular position have been deter-
mined, the dissertation in Chapter 2.4.1 provides the chance to verify the
kinematic acceptability of the adopted vane geometry. For each point of the
vane lift, the limits defined in Eq. 26 and Eq. 31 need to be calculated and the
two most restrictive conditions must be compared with the chosen combination
of ĥv, r̂v and d̂. If this procedure is repeated for the entire domain defined
in Eq. 47, the computation leads to the determination of the set in Fig. 13,
which is comprehensive of all the vane geometries that meet the mandatory
kinematic requirements. As it may be observed in Eq. 47.a and Eq. 47.b, the
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Figure 14: Different perspectives of the set of admissible TLV, coherent with the
fundamental law of cam design (a,b)

domain is bounded by four surfaces: surface #1 and #2 are intrinsically defined
by the computational domain in Eq. 47, surface #3 is generated by the limit
interval in Eq. 31 and surface #4 is given by the limit interval in Eq. 27. For
the sake of completeness, it should be clarified that practical design solutions
are usually characterized by values of d̂ less than 0.25 and values of ĥv less
than 0.1, with d̂ typically greater than ĥv. This choice comes from the need to
keep the diameter of the balancing bores (governed by d̂) as big as possible
and concurrently restrain the overall vane width.

2.5.2 Vane Motion Regularity

The former Subsection has led to define an explicit vane geometry existence
domain on the basis of all the mandatory kinematic requirements that certify
the linkage feasibility. However, such requirements do not provide sufficient
guarantees regarding the resultant NVH behaviour of the machine, since no
restrictions based on the fundamental law of cam design have still been applied.
According to Chapter 2.4.3, additional investigations on the vane motion are
therefore needed with the purpose to discard the vane geometries possibly
responsible of an inappropriate pump NVH behaviour. In order to fulfil this
purpose, all the vane geometries defined by the set in Fig. 13 should be further
checked by computing the first and second derivatives of vane motion Rθ and
looking for discontinuities. By following this approach, the set of admissible
vane geometries reduces to the region reported in Figures 14(a) and 14(b),
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Figure 15: Isolines at discrete values of ĥv, representing the admissible TLV domain
projected on the d̂ r̂v plane (c)

where the resulting subset is displayed from two different perspectives. As it
may be appreciated from Fig. 14 and from the isolines in Fig. 15, the application
of the restrictions connected to the fundamental law of cam design leads to
discard all the vane geometries characterized by high values of d̂. As a matter
of fact, the main outcome of the integration between this latter limitation and
the kinematic admissibility is the considerable curtailment of the twin lip vane
existence domain, with a specific reference to the part of the set involving
high values of d̂. Within this context, it is worth noticing that the obtained
result is in agreement with the practical consideration raised in Chapter 2.5.1,
stating that real vane designs adopted in the market are usually characterized
by values of d̂ less than 0.15.

2.5.3 Pre-compression scheme influence

The former Subsections have detailed the numerical procedure required to
explicit the analytical dissertation and consequently determine the admissible
domain for the geometry of twin lip vanes starting from a reference cam
ring profile. Once the correlation between the cam ring profile and the vane
geometrical parameters has been clarified, it may be interesting to analyse how
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Figure 16: Right lip, left lip and resultant vane lift laws described by a TLV char-
acterized by ĥv = 0.050, r̂v = 0.140 and d̂ = 0.120 coupled with a pre-
compression cam ring (a), description of the pressure angle trends for the
contact points with maximum and minimum achievable values of β (b) and
vane radial velocity (c)
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different cam ring design solutions affect the availability of the twin lip vane
configurations.

In this scenario, a relevant role is played by the pre-compression profile [27],
which is often adopted to improve the pumping capability of the machine. In
order to evaluate its influence, the numerical procedure previously described is
hereinafter repeated for a cam ring profile that shares the same timing and the
same mathematical equations as the one depicted in Fig. 11, but with r̂s (γP) =
1.042 and r̂s (γF) =

√

1+ 1/(4π). It is worth highlighting that this design
solution offers no upper-dwell phases, since the linear pre-compression phase
starts immediately after the rise phase. As an example, Figure 16(a) details
the resultant vane displacement for a twin lip vane geometry characterized by
ĥv = 0.05, r̂v = 0.14 and d̂ = 0.12, coupled to the mentioned cam ring. Within
this context, Fig. 16(b) shows the pressure angle trend during the entire rotor
revolution, calculated through the parametric analysis.

Despite the adopted vane design fulfils the kinematic mandatory require-
ments defined by Equations 27 and 31, the computation of the first derivative
of the vane displacement, which is reported in Fig. 16(c), clearly demonstrates
the unacceptable motion of the linkage. As it may be appreciated, a jump
discontinuity takes place in the vane radial velocity when the vane moves from
the rise phase to the pre-compression one. This phenomenon is obtained even
though the cam ring profile has been designed with a smooth transition that is
guaranteed till its second derivative. This results appears to be a permanent
outcome for the entire calculus domain defined by Eq. 47: as a matter of fact,
the substitution of the flat upper dwell phase with the linear pre-compression
profile with no dwell results into the impossibility to achieve vane designs
with satisfactory motion. From this observation it descends that, despite the
kinematic analysis may provide a consistent domain of geometrically admis-
sible twin lip vane configurations, the subsequent vane motion regularity
investigation voids the entire domain.

On the basis of the achieved results, it may be deduced that the absence of
dwell between the rise phase and the pre-compression phase, a design solution
commonly adopted in circular tip vanes [28, 29], does not represent a feasible
option in case of twin lip vanes. Starting from this observation, the last part of
the parametric study is devoted to the evaluation of pre-compression schemes
involving a brief dwell phase placed between rise and linear pre-compression
phases. This choice seems to be also adopted in [27], where the authors noticed
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its beneficial effects in case of flat tip vanes. In order to evaluate the potentials
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Figure 17: Influence of the brief dwell phase angular extension on the cam ring
law (a), isolines at discrete values of ĥv, representing the admissible TLV
domain projected on the d̂ r̂v plane for different brief dwell phase angular
extensions: αUD=4° (b), αUD=8° (c), αUD=12° (d) and αUD=16° (e)
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of this design solution, the analysis of the twin lip vane admissible domain is
repeated for four cam ring profiles. The entire set of analysed cam rings share
the same timing, mathematical laws and values of r̂s (γP) and r̂s (γF) of the
profile leading to the results in Fig. 16.

The difference stands in an upper-dwell phase inserted between γP and the
beginning of the linear pre-compression. The angular extension of this brief
upper-dwell phase, defined as parameter αUD in Fig. 17(a), is progressively
increased from 4o till 16o in order to provide a comprehensive overview of the
effects generated by this design choice. It is worth underlining that these four
profiles lead to the same specific displacement, since maximum and minimum
values of the cam ring radius remain unaltered. Figures from Fig. 17(b) to
Fig. 17(f) report the isolines of the twin lip vane admissible domains related to
the four cam ring profiles analysed. The showed results are inclusive of the
restrictions related to the fundamental law of cam design, demonstrating that
suitable pre-compression schemes may be implemented also in case of twin lip
vanes, pending the inclusion of a sufficiently long-lasting upper-dwell phase.
Moreover, the analysis clarifies that the angular extension of the upper-dwell
phase is directly connected to the maximum vane eccentricity permitted. This
link is due to the role played by the upper-dwell phase, which has the exclusive
task to allow a smooth transition from the vane rising to the vane falling: as
the upper-dwell is extended, wider vanes have the chance to avoid sudden
variations of their radial motion, since both their lips can effectively touch
the dwell zone when the cam ring profile derivative switches from positive to
negative sign.

In order to conclude the analysis of the cam ring profile influence, a further
parametric study involving the severity of the pre-compression scheme has
been carried out. As shown in Fig. 18(a), four different cam ring profiles have
been considered, each one sharing the same timing and the same mathematical
laws hereinbefore adopted and an upper-dwell angular extension equal to 8o.
The profiles are characterized by a progressively increased pre-compression
ratio ξ, in order to focus the attention on the magnitude of the pre-compression.
According to [28], parameter ξ, defined as:

ξ = 100 ·

∣

∣

∣

∣

r̂s(γP) − r̂s(γF)

γP − γF

∣

∣

∣

∣

(48)

may be considered as an index of severity of the pre-compression scheme, since
it is linked to the slope of the linearly decreasing cam ring radius. Figures from
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Figure 18: Influence of the precompression ratio on the cam ring law (a), isolines at
discrete values of ĥv, representing the admissible TLV domain projected
on the d̂ r̂v plane for different precompression ratios: ξ=0.15 (b), ξ=0.43 (c),
ξ=0.71 (d) and ξ=0.97 (e)
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Fig. 18(b) to 18(f) report the isolines of the twin lip vane admissible domains
related to the four cam ring profiles analysed. As it may be appreciated, results
present extremely slight differences between each other, indicating that the
four cam rings may host the same twin lip vane designs. This outcome is
produced because the boundaries of the set of admissible vane geometries
are generated basically by the vane pressure angle, which cannot overcome a
given maximum value, and by the restrictions imposed the by fundamental
law of cam design. The former, in particular, is mostly influenced by the
sharpness of rise and fall phases, therefore one would expect to observe some
key changes in the results due to the increment of r̂s(γP). However, the latter is
not altered by the variation of ξ, since the extension of the upper-dwell phase
remains unvaried. By considering that the limits imposed by the fundamental
law of cam design have been shown to produce more restrictive boundaries,
this behaviour explains the nonentity of the variations observed between the
results. In conclusion, the analysis demonstrates the kinematic feasibility of
the pre-compression scheme in balanced vane pumps adopting twin lip vanes,
as long as a certain amount of upper-dwell phase is included. In particular,
the study highlights the key role played by the extension of the upper-dwell
profile, which has a relevant influence on the maximum admissible value for
the vane eccentricity.

2.5.3.1 Radial Load Characterization

The application of the analytical procedure described within Chapter 2.4 gives
the chance to include within the design procedure the restriction connected to
unsuitable vane loads. In particular, through the calculation of the instanta-
neous vane loads through the entire pump rotation it is possible to identify
maximum and minimum total loads acting on the vane. The results of such
calculation are fundamental to evaluate the risk of detachment of the vane from
the cam ring, the magnitude of the resultant contact load between vane and
stator and the amplitude of the loads variation. The extension of the calculation
to the entire admissibility domain allows to identify several influence maps
which complete the description of vane behaviour. It is worth clarify that the
study has dealt with cam ring without precompression modification. As well
as for previously shown admissibility domains, even for the loads characteriza-
tion only reasonable values of hv have been considered. As mentioned before,
the particular design of the TLV allows to include balancing bores along the
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Max Values Min Values

Figure 19: Maximum and minimum values of the total radial load acting on the vane,
calculated for the entire admissibility domain at different hv values

vane facewidth capable to neglect the pressure components from the total
radial force.

Figure 20 shows the confrontation between the maximum and minimum
values of the total radial force acting on the vane, raised through a pump
revolution at constant angular velocity ω. The maps have been calculated
for the entire admissibility vane domain for different values of the vane half
width hv. In addition, for the scope the total length of the vane lv and the
vane facewidth wv have been considered as constant. Their values have been
respectively set on 0.6 and 0.4. Analysing the picture is clear that incrementing
the vane half width the difference between the maximum and the minimum
registered total load increases. Analogue consideration descends from the
analysis of the single subfigures of Fig. 20. As may be observed, the loads
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difference tends to increase following the increment of tip radius rv and,
particularly, the vane eccentricity. It is worth underline that, with reference
to Eq. 37, the increment of such parameters determines the increment of the
vane mass. Where the admissibility domains allows large vane eccentricities,
the values of maximum loads strongly increase. On the other hand, Fig. 20

b)

a)

Figure 20: Maximum and minimum values of the total radial load acting on the vane,
calculated for the entire admissibility domain at different hv values

shows the confrontation between maximum and minimum values of total loads
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for different vane half width. In particular, Fig. 20(a) depicts the minimum
values of total loads. The overlapped layers, representative of different vane
half width, do not show great differences increasing hv. On the contrary, the
distance between layers in Fig. 20(b) becomes more significant increasing hv.
Furthermore, the slope of maximum load layers is higher than the minimum.
It descends that the vane mass mostly affects the maximum radial loads while
the minimum values are almost constant trough the admissibility domain at
constant hv. With the purpose to deepen the investigation on how the TLV

a) d)c)b)

Figure 21: TLV with tip radius r̂v = 0.065, eccentricity d̂ = 0.028 and different values
of vane half width: ĥv = 0.01 a), ĥv = 0.02 b), ĥv = 0.03 c) and ĥv = 0.05 d)

design modifications impact on the vane kinematics and the resultant pump
behaviour, four vanes with equal tip radius and eccentricity but different lips
width have been studied. Figure 21 allows to understand how the increment
of ĥv changes the vane geometry and the extension of the circular part of the
lip. Within this context, Figure 22 shows the timing between the total load
and the pressure angle through a pump revolution, for the set of vanes under
investigation. In addition, it allows to identify how the increment of the lips
width affects the magnitude of the total load and the amplitude of the pressure
angle. Thinner vanes reach lower load amplitude and peaks, essentially thanks
to a minor mass which reduces the centrifugal contribute. On the other hand,
such vanes are affected by higher variation of the pressure angle that may be
responsible of more severe wearing phenomena.

Since the results shown within [28] have highlighted the absolute predomi-
nance of the pressure load components on the total radial force for single lip
vanes, the presented load maps for TLV have shown a substantial containment
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Figure 22: Plot of the total force for vanes with rv = 0.065, d = 0.028 at different hv
values (a) and plot of the pressure angle trend for same vanes (b)

of the total radial force. Therefore, balanced vane pump equipped with TLV
are capable to achieve higher delivery pressure than the single lip equipped
avoiding the severity of contact loads which are major responsible of wearing
phenomena of cam ring and vanes.
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2.6 final remarks

The Chapter has presented a kinematic based methodology for a coherent de-
sign of balanced vane pumps equipped with twin lip vane design, focusing the
attention on the definition of vanes admissibility domains. The vane-cam ring
mechanism has been outlined as an inverse cam-follower mechanism where the
moving component is represented by the vane while the statoric component
is the cam. The particular vane design introduces a critical kinematic issue:
since the vanes have two circular lips which enter in contact with the cam ring
in different instant, it is fundamental to clarify for every angular position on
which lip the contact take place. The first part of the research has concerned
the description of the vane motion law through the analytical implementation
of the closure equations for each vane lip. A dedicated focus has been provided
regarding the solution of the closure equations, which require to address the
mentioned issue related to the duality of the point of contact. The analysis
of the path of contact and of the kinematic rings components has allowed
to formalize a discarding criterion for the identification of the representative
ring. Then, the analytical expressions referring to the kinematic admissibility
domain of the vane geometrical parameters have been formalized and deeply
discussed. The correlation between kinematic constraints and vane geometrical
parameters has been deployed through an explicit formulation which consid-
ers the vane radial motion and the pressure angle analysis. In parallel to the
kinematic constraints, the verification of the compliance between the resultant
vane motion law and the fundamental law of cam design has been included as
additional limitation. Within this framework, the study has led to provide a
comprehensive dissertation on the actual feasibility of the mechanism. Since
the purpose of the study has been the identification of a design procedure
which helps to design a vane pump that meets the performances requirements
and additionally ensure a satisfactory NVH behaviour, the analysis of the loads
acting on the vanes has been included.

In order to corroborate the analytical investigation, the work included a
parametric study based on the Buckingham’s Theorem that gave the chance
to produce general results referring to families of similar pumps. Initially,
the cam ring geometry has been assumed as indisputable input data and the
study focused the attention on the numerical procedure required to distin-
guish the actual contact point and determine the vane radial motion. Later, the
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attention moved to the computation of the entire set of twin lip vane designs
that satisfy the mandatory kinematic requirements. The results demonstrated
the existence of a bounded set, containing all the combinations of vane tip
radius, eccentricity and width that respect the linkage closure equation. In
this context, the computed domain showed that the large majority of feasible
vanes are characterized by low specific eccentricity and lip half width values.
With the purpose to identify the vanes ensuring a regular vane motion, which
is a characteristics promoting a satisfactory pump dynamic, the analysis has
been deepened by including the restrictions related to the fundamental law of
cam design. Due to this additional limitation, the initial admissibility domain
resulted as further curtailed, exclusively preserving the twin lip vane geome-
tries with specific eccentricity values lower than 0.3. As a matter of fact, the
computed domain includes TLV that even if satisfy the kinematic constraints
are not eligible to properly work in a vane pump. Since the procedure seeks
to constitute a robust and reliable design tool, it is worth to clarify that vanes
with total width greater than the 40% of the cam ring minimum radius are not
suitable to assure the pumping action of the machine.

Within the definition of admissibility domains context, subsequently to
the study of the interactions between TLV and simple RFD cam rings, the
study has been focused on the implementation of different family of cam ring
profiles involving several pre-compression schemes. By following the same
steps carried out for the previous analysis, the study has demonstrated that
twin lip vanes cannot be adopted in these peculiar profiles as long as no upper-
dwell intervals are interposed between rise and pre-compression phases. This
result is specifically produced by the limits imposed by the fundamental law
of cam design: the absence of an upper-dwell phase produces a discontinuity
in the first derivative of the vane radial motion due to a harsh transition of
the contact point from one vane lip to the other. Based on this observations,
additionally considering the crucial role acted by pre-compression profiles
for the achievement of higher delivery pressure, further numerical studies
addressing the influence of the upper-dwell phase on the twin lip vane design
admissibility have been reported. In this context, two different approaches
have been implemented: the extension of the upper-dwell phase with the
purpose to ensure a smoother contact lip transition and the increment of the
pre-compression ratio. The analysis highlighted the key role played by the
angular extension of the upper-dwell phase, which basically determines the
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maximum allowable vane eccentricity, while the pre-compression ratio appears
to have a negligible impact.

In the last part of the Chapter, the numerical analysis of the loads acting on
the vane has been presented. The analysis has been performed considering the
cam ring designed without the pre compression profile. As first consideration,
it is worth mention that thanks to the balancing bores, twin lip vanes are
subjected to the pressure force compensation. Since the predominant loading
component would be neglected, twin lip vanes generates loads against the
cam ring lower by two order of magnitude if compared with single lip vanes.
The centrifugal force has been evaluated as the most relevant component, its
definition suggests that the vane mass is extremely influent on the total load
calculation. As a matter of fact, the maximum load map calculated for the
entire vane domain has shown that where the admissibility domain includes
higher value of vane eccentricity the load fluctuation increase as well as the
peak value of the radial force. On the other hand, the analysis of the pressure
angle for vane with crescent lip width has shown that thinner vanes have
higher pressure angle fluctuation. It descends that, even if the differences are
minimal, for such vanes may exists a considerable risk of vane wearing, results
of the sliding between vane lip and cam ring.

The originality of the presented work stands in the development of an or-
ganic and robust design procedure which deals with the kinematic constraints
and with the dynamic implications that affect the design of twin lip vanes bal-
anced vane pumps. The results of the study remark that design a TLV capable
of a proper kinematic and contemporaneously a contained loads development
is an articulated process which requires robust basis and guidelines.
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3
H I G H A C C U R A C Y P R E D I C T I O N O F G E A R P U M P
P E R F O R M A N C E B Y U S I N G L U M P E D PA R A M E T E R
A P P R O A C H E S

The Chapter deals with the description of a lumped parameter model implemented to

numerically analyse the gear pumps performances. The proposed model represents the

update of a previous version which was developed for a specific gear pump. The novelty

aspects introduced are firstly represented by a new method for the calculation of both

the axial exchange areas between gear vain and side plate grooves and the vain control

volumes. The updates give to the model improved flexibility and reliability. Then, a

novel approach for the calculation of the flowrates between adjacent control volumes has

been implemented. In this framework, the adoption of specific tailored flow parameters

for different families of orifices gives the chance to avoid the definition of the laminar

or turbulent flow a priori. The flow regime is free to vary, following the pressure and

flow ripples that the model instantaneously calculates. It descends that the description

of the pump internal flows acquires greater consistency increasing the reliability of

the results. The model has been assessed through dedicated test campaign checking

the coherence between numerical and experimental flow ripples. With the model it

is possible to additionally describe the gears micromotions and the pressure loads

distribution. Within the current Chapter, with the purpose to demonstrate the model

potentiality, a gear pump design improvement case study has been included. Moreover,

it is also included a gear pump design procedure which represents a key tool for the

design of novel gear pumps. The procedure allows to estimate pump internal clearances

and volumetric efficiency, in parallel to the calculation of the journal bearings and the

gear pair representation.
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3.1 chapter nomenclature

Latin symbols

A generic exchange area

ad addendum

B oil Bulk’s modulus

b backlash

cr contact ratio

Cq flow coefficient

Cc pump displacement

D circle diameter

f pressure force

g bridge extension

h tooth height

hd hydraulic diameter

I gearpair center distance

K1K2 active meshing segment

l bearing length

m mass

mn normal module

Mb bending moment

n pump speed

P oil pressure

Q volumetric flowrate

s tooth thickness

S Sommerfeld’s number

T torque

V volume of a generic tooth pocket

W gear facewidth

w gearpair total width
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x profile shift

X power loss

z gear teeth number

Greek symbols

α pressure angle

β helix angle

γ gear stock allowance

δ radial clearance

ε shaft eccentricity

λ flow number

ζ bridge contact covering ratio

ηV pump volumetric efficiency

χ shaft relative eccentricity

µ oil dynamic viscosity

ν oil kinematic viscosity

ψ meatus height

ω angular speed

ρ oil density

ξ da definire

σam material admissible tension

Subscripts & superscripts

drvg,drvn denote driving and driven gear, respectively

in,out denote incoming or outgoing from the control volume,
respectively

tl denotes the tip and lateral orifices

pp denotes the pre and post vain flank and orifices

sd denotes the suction and delivery orifices

sen denotes the piping orifices
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cmp denotes the compensation grooves orifices

op denotes the operative condition

base denotes dimension referred to the gear vase circle

pitch denotes dimension referred to the gear pitch circle

tip denotes dimension referred to the gear tip circle

root denotes dimensions referred to the gear root circle

b denotes dimension referred to the bearings

T denotes dimensions referred to the cutting tool

des denotes design condition
′ denotes the pre-grinding condition

3.2 introduction

Reliability and robustness are the most recognized features of external gear
pumps that have promoted the wide diffusion of these machines in a great
variety of fields of the mechanical industry. With the purpose to answer to the
requests of constant improvement of the pump performance, the development
of new studies, in terms of mechanical or fluidynamic efficiency as well as in
terms of vibroacoustic characterization, is increasingly encouraged. Within this
framework, the need of reliable and direct methods for the simulation of the
pump behavior is constantly spreading among the pump constructors. Clearly,
the adoption of a validated tool which allows to briefly estimate the influence
of design improvements or new pump design, allows to dramatically reduce
the number of physical samples and operative tests. Over the years, several
studies have been carried out for the scope. The analysis of the dedicated
literature gives the chance to see how the methodologies have improved and
how the nowadays models are sophisticated and reliable.

One of the first mathematical models found in literature has been presented
in [33]. The model was capable to predict the pressure evolution within the
gear vain, considering the trapped oil as incompressible and focusing on
the connection with pressure loads. Then, a different approach has been
formalized by Mancò and Nervegna in [34] and lately in [35]. Here, authors
have introduced the study of the oil pressure variation through the resolution of
a continuity equation, considering the compressibility of the oil. In addition, the
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definition of the initial conditions through the numerical solution of a system of
stiff differential equations has been included. A fundamental contribute to the
research was provided by same authors in [36]. An experimental methodology
for the detection of the pressure within gear tooth spaces was proposed for the
numerical model validation. With a similar mathematical approach, Bonacini
et al. in [37] proposed a model where, in addition to the pressure loads, the
effects of oil viscosity and gear speed have been investigated. Lately, Borghi et

al. in [38], [39] and [40] upgraded the model including both the calculation of
gear position with the purpose to evaluate the running-in process in spur gear
pumps and a study of axial balance of gears.

Since the validation process of numerical models by means of experimental
tests have been adopted, further development of the modelling strategies have
permitted constant improving of the simulation models. The works presented
by Mucchi et al. in [41] and [42] provide a non-linear mathematical model
devoted to the calculation of the gear eccentricity, resulting into the definition
of the instantaneous static equilibrium positions of gear axes (SEP). The salient
aspects considered within the study are pressure loads, meshing forces and
bearing reactions. The comparison between simulation and experimental trials,
has led to the assessment of the model. Later, as presented in [43], the lumped
parameters model has been developed to focus on the features of the flow
during the meshing process. Phenomena such as local pressure peaks and
cavitation phenomena have been detected and characterized. In addition, the
model provides a methodology for the prediction of the gear axes micro-
motion and for the casing wear due to the break-in process. The topic has
been investigated in [44] where a former work of the authors [45] has been
integrated in a lumped parameters model. The implemented model has been
addressed by CFD analyses carried out in parallel and, finally, validated by
dedicated experimental campaigns. The absolute consistency of the lumped
parameter models is often highlighted among the dedicated literature through
studies that includes a confrontation with CFD analyses [46], [47], [48]. Within
this context, find a relevant role the work presented in [49] where the CFD
analysis is employed to design pump grooves and internal gaps. Lately, Mucchi
et al. in [50] have performed CFD analyses with the purpose to calibrate a set
of parameters necessary for the lumped parameters model.

The relevance of the hydraulic efficiency of gear pumps has been consid-
ered as a core argument in [51] and [52]. In Ref. [51], the authors present
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a mathematical model based on a previous work presented in [53], focused
on the evaluation of the hydro-mechanical efficiency on external gear ma-
chines. Flowrate losses arising from internal clearances of the pump (tooth tip
clearance, journal bearings clearance, lateral gap) and the mechanical losses
resulting from the meshing process and from friction phenomena, have been
investigated. Furthermore, in Ref. [52] a technique for the investigation of the
influence of gear conicity manufacturing errors on the volumetric efficiency
is proposed. Within the same framework, in Ref. [54] the authors analysed
the influence of manufacturing tolerances on tooth tip clearances and bearing
clearances on the pump efficiency for a wide sample pump population. The
effects of gear manufacturing and assembly errors on meshing loads have
been deeply investigated by authors in Ref. [55]. In addition, in Ref. [56] the
connection between the stiffness of floating supports and the meshing forces
has been extensively surveyed.

As it can be appreciated from this literature survey, thanks to the constant
upgrade of the modelling techniques over the last thirty years, the adoption of
LP model for pump prediction represents a reliable choice. Since LP models do
not necessarily requires dedicated software and extremely powerful calculators,
the diffusion of such numerical approach is nowadays still spreading. Within
this context, the aim of the present Chapter is to describe the mathematical
formulation and the implementation of a novel LP model. The current model
represents an evolution of a former calculation tool developed for a specific
gear pump [54]. As first improvement, with the purpose to give to the model
the flexibility required to become an accurate and reliable design tool adoptable
for the design of pump improvements or new pump projects, a novel method
for the calculation of the passage areas from gear vain to lateral grooves has
been introduced. In second hence, the flows between adjacent control volumes
have been described by means of a continuity equations which instantaneously
identify the laminar or turbulent regime. Finally, a study of the bending of the
gears has been included with the purpose to coherently represents the internal
gap between gears that might vary during the operations. The assessment of
the new calculation method has been performed by means of dedicated test
campaigns where the flow parameters, involved into the continuity equations,
have been properly calibrated. In addition to the delivery pressure and flowrate
estimation, the model is capable to represents the pressure loads evolution and
the running-in profiles described by gear tip
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In order to develop a complete design tool, a design procedure for the
calculation of the gears equipped on the simulated gear pump, has been inte-
grated. Such design tool may be employed in the early stages of a new pump
development or for the reproduction of an existent one. The methodology
has been structured with the purpose to drive the design procedure with the
choice and calibration of a limited number of input parameters. The main
outcomes concern the detailed gearpair geometry, which includes also infor-
mation regarding the rack cutter profile, the maximum allowable width of the
relief grooves, as well as the gearpair center position and the estimation of
the gear stock allowance. It is worth pointing out that the geometrical design
of the gears concerns traditional enveloped tooth profiles. It is based on the
analytical equations presented in [57] and integrated with the pump displace-
ment calculation presented in [58] for spur gears and [59] for helical gears.
Moreover, the calculation is carried out as an iterative procedure within which
the gearpair could be tailored to meet the established space requirement and
functioning constraints, through the manual calibration of the input parame-
ters. In addition, the proposed procedure provides not only the geometrical
characterization of the gear pump, but it also deals with its structural design.
Furthermore, the main pump clearances, addressed by [60], and the design of
the journal bearings have been implemented by correlating them to the tooth
geometry, the estimated loads and the working condition parameters.

The result of the current Chapter is the definition of a comprehensive design
tools which allows to generate a gearpair that meets initial performance con-
straints, evaluate the internal gaps and simulate the pump dynamic behaviour
giving information on internal loads and pressure ripples. The first Section
of the Chapter is devoted to the description of the mathematical theory at
the base of the LP model, from the continuity equation formalization to the
pressure loads calculation. Then, the model workflow is presented within
Section3.4. Furthermore, Section3.5 is devoted to describe the experimental
campaign carried out for the model validation. Within Section 3.6 the applica-
tion of the model in a performance improvement case study is presented and
discussed. In the concluding part of the Chapter, while Section 3.7 deals with
the description of the gear pump design procedure, the last Section is devoted
to the concluding remarks.
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3.3 mathematical aspects of the lumped parameters model

The developement of a LP model for the study of the gear pump fluid-dynamic
behaviour expects, in first hence, to discretize the internal fluid domain into
significant limited control volumes (CV). Then, for such oil pockets it is neces-
sary to describe the oil flows exchanged through the passage sections between
adjacent control volumes. As a matter of fact, for this work the subdivision of
the internal volumes follows the method adopted in [54] which relies on the
meshing zone discretization presented by Vacca et al. in [43].

For the proposed model, the connection between control volume pressure
variation and flow rates Qi are described by means of the following continuity
equation:

dP

dt
=
B

Vi

[

∑
Qini −

∑
Qouti −

(

dVi
dt

−
dVvari

dt

)]

(49)

Assuming constant transmission ratio and angular velocity ω, it is possible to
express a single continuity equation as function of the angular coordinate θ,
valid for both gears involved:

dP

dϑ1
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B

Vj

[

1

ω1

(∑
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∑
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)

−

(

dVj

dϑ1
−
dVvarj

dϑ1

)]

(50)

The structure of the equation, gives the chance to identify the two contributions
that affects the pressure variation within the control volumes: one is given by
the total flowrate balance, the second is given by the control volume variation
caused by the gear motion. It is worth noticing that the angular discretization
become very useful in the description of the model and, in particular, for the
inspection of the timing of the pump internal phenomena.

The flowrate calculation implemented within this work, represents one of
the novelty aspects with respect to the base model of Ref.[54]. In the base
model, the flows have been calculated with the Couette-Poiseuille equation in
case of low Reynolds number, with the Bernoulli’s equation for high Reynolds
number. With such approach, the nature of the flow needs to be attributed a

priori on the basis of experience, considering the clearance size and how the
oil might flows. The model upgrade has been developed giving the oppor-
tunity to autonomously switch from laminar to turbulent regime thanks to
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the Bernoulli’s equation implementation with a specific control over the flow
coefficients Cq. The equation is formulated as:

Q = CqA

√

2 |∆P|

ρ
sign (∆P) (51)

where ∆P is the pressure difference between adjacent control volumes and A
is the passage area. As mentioned above, Cq is the flow coefficient which is
a non dimensional parameter responsible of the transition from laminar to
turbulent regime. It is calculated as:

Cq = Cqmax tanh
(

2λ

λcrit

)

(52)

The value of Cqmax is established on the basis of the orifice geometry and its
value stands between 0 and 1. On the other hand, λcrit represents the critical
flow number which is a non dimensional coefficient, responsible of the orifice
geometry complexity characterization. The expression of the flow number λ
highlights the nature of the parameter:

λ =
hd

ν

√

2 |∆P|

ρ
(53)

where appears hd which is the hydraulic diameter of the orifice and the oil
kinematic viscosity ν, evaluated at the mean pressure between the adjacent
control volumes.

As a matter of fact, since λcrit is a parameter properly set for the orifice, the
pressure variation rules the transition of the flow regime affecting the local λ
value. In fact, due to the nature of the function tanh, with slight increments
of the argument the function swiftly tend to its maximum represented by
1. It descends that, when the calculated λ equalizes or overcomes its critical
value, the Cq value adopted within Eq. 51 tends to reach its maximum value,
giving to Eq. 51 the classical formulation of the Bernoulli’s equations in case
of turbulent regime. On the contrary, if for the passage area subjected to the
calculation λ is lower than the critical threshold, the flow coefficient for Eq. 51

is lower than the expected maximum value. By means of such reduction, the
Bernoulli’s equation would be adopted for the calculation of the flowrate either
in laminar regime.
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Figure 23: Schematic view of the pump implemented within the model with reference
to the gear vain control volumes enumeration

An additional novelty aspect is represented by the introduction of the Bulk’s
modulus dependency on the pressure variation. Besides giving a more coherent
flow description, such improvement allows to take into consideration the
influence of the oil air fraction and how it affects the flowrates, considering the
study carried out in [61], [62] and [63]. Furthermore, oil aeraction constitutes
the main potential cavitation risk ([64], [65], [66]). Since completely avoid
the presence of air bubbles within the circulating oil is almost impossible in
gear pump and the air may costs a dramatic shrinkage of pump performance,
the evaluation of its effects during the simulation process represent a crucial
aspects to properly estimate pump performances. The Bulk’s module pressure
dependency has been evaluated through the implementation of the equation:

B =
(1−α0)

(

1+m
(P−P0)
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m
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(
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)
1
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P

)
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ξ

(54)
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3.4 lumped parameters model structure and workflow

The model is essentially structured into three main modules: preprocessing,
where the gearpair is generated and exchange areas and control volumes are
calculated through the entire pump revolution; resolver module, where the
mathematical model presented in Section 3.3 is implemented with the purpose
to calculate pump performances; post-processing for the extraction of the
simulation outcomes and the confrontation with experimental data. With the
purpose to have a flexible and programmable tool for the data post processing
and for eventual upgrades, the model has been implemented within Matlab
environment.

With reference to the gear pump internal volumes, within Fig. 23 is included
the enumeration scheme of the vain control volumes. The enumeration follows
the rotation verse of the gears and represent a crucial aspect of the model.
Since, in order to properly calculate the exchanged flowrates, it is fundamental
to coherently put in communication the correct CVs, within the preprocessing
section the volumes properties are collected following such framework. The
control volumes map of the model is given within Fig.24 where for each
volume are additionally reported the exchange sections. For sake of clarity, the
scheme describes the instantaneous position reported in Fig. 23. It is worth
noticing that within the pump, part of the control volumes have a constant
value e.g. volumes associated to inlet, outlet and compensation grooves. On
the contrary, the gear control volumes are subjected to a variation essentially
caused by the mating tooth that invades the vain volumes in the meshing zone.
Each control volume is characterized by the oil instantaneous pressure value
and exchanges flowrate with adjacent volumes through the boundary sections.
The pump communicates with the rig circuit through the sections of the inlet
and outlet chambers. In particular, on the delivery side has been modelled the
volume of the rigid pipe where the pressure sensor has been located during the
test campaign. Such control volume has been considered as reference volume
for the calculation of the mean delivery pressure and the pressure ripple. Thus,
the piping control volume has been included simulating the flexible piping
equipped during the experimental activity. At the end of the piping, a variable
hydraulic orifice for the delivery pressure tuning, has been located. Then, the
oil flows toward an hypothetical tank. The circuit is finally closed connecting
the tank with the pump suction chamber. The external circuit components have
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Figure 24: Map of the control volumes implemented within the gear pump LP model
and volumes communication scheme

been included assuming a constant volume estimated from the cad models of
the piping. Such components communicates among themselves and with the
inlet and outlet volumes through constant areas either calculated a priori by
the analysis of the cad model. Otherwise, the gear vain communicate with the
surrounding control volumes through time varying sections calculated step by
step within the preprocessing phase. Considering Fig.24, driving and driven
gear facing vain mutually exchange lubricant through the variable pre and
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post respective radial areas. Similarly, the last driving and driven gear vain
communicates through the pre and post orifices on the delivery side. A detailed
description of the pre and post exchanged flowrates has been included within
3.5. Alongside with these radial exchanges, gear vain axially relief pressurized
oil toward the inlet chamber through the instantaneous Inlet Area exposed to
the vain.

Figure 23 also shows that on the balancing plate of the pump studied for the
validation, two symmetrical grooves named Compensation Groove are included.
Such grooves are responsible to axially collect oil from the pressurized vain
with the purpose to deliver it to the back-plate grooves. The pressurized oil
is here required in order to ensure the balancing plate hydrostatic radial and
axial sustainment. Thanks to the gaskets included in the rear face of the plate,
the oil leakage toward the suction side is avoided, on the contrary, it is put in
communication with the delivery chamber. When the pump works in stationary
conditions, the limited pressure difference between the involved volumes do
not causes intense oil exchanges ensuring a constant floating actions. It is
worth underline that the tip and lateral flowrates between adjacent vanes
are calculated only within the pressure arc zone. Furthermore, while lateral
areas are considered constant during the simulation and calculated by the
preprocessing tool, the tip areas between gear and housing depends on the
instantaneous position of the gear and are calculated within the resolver.

The resolver tool works on the basis of the data collected within the pre-
processing phase, iteratively resolving the continuity equation for the entire
set of volumes. The fundamental outcome is the definition of the equilibrium
position of the gears and the instantaneous active pressure field combined
to the control volumes flowrates. The resolution of the system for constant
angular step lead to obtain the pressure and flowrate oscillations of the control
volumes through complete pump revolutions.

3.4.1 Pre-processing Module

The preprocessing module has been structured with the main purpose to
determine the geometrical features needed to characterize the control volumes.
In particular, the main preprocessing outcomes are the calculations of the
exchanging areas between adjacent control volumes and the control volumes
dimensions themselves.
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The module essentially relies on the accurate reproduction of the gearpair
equipped within the pump. In this context, the initial part of the tool is devoted
to the collection of the basic gearpair geometrical data and of the rack cutter
tool adopted for the gear production. Then, the data are processed generating
the gears through the reproduction of the cutting process. Aside from a
detailed tooth table, the tool creates the Matlab structures where the points
constituting the gear profile are properly ordered and stored. Furthermore,
with the purpose to straightforwardly generates the balancing plate grooves,
the Matlab tool has been put in communication with a 3D cad software by
means of a dedicated function. Since one of the final scopes of the LP model
is the design of pump improving solution, the tool assumes further relevance
when is required the design of several different grooves layout for a same pump.
Being the shape of such profiles extremely difficult to describe as parametric
function in Matlab, a flexible tool that generates usable data directly from the
cad assumes an absolute relevance. The tool basically operates discretizing the
grooves profile on the cad environment in a proper number of ordered points
and import them as Matlab usable data. Inlet, outlet and compensation grooves
are imported from the cad model and reproduced within the preprocessing
scripts. Then, the groove profiles are combined with the gearpair profile
previously generated.

The nature of the collected data gives the chance to calculate the dimensions
of the control volumes and of the exchanging areas for a complete rotation. A
dedicated script simulates the gearpair motion discretizing the gears revolution
around its axis, in a consistent number of equal angular steps. In particular, the
rotation of a singular vain per gear is considered focusing the attention on the
relationship with the mating tooth on the other gear and on the vain exposure
to the plate grooves. For each angular step, the script is able to calculate the
oil volume isolated within the vain and the instantaneous flowrate exchanging
areas. Within this context, for the presented LP model a novel method for the
axial relief areas and volumes calculation, based on the 2D Matlab meshing
feature has been developed.

For sake of clarity, Figure 78(a) shows the instantaneous axial exchanging
area exposed to the driving gear reference vain. The black area is the portion
of inlet groove that communicates with the oil trapped by the vain and the
mating tooth of the driven gear. Zoomed views reported within Figures 78(b)
and (c) show the structure of the 2D triangular mesh [67] generated within
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Figure 25: Path of contact and relief groove

the Matlab environment. Despite the resultant exchanging areas result into
articulate and irregular profiles, a proper implementation of the triangulation
combined to a coherent script programming, gives the opportunity to calculate
the exposed area very precisely. Furthermore, the script allows to identify
the section perimeter which is a crucial parameter for the section hydraulic
diameter calculation. An accurate calculation of the areas for each angular step
is particularly important since it allows to reproduce the smooth variation of
the area. A poor calculation often results into the generation of discontinuous
area profile that may produce numerical errors on the final pressure and
flowrates estimation. Nevertheless, the proposed methodology excellently
overcome the problem giving absolute accuracy and flexibility. In addition to
the axial passage areas, through the same approach it is possible to calculate
the gear vain control volumes evolution. As a matter of fact, the calculation
of the vain frontal area represents the fundamental aspect for the volume
estimation. In fact, for spur gears the trapped oil vain should be calculated by
the multiplication of its frontal area for the gear facewidth, while for helical
gears the vain volumes might be obtained integrating the frontal area along
the helical profile. Then, the preprocessing tool calculates the vain volume
derivative through a complete gear revolution.

Once described the calculation method for axial areas and control volumes,
it is worth to focus on the calculation of the radial exchange orifices. Figure
26(a) shows an example of the communicating orifice between two facing
vain control volumes. The exchange area between the vain is mutually shared
between the control volumes. The definition of the Pre and Post adjectives
will be successively provided within Section 3.5. The orifices are rectangular
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Figure 26: Vain to vain flowrate exchange (a) and two instant of radial flowrate ex-
change (b) (c)

shaped with long edge equal to the gear facewidth and height calculated
considering the minimum distance between the inactive profiles of the meshing
vanes. Otherwise, the inlet radial orifices for both driven and driving gear are
presented in Figure 26(b). Similarly to the vain to vain orifice, one edge of
the passage area is represented by the gear facewidth while the other one is
represented by the arc length, or a portion of it, as shown within the picture.
For sake of clarity, the same principle may be adopted for the description of
the outlet radial areas. Within the control volumes map of Fig. 24, these areas
are indicated as Outlet Rad Area or Inlet Rad Area.

The last passage area calculation performed in the preprocessing phase,
concerns the calculation of the lateral orifices. Such sections are calculated by
multiplying the lateral gap between gear and balancing plates for the tooth
height. It is worth underline that these ports put in communication consecutive
vain of the same gear on the pressure arc zone generating lateral leakages.

A great potentiality of the developed model is associated to the possibility
to launch the preprocessing module separated from the rest of the code. It
descends that, once collected the volumes and passage area values, the model
would be executed launching the resolver module changing only the operating
parameters. In this way it is possible to contain the computational demands
and study several operative conditions.
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Figure 27: Iterative solution scheme for a given gearpair angular position

3.4.2 Resolver Module

The resolver module is devoted to the calculation of the interactions between
the control volumes. It allows to characterize the pump fluidynamic behaviour
and the loads arising during the pumping operation. It requires, as input data,
the geometrical parameters of gearpair, bearing and clearances and the volumes
and areas data collected performing the pre-processing module. In addition, it
is necessary to provide the pump rotational speed, the inlet pressure and the
target delivery pressure. To initialize the resolver, it is necessary to attribute an
initial pressure value to the control volumes and the initial position inside the
bearings to the gears.

The resolution scheme relays on the iterative procedure described within
Fig.27. For a generic angular position of the gear it is possible to inseparably
calculate the pressure field inside the pump and the gears instantaneous
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position. Since these two aspects directly affects each other, it is mandatory for
a simulation tool to perform a bonded calculation of their values. Describing
the correlation starting from the gear position, it is clear that the clearance
between gear shaft and journal bearings allows the gear to orbit within the
bearings, converging to the position that ensure a pressurized meatus and
the required fluidynamic sustainment. As a matter of fact, the position of the
gear provides a variation of the gap between tooth tips and the pump internal
casing which directly causes a leakage flowrate variation. Then, according to
the continuity equation 50, the flowrate variation results into a fluctuation of
the control volume pressure. Consequently, the pressure loads, arising on the
pressurized oil volume, are subjected to a unavoidable variation. Extending
the discussion to all the vain of driving and driven gear, it is clear that the
entire pressure field and related pressure loads vary generating a different
total pressure force that loads the journal bearings. The reaction of the bearing
consists in a variation of the oil meatus height capable to sustain the new
resultant force. It descends that the gears are assuming a novel equilibrium
position, different from the first implemented, that results into a further tip
clearance modification.

The straightforward description of the cause-effect process represents a
step of the iterative procedure implemented for each angular step. With the
purpose to describe the instantaneous equilibrium condition of the pump
in terms of pressure field, flowrates, gear position and loading scheme, the
continuity equation is solved for the entire set of control volumes in each
iteration. From a mathematical point of view, the existence of a set of several
control volumes generates a non-linear system of continuity equations which
has been treated by means of the fsolve Matlab function. As mentioned within
previous Sections, the model has been developed with the purpose to deal with
the oil Bulk’s module variation during the pump operation. For this reason,
the Bulk’s module equation 54 is solved in each iteration. Furthermore, the
flowrate estimation is also subjected to the calculation of the flow number
and flow coefficient in every instantaneously active passage area. The flow
regime characterization given by the solution of Equations 52 and 53 ensure
the coherency of the estimation in every calculation step. The introduction of
these updates has shown higher robustness and reliability to the continuity
equation solutions.
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Figure 28: Frontal view of the test bench where the gear pump has been tested

3.5 experimental validation of the lumped parameter model

The computational model has been developed with the purpose to repro-
duce the performances of an existing spur gear pump. The coherence of the
model results has been evaluated on the basis of the reproduction of the de-
livery pressure, delivery flowrate and pressure ripple on the outlet pipe. The
characterization of such terms of comparison has been performed through a
dedicated test campaign where the performances of a benchmark gear pump
have been mapped on a test rig. The tests have been performed driving the
pump at the required speed with a smooth and contained acceleration in
order to do not introduce shocks and overheating of the lubricant. In parallel,
through the bench controller, the delivery pressure needs to be lead to the
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Figure 29: Pump studied for the LP model validation

target value. Then, when the test condition are achieved, pressure and speed
signals are acquired for 30 seconds.

From Figure 28 it is possible to see the frontal view of the test bench and the
setup for the measure. The gear pump is mounted on the test bench coupling
the pump cover to the bench flange, here the pump driving shaft is connected
to the bench driver which is controlled in order to ensure the required pump
speed.

With reference to Fig. 28, the suction port of the pump is placed on its
right side while the delivery port is on the left. A rigid T-pipe connect the
outlet port to the flowmeter and house the pressure sensor on the central joint.
After the flowmeter, the outlet pipe end up into the bench tank where the
oil is filtered and stored. Apart from the pressure and flowrate sensors, the
bench is equipped with an encoder for the pump speed control and a thermal
sensor for the oil temperature monitoring. Within the picture are also visible a
microphone and four accelerometers mounted with the purpose to monitor
the pump NVH behaviour. The data collected by means of such sensors have
been employed in a parallel activity on the same pump.

The pump adopted for the activity is shown within Figure 29. With the
purpose to show the main components of the gear pump, the picture presents
the machine disassembled. Body, balancing plates and covers are made of
aluminium alloy, while the shafts are made of tempered 20MnCr5 steel. In
order to ensure a steady set of clearances for the entire operation, gear housings
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Table 1: Test conditions adopted for the experimental campaign.

Pump Speed Outlet Pressure Outlet Flowrate

(rpm) (bar) (L/min)

2000

10 29.10

50 28.55

100 28.21

150 28.10

200 28.26

3000

10 43.09

50 42.90

100 42.65

150 42.50

200 42.52

have been subjected to a running-in procedure before the test campaign. The
gear pump is essentially constituted by two spur gears with equal number
of teeth z = 12, module mn = 2.5mm and facewidth w = 26mm that ensure
a theoretical pump displacement Cc equal to 14.59cm3/rev. The condition
tested for the pump performance mapping have been included within Tab. 1.
The lubricant adopted on the test rig is an ISO-VG46 oil and it is worth
mentioned that during the entire test, the fluid has been maintained at constant
temperature of 40°C. The pressure sensor located on the outlet port of the
pump has allowed to acquire the operative pressure ripple which stands
as one of the most representative indicators of the numerical-experimental
correlation. Within Tab. 1 the mean delivery pressure values, measured by
the sensor, are reported. Figure 30(a) shows the pressure ripples measured at
pump speed of 2000 rpm while displays in 30(b) the data collected at 3000

rpm. In each subfigure, the curves are representative of the delivery pressure
ripples measured at different target outlet pressures. With the purpose to
give robustness to the ripple comparison, the experimental signals have been
cleared out of the mean pressure value. Since the pump was working in single
contact, the waves present a number of positive and negative peaks equal to
the gear number of teeth.

The model validation procedure has in its initial step the reproduction of the
gearpair through the gear tooth tables of the tested pump. In second instance,
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Figure 30: Delivery pressure ripples measured at three different delivery pressure at
2000 rpm (a) and 3000 rpm(b)

balancing plate grooves have been imported from the pump cad model with the
purpose to activate the preprocessing calculation phase. As mentioned before,
the preprocessing tool has lead to generate the structures and matrix containing
volumes and exchanging areas necessary for the resolver module. Aside from
the orifices calculation, preprocessing phase requires the introduction of the
complete set of geometrical input parameters that characterize the tested pump.
In particular, in this phase it is mandatory to insert the stationary internal
clearances between rotating and stationary bodies. Such set of parameters has
been obtained through the measurement of the tested pump components by
means of a measuring machines on the metrological laboratory of the pump
manufacturer. Finally, the operative conditions have been setted through the
generation of the structure including oil characteristics such as viscosity and
reference Bulk’s modulus at test temperature, pump speed, target delivery
pressure, shaft material data.

Aside from a certain number of input parameters derived from measurement
and operative data, there is a set of parameters devoted to the calibration of the
model. In particular, the validation of the model has been performed through
the tuning of the critical flow numbers λ and flow coefficients Cq. To ensure a
fine calibration of the model, such parameters have been specified for different
families of passage area. The map of the exchange orifices shown within Fig. 24,
gives the chance to identify the mentioned families of areas. With reference
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Figure 31: Vain-to-vain oil exchanges: pre and post flowrates in two different meshing
instant (a), (b) and schematic representation of tip and lateral flowrates (c)

to Fig. 24, it is worth to describe the zone of application of the parameters.
The subscript sd are referred to the axial and radial exchange areas between
vain and suction or delivery chambers. An example of the radial suction side
orifice has been depicted in Fig. 26(b). The indication sen describes all the
exchanging areas between delivery and suction chambers with the piping
while cmp is related to the compensation grooves axial exchange. A special
focus is given to the tip and lateral orifices named tl and to the vain-to-vain
exchange areas described by the subscript pp. Figure 31(a) and (b) gives the
chance to understand the reference framework for the calculation of the pre

and post radial flowrates within the meshing zone. The schematic view of the
radial orifices reported in Fig. 26(a) also helps in the description. Considering
driving and driven mating vain and the enumeration framework, the subscript
pre is given to the flowrates exchanged through the first portion of the vain. On
the contrary, the subscript post is assigned to the second portion. It descends
that for the adopted reference scheme, the pre flowrates of the driving gear
are exchanged with the post orifices of the driven and viceversa. Since the
reference vain for the two gears are shifted of one angular step, the flowrates
are shifted of such angular period with opposite sign. Otherwise, tip and
lateral flowrates are exchanged by adjacent vain along the pressure arc. The
flowrate scheme reported within Figure 31(c) helps for the explanation of
the leakages calculation. Since the reference vain is completely entered in the
pressure arc zone, it may exchange oil with the adjacent vain through the
tip and lateral gap. The flowrates that enter within the control volume are
considered with positive sign while the exit flows are considered negative. For
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these vain control volumes, the model calculates a flowrate balance in each
angular step. The lateral orifices are rectangular shaped and are characterized
by one edge equal to the tooth height and the other one equal to the axial gap
between gear flank and balancing plate.

Model validation has been carried out considering as reference test condition
the 2000 rpm and 100 bar of target delivery pressure. For sake of clarity, the
target pressure implemented within the model has been set to 91 bar, since the
value measured by the pressure sensor has shown a consistent discrepancy
with respect to the target value of the test rig. To initialize the model tuning,
the value of Cq has been set to 0.4 for the entire set of orifices. With same
strategy, λcrit has been set to the standard value 1000. In first instance, the
results of the initial run already show the consistency of the model in terms of
pressure and flowrate mean value estimation. As a matter of fact in its initial
run, the model has shown 8% and 10% underestimation errors on delivery
flowrate and pressure respectively. On the contrary, the pressure ripple shows
a strong mismatch on the waveform and on the amplitude. It descends that
the flow parameters tailoring is mandatory to diminish the mean value errors
and consistently reproduce the internal phenomena of the pump.

To properly introduce the flow parameters values, is here presented a sen-
sitivity analysis to the modification of such parameters. In particular, Fig. 32

shows the influence of the modification of the flow parameters of the tip and
lateral orifices. For sake of clarity, Fig. 32(a) presents the comparison between
the experimental and the numerical pressure ripple for two angular periods
while Fig. 32(b) shows the delivery flowrate ripples for a singular period.
Among numerical results are also presented the outcomes of the first run.
Figures 32(c) and (d) represent the vain pressurization through a complete
rotation of the driving and driven gear respectively. The analysis of the results
is completed by Fig. 33 which shows the comparison between the tip and
lateral flowrates calculated with the different flow parameters. The strong
increment of Cqtl acts as a reduction of the orifices constriction. It results into
a diminished pump pressurization, observable from delivery pressure drop,
which enlarge the error until 10%. Figures 33(a),(b) highlight the increment
of the tip leakages that are responsible of the reduction of the mean delivery
flowrate shown in Fig. 32(b). The reduction of the pressurization is also notable
within Fig. 32(c) and (d) where the pressure peak shown in the meshing zone
is heavily reduced as well as the mean vain pressure. It is worth underlining
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Figure 32: Numerical results calculated varying the tip and lateral orifices flow coeffi-
cients. Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure ripples
in two angular period (a) and comparison between numerical delivery
flowrates in one angular period (b)

that the peak shown from the first approach simulation appears as an unreal
phenomena caused by the numerical assumptions. On the contrary, the incre-
ment of λtl from 1000 to 5000 ensures the improvement of the mean values
of delivery pressure and flowrate. The numerical errors calculated from the
comparison with the experimental values are reduced to 2.6% and 3.9% on
the pressure and on the flowrate respectively. The λtl increment acts as an
increment of the threshold that trace the transition from laminar to turbulent
regime. Maintaining the flow in laminar regime, the magnitude of the leakages
decrease, as shown within Fig. 33, acting as a sealing effect on the pump. The
graphical comparison shows that the wave form of pressure ripple is similar
to the first approach results with an increased amplitude. However, despite
the peak to peak amplitude slightly differs from the experimental, the ripple
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Figure 33: Comparison between tip and lateral exchanged flowrates calculated varying
the tip and lateral orifices flow coefficients. Results for the driving gear (a),
(c) and for the driven gear (b), (d)

presents some unexpected spikes. The focus on the vain pressurization shows
the mean pressure increment paired with a pressure peak reduction.

In second hence, the focus has been put on the influence of the flow pa-
rameters on the delivery and suction orifices. For the scope one simulation
has been performed increasing Cqsd from 0.4 to 0.8 keeping unaltered the
other parameters while the second one has been carried out reducing λsd from
1000 to 50. As a matter of fact, the Cqsd increment reduces the obstruction
on the sections involved while the reduction of λsd causes the transition to
turbulent regime for the entire flowrate exchange. The results of the Cqsd
increment is a 1.4 bar reduction of delivery pressure and 0.3 L/minmin of
delivery flowrate with respect to the initial simulation. The comparison of
the pressure ripples included within Fig. 34(a) shows that the modification
improve the pressure ripple amplitude. However, it is also possible to observe
that the improvement ensured by the λsd modification is greater and reduces
considerably the discrepancy on the pressure ripples. Within this context, the
mean values of outlet pressure and flowrate increase getting closer to the target
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Figure 34: Numerical results calculated varying the delivery and suction orifices flow
coefficients. Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure rip-
ples in two angular period (a) and comparison between numerical delivery
flowrates in one angular period (b)

values. The errors on pressure and flowrate achieve 2.5% and 3.8% respectively.
In terms of pressure peak, Fig. 34(c) and (d) highlight that the Cqsd increment
shut down the pressure peak of the meshing zone on the driving gear and
reduce the peak on the driven. Then, λsd reduction shows peak reduction with
vain pressurization increment followed by higher fluctuation. Despite results
shows the improvement on the correlation, Figures 35(a) and (b), reveal strong
and unreasonable flowrates fluctuations in the lubricant exchange from vain
to the deliver chamber control volume. The impact of the turbulent regime
is particularly notable on the radial exchange 35(b). It descends that a small
reduction of λsd may have positive effect on the increment of the control pa-
rameters and of the pressure ripple amplitude while Cqsd should be slightly
reduced to avoid contrary effect.
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Figure 35: Comparison between exchanged flowrates calculated varying the delivery
and suction orifices flow coefficients. Axial flowrates with the delivery
chamber CV (a), radial flowrates with the delivery chamber CV (b), axial
flowrates with the suction chamber CV (c) and radial flowrates with the
suction chamber CV (d)

Following a strategy similar to the previously mentioned, for the pre and
post orifices the related Cqpp has been set to 0.8 while λpp reduced to 50. The
effect of the Cqpp increment follows the results observed for the previous
simulations reducing the flowrates, the delivery pressure mean values and
the vain pressure peaks. On the contrary, the augmented flow coefficient
produces an higher pressure fluctuation, also visible on the vain pressurization,
combined with a good reduction of the pressure peaks. The comparison is
observable within Fig. 36. The phenomena might be correlated to the increment
of the pre and post flowrates magnitude shown in Fig. 37. The impulsive
nature of such radial flowrates is caused both by the high pressure differences
between vain control volumes and by the narrow orifices. The constraints
reduction given by Cqpp permits higher magnitudes. The reduction of λpp
increments the outlet reference parameters reducing the error to 2.6% on the
outlet pressure and 3.9% on the flowrate. The reduction shows an increment
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Figure 36: Numerical results calculated varying the pre and post orifices flow coeffi-
cients. Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure ripples
in two angular period (a) and comparison between numerical delivery
flowrates in one angular period (b)

on the pressure ripple amplitude that reduce the error to the 11%. The effect
on the pre and post flowrates is admissible without showing non-physical
phenomena. Furthermore it results into a reliable containment of the pressure
peaks. It descends that a slight increment of Cqpp from the 0.4 initial value
may be profitable for the scope. In parallel the reduction of λpp will help the
transition to the turbulent regime.

Since the pressure differences between compensation chambers, gear vain
and delivery chamber control volumes are extremely low, the flowrates cal-
culated in each simulation have not shown sensible differences. A dedicated
tailoring procedure of the flow parameters Cqcmp and λcmp has been per-
formed but it has not shown influence on the reference parameters. On the
contrary, the analysis of the piping orifices has given relevant results. In partic-
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Figure 37: Comparison between exchanged flowrates calculated varying the pre and
post orifices flow coefficients. Flowrates exchanged from the driving gear
on the pre side of the reference vain (a), on the post side of the reference
vain (b), flowrates exchanged from the driven gear on the pre side of the
reference vain (c) and on the post side of the reference vain (d)

ular, since the circular shape of the orifices and the diameters implemented
seem to barely constraint the flow, the dedicated Cqsen has been set to the 0.8
value. In parallel, to ensure the laminar flow for the entire simulation toward
such orifices the λsen value has been set to 10000. The first important result
is visible on Fig. 38(a). Aside from the pressure ripple amplification, the nu-
merical pressure spikes, seen among previous results, have been considerably
attenuated. Moreover, the mean delivery pressure has been increased from
the initial numerical value, achieving 88.9 bar with a 2.3% of error. Then, the
delivery flowrate has been increased to 27.1 L/min with a 3.9% discrepancy
respect the reference value. However, in terms of vain pressurization, despite
the waves assume a more regular form, the pressure peak on the driven gear
almost achieve the original value.

The sensitivity analysis here described has allowed to confirm the strong im-
provement introduced with the novel flowrate calculation method. In particular,
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Figure 38: Numerical results calculated varying the sensor and piping orifices flow
coefficients. Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure rip-
ples in two angular period (a) and comparison between numerical delivery
flowrates in one angular period (b)

Table 2: Set of flow parameters implemented within the validated model

Reference Orifice

tl sd pp sen cmp

Cq 0.35 0.55 0.65 0.80 0.80

λ 4000 5000 50 1000 10000

it descends that in order to ensure a proper description of the phenomena, the
calibration of the flow parameters requires a coherent balancing of the mutual
effect of their variations. The LP model tuning has required a great number of
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Figure 39: Results of the validated model. Comparison between experimental and
numerical pressure ripples in two angular period (a), numerical delivery
flowrates in one angular period (b), vain pressurization in a complete pump
rotation for the driving gear (c) and driven gear (d)

simulations that, for sake of brevity, have been omitted from the dissertation.
It is worth noticing that the computational demand of each simulation has
been consistently reduced thanks to the model structure. The definitive set
of flow parameters has been included within Table 2. As general rule, the
entire set of flow coefficients has been incremented from the first approach
0.4 value except for Cqtl. Such strategy has been implemented pursuing the
containment of vain pressure peak incrementing the mean pressure value. In
parallel the flow numbers have been incremented in almost all the orifices with
the purpose to ensure a turbulent regime transition as smoother as possible.
On the contrary, λpp has been set on the minimum admissible value in order to
certainly generate a turbulent flow throughout the vain-to-vain radial orifices.
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Figure 40: Comparison between calculated compensation flowrates (a), axial and radial
flowrates excganged by gear vain with the outlet chamber (b) and inlet
chamber (c)

For the reference condition considered during the validation procedure,
the ultimate flow coefficient set has led to obtain a 2.2% underestimation
discrepancy on the measured delivery flowrate and a 2.3% overestimation
on the mean delivery pressure. Within Fig. 39(a) is reported the comparison
between numerical and experimental pressure ripple. As can be noticed, the
model reproduce the measured waveform with slight differences while the
peak-to-peak amplitude discrepancy has been contained on a residual 4%. The
delivery flowrate ripple calculated in an angular step reported in Fig. 39(b)
shows the waveform generated by the model and the position of the mean
value. The calibration of the parameters has allowed to obtain the vain pressur-
ization curves included within Fig. 39(c) and (d). The pressure peak has been
contained on both driving and driven gear, reproducing a coherent waveform.

In order to ensure a complete overview of the monitored results, within
Fig. 40(a) the flowrate exchanged by compensation chambers control volumes
have been reported for driving and driven gear. As previously mentioned, the
stability of the adjacent CV pressure generates low flowrates. Within Fig. 40

are also included the flowrates exchanged toward outlet chamber (b) and intlet
chamber (c). The calculated waveforms have coherent shape without strong
perturbation as shown in Fig. 35. Within the angular period are visible two
main discontinuities on both axial and radial flowrates which are linked with
the suction or delivery of lubricant by driving and, subsequently, by driven
gear. Tip flowrates are reported in Fig. 41(a) while lateral flowrates are reported
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Figure 41: Vain to vain exchanged flowrates. Tip leakages (a), lateral leakages (b), pre

and post flowrates respectively calculated for the driving gear (c), (d) and
for the driven gear (e), (f)

in Fig. 41(b). The concurrent reduction of Cqtl and increment of λtl shows a
slight fluctuation of the leakages. Particularly evident are the vain leakages
from the pressurized vain to the outlet chamber located on the last quarter
of the graphs. The negative sign is due to the assumed sign reference system
which attributes negative sign to the CV outgoing flows. The subfigures from
(c) to (f) show the magnitude of the pre and post flowrates that conserve their
impulsive behaviour.

To conclude the validation procedure, the model has been deployed for the
pump performance mapping. With reference to the experimental results, the
pump has been simulated at two nominal speeds varying the target delivery
pressure from 50 to 200 bar. The experimental and numerical volumetric
efficiencies have been evaluated considering as target flowrate the experimental
value measured imposing 10 bar of target delivery pressure. Figure 42 shows
the efficiency map at 2000 and 3000 rpm. As previously mentioned, the model
is capable to reproduce the target flowrate with a slight underestimation error.
Even if the difference are notable for the entire set of performed simulations,
the model is capable to reproduce the efficiency increment observed from
2000 to 3000 rpm condition. Furthermore, it reproduces the slight efficiency
improvement observed increasing the pressurization. The discrepancies noticed
during the validation procedure might be imputable to the lack of information
on the lubricant employed by the pump manufacturer.
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Figure 42: bla

3.6 performance improvement of external gear pumps : applica-
tion of the lp model

The validation procedure detailed within Chapter 3.5 has highlighted the con-
sistency of the model for the representation of the gear pump performances,
obtained thanks to the implementation of the flow coefficient approach to the
flowrates calculation. Aside of representing a robust tool for the numerical
reproduction of existing pump characteristics, it is also employable for the
prediction of the performances of novel pump layouts. Within this context, the
model might deploy its fundamental contribute on the containment of sam-
pling and operative tests and, consequently, to the energy and material waste
reduction. Within the current chapter, one application of the model for the
performance improvement of a gear pump is presented and discussed. Since
the gear pump object of the activity was equipped with helical gears, within
the model the analysis of such gears besides spur type has been implemented.
The salient data of gears and pump have been included within Tab. 3. It is
worth noticing that the pump involved in the study was already subjected to
the running in procedure and, consequently, the internal gap between gears
and casing were substantially different from the values obtained from the
stack-up analysis of the executive drawings. With the purpose to ensure an
higher level of coherency to the model, the internal profiles of the housing have
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Table 3: Test conditions adopted for the experimental campaign.

Parameter Value Unit

z 10 -

mn 4.23 mm

β 13.30 deg

W 26.0 mm

Cc 84.53 cm3

been measured by means of a measuring machine and implemented within
the model.

3.6.1 Characterization of the Pump Performances

In order to define the benchmark performances of the pump, a preliminary test
campaign has been performed. The pump has been tested at three rotational
speed and eight crescent values of delivery pressure. Furthermore, each test
condition has been repeated three times with the purpose to achieve represen-
tative mean results. Within Fig. 43 the performance map with 3 different pump
speed is reported. The efficiency has been calculated considering as reference
value the delivery flowrate obtained with the lowest tested pressure. It is worth
noticing that the pump seems to increase the efficiency increasing the delivery
pressure and the behaviour is repeated for all the velocities. Such phenomena
tends to be in contrast with the expected results where the increment of the de-
livery pressure may causes the increment of the leakage flow and the internal
frictions. A reasonable hypothesis elaborated for the explanation of the effi-
ciency recover, relies on the ability of the gearpair to minimize gears backlash
and gaps between gears and housing in the pump suction side, thanks to a
certain amount of shaft bending that occurs at high pressure. In the attempt
to coherently represents the pump behaviour, the model has been updated in
this case study including the bending calculation within the resolver module.
Shafts have been considered as isostatic supported beams and the resolution
of the structure has lead to define the shaft displacement. Then, the value has
been included within the gap calculation of the resolver module. The correct
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Figure 43: Performance map of the tested pump

definition of the internal gap is fundamental to properly describe the flowrates
between gears vain and finally obtain the pump behaviour.

As formerly described, the LP model application starts with the balancing
plate axial grooves importation from the 3D cad model. Within Figure 44 it is
possible to see how the gear faces are exposed to the balancing plate grooves
at the same instant. The figures represent the frontal and the rear face of
the gear which are shifted by the helix angle β. The frontal face present an
isolated vain while the second has the possibility to exchange oil with the
outlet groove. Contemporaneously, on the other side the first vain is already
opening to the suction chamber while the second is completely enclosed. The
isolation phasing is the most relevant aspect in the groove design since its
correct calculation lead to avoid excessive pressure peaks in the meshing zone
and incomplete pressurization at the same time.

As mentioned within the validation description, by means of the pre-
processing tools the gear geometry has been reproduced on the basis of the
tooth table and then passage areas and control volumes dimensions have been
calculated for the entire pump revolution. Then, the validated flow parameters
set has been included. With the purpose to evaluate the model coherency with
a pump different from the one implemented for the validation, the model
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Figure 44: Helix gear exposed to the balancing plate grooves frontal view (a) and rear
view (b)
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Figure 45: Comparison between numerical and experimental results at 800rpm (a) and
1200rpm (b)

has been initially launched reproducing the operative conditions. The results
are reported within Fig. 45. As well as for the operative efficiency, the nu-
merical efficiency has been evaluated considering the result of the operative
measurement at the lowest delivery pressure as reference. The maps reported
within the figures show that the model is capable to coherently predict the
pump behaviour with minor errors, proving that the assumption on the gap
tightening consequent to the shaft bending was valid and accurate.

Since the preliminary simulations have further confirmed the reliability of
the proposed model, the results have been taken into account constituting the
benchmark performances for the design improvement.
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Original Mod 1 Mod 2

Figure 46: Implemented designs of the balancing plate relief grooves

3.6.2 Design of Improvement Solutions

The first step of the design improvement has been represented by the study of a
different set of relief grooves with the purpose to enhance the oil pressurization
within the meshing zone. In particular, the original grooves layout presents
a wide bridge zone on the balancing plates, combined with tight grooves on
the outlet side. This particular geometry ensure a strong sealing of the vain
CVs within the meshing zone and simultaneously extends the pressure arc.
It descends that the pump achieve a great volumetric efficiency. On the other
hand, increasing the speed or the pressurization may cause higher internal
loads. Through a groove improvement it is possible to reduce the sealing
and the consequent loads peak, allowing the pump to work at higher speed
elaborating equal delivery flowrate with lower displacement. To pursue this
strategy, it is worth start from the analysis of the theoretical bridge width. Such
parameter might be calculated considering the the height of the active contact
segment. It is worth mentioning that for the current activity, the bridge width
for a full meshing coverage has been calculated equal to 11.10 mm.

The relevance of such parameter relies on its influence on the vain CV pres-
surization. In fact, the lubricant carried out from the outlet chambers through
the meshing zone, increases its pressurization resulting entrapped within
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Figure 47: Schematic view of the the Mod2 configuration with reference to the gear
vain control volumes enumeration

mating teeth and the bridge surface of the balancing plates. The extension of
the bridge and the position of its initial and terminal edges directly influence
the pressure peaks. Furthermore, since highly pressurized oil is squeezed
within the suction volume, strong perturbations and air bubbles may affect the
pump suctioning phase. The oil entrapping and releasing timing assumes a
crucial role to prevent hazardous cavitation phenomena. Displacing the axial
release of the pressurized oil as far as possible from the outlet chamber, it is
possible to mitigate the effects on the inlet chamber. The main reason of the
potential beneficial effects relies on the fact that the backlash opening generates
contained radial flows that contribute to reduce the pocket pressure. Within
this framework, the proposed grooves present a bridge shifted to the suction
side of the 70% and 60% of the standard bridge width, respectively. In addition,
to ensure the oil axial relief avoiding full enclosure, four groove extensions
have been added on the bridge corners. For sake of clarity, hereinafter the
groove shifted of the 70% will be named as Mod 1 while the 60% shifted will be
named as Mod 2. Moreover, with the purpose to better respond to the injection
of pressurized oil, the suction chamber volume has been increased extending
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Figure 48: Comparison between volumetric efficiency of different groove design calcu-
lated at 800rpm (a) and 1200rpm (b)

the inlet groove. The described designs are presented within Figure 46 while
Figure 47 depicts the gear vain enumeration for the case study pump.

The model has been launched reproducing the operative conditions im-
plemented for the original balancing plate. As can be seen from Figure 48

is clear that the novel balancing plates are responsible of a consistent pump
performance increment. Considering the volumetric efficiency with respect to
delivery flowrate measured at 7 bar, the Mod 1 configuration shows a mean
increment of the 1% through the entire set of simulations. In particular, it
shows a crescent improvement incrementing the target delivery pressure. On
the other hand, the Mod 2 configuration shows a similar increment trend with
a 2.5% of efficiency increment with respect to the original configuration. As
shown, the gap recover at high delivery pressure still ensure the efficiency
increment.

Despite the volumetric efficiency confrontation do not leaves doubt on the
effective improvement introduced, it is worth to deepen the investigation of the
pump behaviour comparing as more results as possible. The graphs presented
in Figure 49 play a key role for the choice of the most effective solution. As
well as for the volumetric efficiencies of Fig. 48(a) and (b), the figures on the
left are referred to the 800 rpm test condition while on the right side there
are the 1200 rpm results. Figures 49(a) and (b) represent the delivery pressure
achieved by the pump with reference to the target delivery pressure reported
in the graphs abscissa. Compared to the original balancing plate, the new
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Figure 49: Comparison between the results of simulation of different groove design,
calculted for the driving gear: delivery pressure at 800rpm (a) and 1200rpm
(b), pressure peak at 800rpm (c) and 1200rpm (d), maximum pressure load
oscillation at 800rpm (e) and 1200rpm (f)

grooves ensure a higher pressurization, even if the pressure gain seems to be
relatively contained. With same principle, the pressure peak calculated among
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the gear vain suffers a slight increment for the Mod 2 plate remaining on
similar magnitude of the original configuration. The subfigures (c) and (d) are
referred to the driving gear vain, same trends have been observed on the driven
gear vain and have been omitted for sake of brevity. Since the gear pressure
loading indisputably follows the peak pressure trend, the graphs with the
comparison of the mean pressure load value trend have been omitted, On the
contrary, within subfigures (e) and (f) the maximum amplitude of the observed
numerical pressure load oscillation have been reported. The importance of
such parameter stands in the facts that load oscillation would represents an
indicator of potential dynamic effects on the pump. The behaviour of the three
implemented layouts is similar at 800 and 1200 rpm showing a slight reduction
of the load amplitude. As an exception, the 200 bar-1200 rpm condition presents
for Mod 1 and, more consistently, for Mod 2 configuration a sensible amplitude
increment. Despite it represents a potential negative effect on the pump, the
consistency of the efficiency improvement suggests to take in consideration
the Mod 2 as definitive improvement solution.

Considering the pump performance maps reported within Figures 43 and 48,
is clear that the pump suffer a considerable efficiency loss when the delivery
pressure is set to achieve 80-120 bar. Within this context, the analysis of the
simulation results, carried out by means of the post-processing module, has
given the chance to further improve the pump behaviour. In particular, since
the efficiency loss is clearly connected to flowrate losses and the phenomena
is delivery pressure dependent, the investigation has been performed setting
a reference pump speed at 1200 rpm, varying the target outlet pressure. Fur-
thermore, the attention has been focused on the comparison of the entire set
of flowrates contributes between the control volumes. Figure 50 includes the
comparison between the flowrates exchanged by the driving gear vain control
volume through the backlash gap. Subfigures from (a) to (f) are representative
of the pre and post flowrates. From the pictures, descends that increasing the
pump pressurization, the pre flowrates conserve the magnitude while the post

values linearly increase in the negative part. Following the model vain enu-
meration described in Fig. 47 and considering the flowrates sign framework, is
clear that outgoing flowrates are exchanged from the pressurized vain to the
driven gear mating vain after the bridge zone. Figures (g), (h) and (i) represent
the lateral leakages exchanged by adjacent gear vain along the axial gaps.
Even for such flowrates the pressurization of the pump do not shows sensible
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Figure 50: Flowrate exchanged by driving gear vain during a pump rotation at differ-
ent target delivery pressure. Flowrate exchanged through the backlash gap
before the meshing zone (a), (b), (c) and after the meshing zone (d), (e), (f).
Vain to vain flowrates exchanged through the frontal gap (g), (h) and (i)

effects. On the other hand, the analysis of tip flowrates shows a non-linear
trend. The expected behaviour of such leakages should present the reduction
of the outgoing flowrates within the initial zone of the pressure arc, thanks
to the progressive tip clearance closure. However, as depicted within Figure
51, the magnitude of the flows exchanged in the early pressurization zone
suffer a sensible increment when the target delivery pressure is set to 100 bar
for both driving (b) and driven gear (e). The result given by the graphical
analysis suggests that such phenomena, particularly visible for the driving
gear control volumes, needs to be further analysed. Within this context, the
analysis of the radial gap between gear tip and pump body internal housing
assumes a relevant importance. Since the gear vain control volumes may ex-
change flowrates through the tip gaps, it is fundamental to understand the
magnitude and the trend of such clearances. Within Fig.52 the trends of the
tip gap which put in communication with the previous vain are reported.
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Figure 51: Flowrates exchanged through the tip gap by the driving gear vain at crescent
delivery pressures (a), (b), (c) and flowrates exchanged through the tip gap
by the driven gear vain (d), (e), (f)

The reason stands into the necessity to focus the attention on the exchange
orifice between pressurized gear vain and the suction chamber. According
to the pump scheme of Fig. 47, when CV 3 of the driving gear approaches
the pressure arc zone, it starts the pressurization. As a matter of fact, in this
condition the oil starts to squeeze through the radial exchange surface toward
the less pressurized inlet chamber. The leakage then continues even when both
the vain flanks are completely entered within the pressure arc zone. In this
context, the right tip orifice is usually crossed by a positive flowrate, coming
from the more pressurized following vain. On the other hand, the left tip is
crossed by a negative flowrate toward inlet chamber. The balance of the tip
flowrates produces the drop shown within Fig. 51. The graphs in Fig.52 allow
to understand that the oil pressurization among the vain take place when the
gap tends to, or equalize, the zero value along the pressure arc, within the
suction side of the pump. However, the zoomed view presented in Fig.52(c)
highlight the lack of contact between gear and housing for the driving gear
at 100 bar, while for the driven gear (d) the gear is capable to neglect the
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Figure 52: Comparison between the tip clearance profile traced during a pump revolu-
tion at different delivery pressure condition for the driving gear (a), driven
gear (b) and the respectively zoomed views (c) and (d)

radial gap avoiding undesired leakages. The remaining gap on the driving
gear provokes an high outgoing flowrate from vain 4 to vain 3, as shown in
51(b). It also might be recognized as the responsible of the efficiency drop in
such simulated condition.

Despite the novel balancing plate proposal has shown a consistent potential
improvement on the pump efficiency, the discover of such detachment phe-
nomena suggests that with slight additional improvements the machine may
achieve further enhancements. Within this context, the strategy adopted relies
on the anticipation of the pressure arc on the pump suction side giving the
chance to ensure the gap closure even at 100 bar. The design upgrade basically
consists into the modification of the pump housing through the extension
of the circular housing profile, keeping unaltered the housing diameters and
center distance. In parallel, it is worth underline that even the balancing plate
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Figure 53: Schematic view of the novel balancing plate equipped within the pump
body in original layout (a), 5° inlet chamber modification (b) and 10° inlet
chamber modification (c)

grooves needs to be updated reducing the suction groove. Since the simulation
results have not shown particular criticality on the delivery side, pump body
and balancing plate have not been updated. Here, original and updated pump
bodies are presented in Fig. 53. Figure 53(a) shows the original pump layout
and the proposed novel balancing plate in yellow. Then, as shown within
Fig. 53(b) and (c), the anticipation of the pressure arc produces the concurrent
reduction of inlet groove and inlet chamber on both driving and driven side.
With the purpose to evaluate the impact of the modification, the update has
been carried out implementing two steps of arc anticipation shifting the groove
boundaries of 5° and 10°. The limit was set by the pump manufacturer since
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Figure 54: Comparison between volumetric efficiency of the pump with original layout,
with novel balancing plate and original housing and with pressure arc
extension calculated at 800rpm (a) and 1200rpm (b)

further inlet chamber closures would have not met the body constraints given
by the inlet piping.

The designed updates have been implemented within the model and simu-
lated with the purpose to obtain the new configuration performance mapping.
The maps are included in Fig. 54. As well as for the first update step, the 800

and 1200 rpm conditions have been considered for the comparison. It is worth
underline that only the Mod 2 balancing plate layout has been considered
for the pressure arc extension update. The results suggest that the proposed
update may introduce a strong efficiency gain in all the configurations but
seems to intensify the effect on the 100 bar zone as expected. The comparison
between 5° and 10° extension shows a major impact at lower speed (54(a))
where a mean 1% of efficiency increment has been calculated for the entire
set of simulations. On the other hand, at 1200 rpm (54(b)) the improvement
ensures a mean 0.4% efficiency increment. It is worth underlining that at the
higher tested speed the calculated efficiency already achieve values near to the
99% in all the tested conditions. Furthermore, the pressure arc extension do
not introduce appreciable improvement for the 200 bar target delivery pressure
condition where the three layouts present almost coincident efficiency values.
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Figure 55: Comparison between the results of simulations with updated balancing
plate and different pressure arc layouts, calculted for the driving gear:
, mean value of the pressure load at 800rpm (a) and 1200rpm (b) and
maximum pressure load oscillation at 800rpm (c) and 1200rpm (d)

Following the formerly proposed comparison framework, Fig. 56 has been
included to give a straightforward but general overview of the pump behaviour
variations. From figures 55(a) and (b) it is possible to see that the mean value of
pressure load calculated for the driving gear at crescent target delivery pressure,
do not shows sensible variation between the three tested configurations. A
slight reduction is shown for the +10° layout at both pump speed but it not
represents a remarkable improvement. On the contrary, figures 55(c) and (d)
gives the chance to appreciate the beneficial effect of the pressure arc extensions
even on the loading context. In fact, with the updated housing the amplitude
of the pressure force ripple, calculated on the driving gear, undergoes an
extremely important containment within the three middle delivery pressure
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Figure 56: Comparison between the pressure load ripples calculated for the pump with
updated balancing plate and different pressure arc layouts. Simulations
carried out at 800 and 1200rpm respectively, at different target delivery
pressure: 50 bar (a) and (b), 100 bar (c) and (d), 150 bar (e) and (f), 200 bar
(g) and (h)

conditions. At 800 rpm the effect of the 10° extension assume a major relevance
suggesting a 50% reduction of the load ripple at 50, 100 and 150 bar of
reference delivery pressure. Then, increasing pump speed the +5° layout
ensures the same effects of the +10° keeping the 50% curtailment at 50 and
100 bar, reducing it of the 15% at 150 bar. Moreover, the 200 bar condition
has not been improved comparing novel housing layout to the original one.
Within this context, the graphs presented within Fig. 56 give the chance to
understand both the waveform of the pressure load ripples and the effects of
the design improvement on them. It is immediately appreciable the amplitude
reduction from the original ripple for the entire set of simulations. In parallel,
it is possible to identify the mean load value reduction for the higher delivery
pressures Fig. 56(e), (f), (g) and (h). Aside from the amplitude containment of
the ripple, it is fundamental to attenuate the drastic increment and reduction of
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Figure 57: Comparison between the tip clearance profile traced during a pump revolu-
tion for a pump equipped with the updated balancing plate and pressure
arc extension of 10°, at different delivery pressure condition for the driving
gear (a), driven gear (b) and the respectively zoomed views (c) and (d)

the wave. The +10° modification seems to achieve the goal more effectively than
the +5° layout. In particular, since the improvement with respect to the original
layout is eloquent, between the two configuration the major discrepancies
are recognisable at 800 rpm as shown within Figures 56(c), (e) and (g). It is
worth underlining that the presented estimations are just indicators of the
pump dynamic behaviour since at the current state of the research it is not
possible experimentally acquire pressure force ripple and compare with the
numerical values. Furthermore, such strong and evident result obtained from
the numerical study, suggests that the design updates would be capable, in

primis, to improve the pump efficiency and also to strongly contain the dynamic
effects related to the pressure ripples.
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at 50 bar (a), 100 bar (b), 150 bar (c) and driven gear results at 50 bar (d),
100 bar (e) and 150 bar (f)

Finally, the analysis of the simulation results has been focused on the tip
clearances calculated through the entire pump revolution presented within
Fig. 57. The zoomed views of Fig. 57(c) and (d) show that the proposed arc
extension ensures the clearance sealing for the entire set of simulated condition,
resolving the detachment observed at 100 bar in the original layout of the
housing. Furthermore, the sealing take place for a wider portion of the pressure
arc giving the chance to the pump to quickly and highly pressurize the trapped
oil, increasing the efficiency. Within Fig. 58 is shown the comparison between
the tip flowrates exchanged by the gear vain at 1200 rpm at different target
delivery pressure. The 5° inlet chamber restriction shows a leakage trend
close to the original version even if contributes into the leakages reduction.
On the other hand, the leakage containment is strongly notable for the +10°

configuration in all the simulated conditions.
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Figure 59: Comparison between the simulation results of the original pump layout and
the updated version. Pressure values calculated on the vain control volumes
for the driving gear at 50 bar (a), 150 bar (b), 200 bar (c) and driven gear
results at 50 bar (d), 100 bar (e) and 150 bar (f). Delivery pressure ripple
at 50 bar (g), 100 bar (h) and 150 bar (i). Pressure load ripples calculated
on the driving gear at 50 bar (l), 150 bar (m), 200 bar (n) and on the driven
gear at 50 bar (o), 100 bar (p) and 150 bar (q).

The analysis of the numerical results gives the chance to assume, with rea-
sonable confidence, that the equipment of the Mod 2 balancing plates and
the parallel inlet chamber and plate groove restriction of 10°, are capable to
lead the pump to reach a higher volumetric efficiency and a more satisfactory
NVH behaviour. A final and comprehensive overview of the improvement
achieved by the proposed novel layout are presented in Fig.59. In particular,
the sub-figures from (a) to (f) present the pressurization scheme of the driving
and driven gear vain. The numerical results highlight a smoother pressuriza-
tion of the vain control volume on both gears, avoiding the pre-compressive
spike shown until 150 bar of target pressure, which may introduce undesired
dynamic effects. Despite the new groove layout ensures a higher mean delivery
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Figure 60: Volumetric efficiency maps of the two novel layout prototypes obtained at
800 rpm (a), 1000 rpm (b) and 1200 rpm (c)

pressure value in all the tested conditions, as shown within Figures 59(g), (h)
and (i), vain pressure peaks within the meshing zone among 315 and 340°
are not recognisable. Then, for what concerns the loads characterization, the
sub-figures from (l) to (q) further highlight the beneficial effect of the design
improvement on the load ripple amplitude containment until 150 bar of ref-
erence delivery pressure. On the contrary, the 200 bar condition depicted in
59(n) and (q) is subjected to a slight increment of the ripple which represents a
minor effect if compared to the whole set of simulated conditions.

3.6.3 Experimental Evaluation of the Proposed Design Improvement Solutions

Since the numerical results have shown strong potential benefits from the sug-
gested design improvement solutions, two sample pumps have been produced
following the proposed design guideline and tested in a dedicated experimen-
tal campaign. Such pumps have been subjected to a running in procedure
with the purpose to obtain the operative internal clearances. Then, in order to
evaluate the coherency of the numerical data, the pumps have been tested at
three stationary pump speed and five different target delivery pressure. The
comparison with the numerical study has been carried out through the analy-
sis of the pump efficiency. In particular, Figure 60 shows the efficiency maps
obtained at three different pump speeds for the new pumps. As well as for the
first mapping, the outlet flowrate measured at the lower target pressure have
been assumed as the reference data for the volumetric efficiency calculation.
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Figure 61: Experimental and numerical volumetric efficiency comparison between
original and updated pump layout obtained at 800 rpm (a), 1000 rpm (b)
and 1200 rpm (c)

The two tested prototypes have shown an overall good reproducibility of the
results.

With the purpose to evaluate the efficacy of the design improvement, a mean
efficiency value has been considered as representative for the novel layout.
The comparison with the original pump layout is shown in Fig. 61 where
the experimental results have been plotted with a continuous line while the
numerical results are depicted with dashed lines. In first hence, it is worth
to highlight the coherence of the numerical results if compared to the novel
pump experimental results. The slight discrepancy between the curves allows
to assume that the model is capable to reproduce and predict experimental
results with good accuracy and reliability. Then, focusing the attention on the
continuous lines, it is possible to appreciate the strong volumetric efficiency
improvement, expected from the numerical results. The experimental maps
highlight the reliability of the design improvement strategy and the robustness
of the LP model proposed within this work. While the 1000 rpm tests shown in
Fig. 61(b) a mean 1.5% of volumetric efficiency improvement for the entire set of
tested conditions, the 1200 rpm maps in Fig. 61(c) shows a heavy improvement
of the efficiency. If at 50 bar of target delivery pressure the pump shows a
3% of increment, at higher delivery pressures the improvement stands at 4At
lower speed the efficiency increment stands at 2.5% almost equal for the entire
set of tested conditions. As highlighted from the simulations, for the novel
pump layout the increment of the delivery pressure generates the typical curve
shown by the original pump. Focusing on the maps area around the 100 bar
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condition, the housing modifications included to mitigate the efficiency loss
phenomena, have shown relevant effect in such direction from the numerical
data. Despite numerical results overestimate the benefits of the modifications
in this context, the experimental data clearly confirm the beneficial effect of the
improvement. Moreover, increasing the pump speed the novel pump curves
progressively reduces the difference between the 100 bar efficiency and the
values at higher outlet pressure, confirming the efficacy of the proposed design
solutions.

3.7 analytical design procedure for external gear pumps

As mentioned within previous sections, aside from a reliable implementation
and resolution of the continuity equations, the results obtained through the LP
model also relies on the accuracy of the preprocessing tool which calculates
exchange areas and control volumes dimensions. However, without a robust
calculation and reproduction of the gears equipped within the pumps, the
entire preprocessing environment would not exists. Furthermore, when it is
necessary to design ex novo a gear pump in addition to the reproduction of
the gearing, it is fundamental to have a design tool that allows to evaluate
clearances, estimates loads and guide the calcualtion of the bearings. The de-
sign of a gearpair responsible of a proper pumping action is an operation that
requires a completely different approach with respect to the more common
power transmission gearpair designs. With the purpose to generates the re-
quired pump displacement and clearances for proper working conditions, the
introduction of non-standard module, tooth undercut, profile shift is a strategy
often implemented in such field. Furthermore, the design of the clearances
between the gears and the statoric components of the pump , e.g. casing, side
plates, journal bearings, requires a dedicated study for balancing mechanical
and volumetric losses. Since the design of a novel gear pump involves the
calibration of a great variety of parameters which have combined effects, the
presented methodology would give a reliable and comprehensive tool for the
scope.

In the current Section the analytical formulae, which constitute the structure
of the presented design methodology, are exposed and described. The design
strategy implemented in this work has been structured in three iterative cal-
culation phases, described in the following Subsections. Figure 62 illustrates
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the workflow of the procedure and the iteration scheme of each calculation
phase. The first Subsection, focuses the attention on the calculation of a proper
tooth profile that meets the space requirements limitation while ensuring the
expected displacement. The gear design phase ends with the pre-grinding pro-
file calculation which leads to calculate the real rack cutter data. Consequently,
the second Subsection presents the calculation of torque and loads acting on
the driving shaft, its structural design and the design methodology for the
journal bearings. Finally, the third Subsection is dedicated to the description of
the design methodology for the casing radial gap.
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3.7.1 Geometrical Design of Gears

The first calculation step of the geometrical design phase, leads to obtain a
draft gearpair. By means of geometrical input parameters mn, z, α, x, adT , hT ,
the geometry of the rack cutter tool is defined and, thereafter, the first output
parameters set is generated. Equations from 55 to 59, form the first group of
analytical equations of the first calculation step.

I = Dpitch = mn · z (55)

Dbase = Dpitch · cosα (56)

Droot = Dpitch − 2 · (adT − x) (57)

spitch =
πmn

2
+ 2 · x · tanα (58)

Dtip,lim = Dpitch + (hT − adT ) + x (59)

Limit tip diameter, calculated on Eqn. 59, represents the upper limit for the
tip diameter of the gears. The choice of a proper value introduces the second
calculation step, where the input parameters Iop, Dtip, W allow to complete
the calculation of the draft gearpair. By defining the operative pressure angle
αop:

αop = cos−1
(

I cosα
Iop

)

(60)

operative pitch diameter Dpitch,op is achieved:

Dpitch,op =

(

cosα
cosαop

)

Dpitch (61)
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thus, tooth thickness at operative pitch diameter spitch,op is calculated:

spitch,op =

(

spitch

Dpitch
+ inv (α) − inv (αop)

)

Dpitch,op (62)

and tip pressure angle αtip is calculated as:

αtip = cos−1
(

Dtip cosα
Dpitch

)

(63)

moreover, clearance at root diameter δr is defined as:

δr = Iop −
1

2

(

Dr +Dtip
)

(64)

In order to achieve the target performances, the values of some calculated
output parameters have to stick to fixed limit values. These parameters act the
role of control parameters and lead to orient the choice of the input parameters.
Throughout the current phase, control parameters are calculated in addition to
the output parameters already presented.

Pump displacement Cclim is a control parameter set out according to the
target delivery flow rate. Its value is calculated as:

Cclim =
Cc

ηv
(65)

where Cc is the target displacement provided as constraint data in the early
phase of the design and ηv is the assumed volumetric efficiency of the pump.

The formulation exposed in the following equation relies on Ref. [58] and
allows to calculate the design displacement for the input parameters set:

Ccdes = 2πW

[(

Dtip

2

)2

−

(

Dpitch,op

2

)2

·

(

1+
1

3
·

(π cosαop
z

)2
)]

(66)

thus, the admissible error on the control parameter Cclim, have to be assumed
for the assessment of calculated displacement Ccdes.

Total width limit wlim is a control parameter imposed in order to limit the
space requirement of the gearing. Equation 67 shows the analytical formula for
total width calculation and the comparison related to the limit value as well:

w = Iop +Dtip (< wlim) (67)
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furthermore, thickness of the teeth (stip) is calculated as:

stip =

(

spitch

Dpitch
+ inv (α) − inv (αtip)

)

Dtip (> stip,lim) (68)

where stip,lim is assumed to guarantee the gear manufacturability.
Backlash b calculation is provided by:

b =

(

πDpitch,op

z
− 2spitch,op

)

Dpitch cosα
Dpitch,op

(> blim) (69)

where backlash limit values blim is assumed from good practices.
It is worth noting that undercutting is often present in these designs and

therefore the contact ratio needs to be estimated from the form diameter of the
gear, since standard formulas may not be applied. Once the form diameter is
defined, the length of active segment K1K2 on the line of contact is obtained.
In the end, the contact ratio is calculated by:

cr = K1K2 ·
z

πDbase
(> crlim) (70)

where contact ratio limit crlim is set out in order to ensure continuous meshing.
Finally, the relief groove width on the path of contact gop is provided by:

gop = ζ ·K1K2 · cosαop (71)

where ζ is a tuning parameter within 0 and 1 and represent the bridge contact
covering ratio. Figure 63 illustrates the path of contact and the bridge width.
The purpose of the ζ parameter is to provide an entry point for further relief
groove enhancements. In particular, it allows the estimate the bridge width
compared to the gear geometry and dimensions. As mentioned in [68], an ac-
curate evaluation of the relief groove dimension plays a key role on the proper
functioning of the pump. Values of ζ close to 1 means large bridge width,
hence, high pressure peaks. On the contrary, thinner relief groove implies
smoother pressure transitions even though a reduction in terms of volumetric
efficiency may occur. The third calculation phase consists in the improvement
of the draft gearpair which is achieved by calibrating the input parameters.
From the first draft design, even with slight parameters variations, the gearpair
characteristics may be enhanced. For gear pump application, the necessity to
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design non-standard gears in order to achieve target performances, allows to
assume values of the module substantially different from the standard ones.
As well as the other input parameters described, the module may be calibrated
in order to achieve the improvement of the gearing. Its variation affects most
of the input parameters therefore it should be the first tuned parameter in the
improvement design phase. Later, other geometrical parameters may be further
modified, such as operative center distance Iop that directly reflects on the
calibration of pump displacement. In alternative, regulation of the facewidth
W provides equivalent results.

As a concluding step of the gearpair design procedure, it is worth underlin-
ing that gears employed in volumetric machines often undergo a tooth flank
grinding process with the purpose to improve surface quality and smoothness
of gearing. For this reason, gear stock allowance is usually provided to the
teeth flanks. The rack cutter designed in the former calculation phases has
been adopted in order to achieve the final shape of the gear, without tak-
ing into account eventual grinding operations. With the purpose to consider
manufacturability aspects, the design of the pre-grinding rack cutter has been
integrated into the procedure. From the choice of a certain gear stock allowance
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Figure 64: N stages gear pump schematic layout

γ, the pre-grinding tooth thickness at pitch circle s ′pitch is calculated by Eqn. 72:

s ′pitch = spitch + γ (72)

By adapting Eqn. 58, the updated profile shift x ′ is calculated by Eqn. 73:

x ′ =
(

s ′pitch −
πmn

2

)

·
1

2 tanα
(73)

and the new rack cutter addendum adT ’ is obtained:

ad ′

T =
Dpitch −Droot

2
+ x ′ (74)

3.7.2 Shaft and Bearings Design

From the fulfilment of the gearpair design, it is now possible to give an
analytical estimation of the pressure force and torque that loads the gears and
the shaft. It constitutes the first step for the shaft calculation and for the journal
bearings design. It is worth underline that, with the purpose to give a general
dissertation, the design procedure has been formalized for a multistage gear
pump with N stages. A scheme of an N stages pump is shown within Fig. 64.
The estimation of the distributed pressure loads on a single stage has been
integrated according to the simplified formula presented in [21]:

fi =
3

4
·∆Pi ·Dtip,i (75)
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thus, total pressure torque is calculated as the sum of the pressure torque
of the N stages. Within the frameworks of the current methodology, friction
effects have been neglected from the calculations and each i-th stage pressure
torque is calculated with reference to the formulation proposed in [21]:

T =

N∑

i=1

(

∆Pi · (D
2
tip,i −Dpitch,op,i

2)
Wi

4

)

(76)

Shaft design concerns the driving shaft of the pump, since its total width is
assumed to be higher than the driven one and subjected to external loads, such
as forces due to motion transmission to the pump. It is worth noting that the
number of pump stages, gears facewidth, support dimensions, their number
and layout are fundamental input data for the structural calculation. As part
of the procedure, driving shaft has been outlined as a hyperstatic supported
beam which can be structured with reference to the mentioned input data.
The final outcome of this design phase is constituted by the minimum shaft
diameter, which may be determined as follows:

dmin =
3

√

√

√

√
1

σam

√

(

32 ·Mbmax

π

)2

+ 3 ·

(

16 · T

π

)2

(77)

where σam is the admissible stress of shaft material and Mbmax is the maxi-
mum bending moment acting on the shaft.

The highest loaded support and working temperature combined to the lower
speed of the driving shaft, describes the worst case scenario for the fluidynamic
support. The design of the journal bearings, in particular of the radial clearance,
is focused on the achievement of a satisfactory value of the minimum oil
film, under these boundary conditions. In the actual calculation phase, an
iterative procedure for the design of the bearings has been implemented. Input
parameters set is formed by oil density and kinematic viscosity at maximum
working temperature ρ, µ, minimum pump speed nmin, maximum support
load Pmax, shaft radius r, length of the bearing lb, radial clearance δb.

Firstly, through the input parameters set, Sommerfeld number is calculated
as:

S =
µ ·n

Pmax

(

r

δb

)2

(78)
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The methodology has been implemented by assuming the diagrams in
Ref. [69] as reference for the calculation of relative eccentricity χ. The diagrams
are specifically related to unitary bore diameter over length ratio bearings
with singular axial groove. Thus, the eccentricity of the loaded floating shaft is
obtained:

ε = δb · χ (79)

Finally, the calculation of the minimum height of the oil film ψmin between
shaft and bearing is expressed as:

ψmin = δb(1− χ) (> ψlim) (80)

the control parameters ψlim is a lower limit established by good practices, with
the purpose to ensures the fluidynamic support of the shaft.

3.7.3 Tip and Flank Clearance Design

The clearance between the gear tip circle and the pump housing has been
determined by considering the dual effect produced by the tip clearance
variation. Increasing clearance implies greater loss flows generated by the
pressure difference between suction and pressure side, and consequently
the massive reduction of the volumetric efficiency. This sort of problem is
particularly relevant when the machine works at high temperature and high
pressure drop. On the other hand, decreasing tip clearance may causes the
spread of the pressure of the oil trapped between the tip of the gears and
the internal surface of the housing, that reduces the mechanical efficiency
of the pump. The phenomenon is more evident especially for low working
temperatures. In both configurations power losses affect the pump efficiency
and their behavior has been described in [60]. Assuming tip clearance δtip as
input parameter, power loss due to tip leakages is defined as:

X =
∆P2W4

12µ · ttip

(

δtip

W

)3

+ω2maxµ · ttip

(

Dtip

2

)2(
W

δtip

)

(81)

Since the procedure is oriented to pumps which work with low delivery
pressure, balancing floating plates are not strictly required. Therefore, the flank
clearance design procedure, implemented within this framework, reasonably
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follows the tip clearance design philosophy. It is worth noting that the results
strictly depend on the oil temperature. For this reason, the calculation needs
to be carried out at maximum and minimum allowable temperature values, in
order to guarantee that the chosen clearance represents the best compromise
throughout the entire range of working conditions.

3.8 final remarks

The current Chapter describes the development of a numerical tool for the
reproduction of the performances of gear pumps which relies on a lumped
parameters approach.

The model follows an iterative solution procedure where, for each discrete
angular step of the gears, the micromotions and the internal pressure field are
simultaneously solved. Since for the numerical model in general, and LP in
particular, the discretization of the calculation domain represents a crucial step,
the first novelty aspect implemented concerns an improved techniques for the
calculation of both orifices and control volumes. Such approach is based on
the 2D Delunay’s triangulation mesh of the surfaces. The purpose is to avoid
numerical errors that may alter the reliability of the results. At the basis of
the meshing approach has been put the accurate reproduction of the gearpair
and of the balancing plate grooves. While the grooves are imported from a cad
model thanks to a dedicated tool, the gear reproduction is obtained through a
calculation procedure that starts with the definition of a reduced number of
input parameters. The gear calculation also represents a part of a multistage
gear pump design procedure detailed within the dissertation.

In second instance, the continuity equations that govern the flowrate ex-
change between control volumes are solved through a improved version of the
Bernoulli’s equation. In particular, the model has the chance to autonomously
shift from laminar to turbulent regime during the flowrate exchange, thanks
to pressure dependent flow parameters. It descends that the model, after a
validation procedure, is capable to pursue the internal phenomena with an
improved flexibility and consistency. It is worth underlining that to emphasize
the accuracy enhancing the coherent representation of the internal flowrates,
the flow parameters have been separately specified for five families of orifices.
Moreover, the description of the fluid-dynamic behaviour has been enhanced
by the integration of the equations that describe the pressure influence on the
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lubricant Bulk’s modulus. A further relevant novelty aspect relies on the intro-
duction of the shafts bending calculation for each angular step. The purpose is
to better represent the tip clearance calculation since high pump pressuriza-
tion introduces bending displacement comparable with clearances dimensions.
Thanks to the pressure load calculation procedure integrated to study the gear
equilibrium positions, it is also possible to estimate force ripples addressing
the study of the potential NVH behaviour.

The model reliability has been assessed through an initial test campaign. The
mean values of delivery pressure and flowrate measured from the operative
tests have been considered as threshold values for the model validation. Fur-
thermore, the acquisition of the pressure ripple waveform has given a further
comparison object. The calibration of the flow parameters has been performed
pursuing such three operative targets. Within the dissertation, a sensitivity
analysis on the effects of the flow parameters tuning has been included. It is
worth noticing that aside from the three major outcomes, the model allows to
investigate the flowrate fluctuations between the entire set of control volumes.
It descends that the tuning of the model does not concern only the pursue
of the target performance but also the reproduction of coherent internal phe-
nomena. The most relevant outcome of the validation is the flow parameters
set that allows to better reproduce the pump behaviour. Then, a comparison
between numerical and experimental pump mapping has been carried out
highlighting the coherence of the results. The model has shown reliability on
the pump replication even including a certain discrepancy on the flowrate
estimation given by a lack of information regarding oil characteristics.

The potentiality of the LP tool for the study of improvement solution has
been addressed through a dedicated case study. Furthermore, since the pumps
adopted were equipped with helical gears, the model has been updated in or-
der to deal with these gear layouts. The first part of the study has been oriented
to the reproduction of the initial gear pump layout. Gearpair, lateral grooves,
clearances dimensions, accurate lubricant parameters and the running-in pro-
files of the housing have been included within the pre-processing module.
Then, in order to perform a comparative numerical mapping, the first set of
simulations has been performed following the condition tested within a dedi-
cated experimental characterization. The results of the initial activity confirm
the robustness of the model showing great coherence on the reproduction of
the pump performances. The greater accuracy of the lubricant data seems to
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guarantee an improved consistency of the results. Moreover, thanks to the
shafts bending calculation, the model replicates the strong volumetric efficiency
recovery shown by the benchmark pump at high delivery pressure. Thanks
to the post-processing tool, the results of the simulations have been deeply
analysed to implement the improvement strategy. Since the pump has shown
a strong pressurization followed by heavy pressure loads, the focus has been
oriented on the improvement of the balancing plates. In this context, reducing
the pump sealing it is possible to increase its speed avoiding pressure peaks
and in parallel improve the efficiency.

Within the dissertation, the two most relevant solutions have been presented
and discussed. The relief grooves proposed layouts are characterized by a
diminished extension of the bridge combined with the displacement of the
release edge toward the suction side. Furthermore, the pressurization arc
extension has been reduced through the modification of the suction side. The
new designs differ on the suction side displacement ratio. The numerical
results show a general efficiency improvement for both layouts and for the
entire set of simulations. In addition, the improved relief shows a slight
improvement in terms of pressure load fluctuation. From the analysis of
the efficiency map a strong diminish has arise at 100 bar of target pressure
for the updated and original layouts. By means of the post-processing tool,
the analysis of the internal leakages and clearances has revealed a lack of
sealing within the pressure arc zone at this particular condition. The second
improvement step has been performed with the purpose to overcome such
phenomena trying to mitigate the efficiency drop. In this context, the pressure
arc has been updated through the extension toward the inlet chamber of
the internal housing circular profiles combined to the anticipation of the
balancing plate groove edges. The scope of the solutions was to anticipate the
vain pressurization giving to the gear tip a proper time to seal the clearance
avoiding oil squeeze. Two step of increasing modification magnitude have
been implemented and simulated. The results have shown a further general
efficiency improvement with particular evidence on the 100 bar condition
symptoms that the design assumption were reliable. Furthermore, the analysis
of the results have highlighted how the novel set of development potentially
improves the NVH behaviour reducing pressure and force ripples. On the
basis of such numerical results, the updates have been implemented on two
updated sample pumps. The dedicated test campaign confirms the beneficial
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effect of the modifications in terms of efficiency improvement. The correlation
observable from the efficiency maps comparison allows to finally confirm the
reliability of the proposed LP model.

The residual discrepancies between the numerical model and the operative
results reflect the absolute consistency of the implemented mathematical ap-
proach on the basis of the model. Furthermore, the accuracy and usability of
the post-processing module provides a fundamental tool for the deep investi-
gation of the pump internal phenomena. The improvement study carried out
with the aim of the LP model has further highlighted the necessity of such
tools to contain costs and waste.
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4
D E V E L O P M E N T A N D A S S E S S M E N T O F A F I N I T E
E L E M E N T M O D E L F O R T H E S T U D Y O F N V H
I M P R O V E M E N T S O L U T I O N S

The current Chapter is devoted to the description of a finite element approach to the

investigation of the NVH behaviour of the hydraulic module of an agricultural hybrid

continuous variable transmission (CVT). In particular, the model has been developed in

order to evaluate improvement solutions to reduce the acoustical emissivity of the sys-

tem. The hydraulic module has been subjected to a run-up speed test where vibrational

response and acoustic emission have characterized by means of accelerometers and

microphones. As preliminary step of the study, with the purpose to identify the critical

excitations and structural responses, the operative noise and vibration experimental

results have been processed and deeply analysed. Then, through a dedicated modelling

strategy of the system components and connections, the model has been subjected to a

validation procedure. The experimental results coupled with the mechanical system

analysis has led to identify the responsible of the most hazardous excitations and

responses. By means of the validated FE model, several enhancement solutions have

been implemented and characterized.

4.1 introduction

Within the industrial environment, the necessity to dispose of validated FE
models for the characterization of a system behaviour has strongly increased
over the last decades. It is imperative for the engineers to have the chance
to transform, modify, substitute components within the system and directly
evaluate the influence of the update without waste of material, energy and, in
the end, money. Moreover, focusing on the automotive field, the crescent and
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indisputable need improve the comfort of the final users, in terms of vibrations
and noise, pushes the research to develop solutions for the numerical approach
to the problem.

From the literature survey, one of the earliest study for the development of
advanced methods for the numerical characterization of the NVH behaviour
of mechanical systems was produced by Chikamori and Yoshikawa in [70].
Here, authors developed an analytical methodology for the estimation of
the response frequencies and their influence on the noise emission, applied
on vehicle drive trains. Furthermore, authors evaluated the influence of the
introduction of dampers and other enhancements to reduce the transferability
of the dynamic excitations to the axes. In this context, the works presented
by Syed et al. in [71], and lately by Qu et al. in [72], has been oriented to the
development of systems for the containment of driveline oscillations by means
of an analytical dynamic model. Another relevant application was proposed
by Kagawa et al. within [73] where a novel method for the estimation of the
sound radiation power combined to the numerical modal analysis, analytically
correlating the vibrational behaviour to the noise emission. As a matter of
fact, the implementation computational modal analysis and frequency analysis
represented a breakthrough on the enhancement of the NVH behaviour of
mechanical systems. The work presented by of Lahey et al. in [74] proves the
relevance of the methodology. In particular, with a study on a geartrain, it
shows how the adoption of modelling systems in the early stages of the design
may help to optimize the NVH behaviour of the product. In this context, the
NVH optimization may be extended to more articulate systems such as car
bodies as shown within [75]. The relevance of the approach may be proved
by the diffusion of validated FE models for the representation of the natural
frequencies of the mechanical systems in a great variety of industrial fields
[76], [77]. A great contribute to the enhancement of the modelling strategy and
correlation has been given by Mucchi et al. with the dissertation contained in
[78]. The work is devoted to the integration of LP, FE and BE models. Authors
have developed a LP model for the estimation of the excitations arising from
the gear pump operating. Then, the excitation have been introduced within
the FE model in order to evaluate the frequency response of the pump casing.
Finally, the vibration level of the surfaces has been implemented into the BE
model as input for the estimation of the radiated sound power level.
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Within the automotive field, the work presented by Guj et al. in [79] shows
the relevance of the FE analysis for the optimal design of cars damping layout.
Then, Lu et al. proposed in [80] an algorithm based on a FE complex model
for the optimization of the NVH behaviour of car body. For what concerns the
development of FE methodologies, great relevance has been assumed by the
work presented by Ramsey and Firmin in [81]. One of the earliest FE methods
for the implementation of numerical modal analysis was here described and
also the experimental comparison was reported. The experimental correlation
with the numerical models represents an essential tool for the assessment of
their reliability. The work of Allemang et al. [82] gives an overview of the
basis of experimental modal analysis methods developed over the last fifty
years. Within this context, Bucher and Ewins in [83] presented a dissertation
on the modal analysis techniques for rotating structures. Furthermore, Peng
et al. in [84] proposed the implementation of modal analysis to obtain the
in-process response functions, while Karaağaçlı dealt with non linear system
modal analysis in [85].

Since hydraulic pump noise emission represents an extremely relevant issue
for the NVH improvement within mechanical system, the literature presents
several works on this topic. In particular, based on modal analysis techniques,
Mucchi et al. in [86] and lately the works [87], [88], [89] and [90] presented
studies over the structurborne noise emission of hydraulic pumps. On the other
hand, the development of integrated FE and boundary element (BE) models
[91], [92], [93] , [94], [95], [96], has given the chance to design noise-effective
solutions through validated numerical tools.

The brief description of the evolution and integration of the computational
techniques involved into the NVH improvement activities represents the start-
ing point for the implementation of a FE model and for the analysis of the
excitation sources. In particular, if the involved system is constituted of several
bodies, the post processing of the experimental data is essential to discern the
most impacting noise and vibration sources. Furthermore, it is important to
understand the operating principles of the whole system and potential design
improvement strategies in the early stages of the activity. Within the following
sections will be presented the development of a FE model of a portion of a trac-
tor CVT. The study has been required since the noise emission of the involved
tractor has result into comfort issues for the final users. Moreover, as will be
shown hereafter, the system has already been subjected to an unsuccessful
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enhancement study that has not been carried out by our research group. The
implementation and validation of the FE model has been performed following
the salient aspects showed within previously mentioned dedicated studies.
The adoption of a validated FE model for the prediction of the NVH behaviour
of such portion of the CVT bounded with the hydrostat and its connections
modelling technique, represents a novelty topic that does not find similar cases
within dedicated literature. The possibility to straightforwardly implement
and evaluate NVH enhancement solutions with absolute reliability, combined
with the widespread of such transmission technologies in the automotive
and agricultural fields, gives further relevance to the presented study. The
initial Section of the current Chapter is devoted to the brief description of
the baseline system involved within the study and to the description of the
updated layout. Section 4.3 concerns the analysis of the post processed data
from the experimental characterization of both system layouts. Then, Sec. 4.4
deals with the description of the FE modelling of the system, presenting also
its validation with respect to the operative data. While Section 4.5 is devoted
to the analysis and implementation of NVH improvement solutions, Section
4.6 is devoted to the final remarks.

4.2 description of the hydraulic module integration on an

agricultural cvt

A continuous variable transmission consists into a transmission system that
ensures seamless power transfer from the engine to the wheels and infinitely
variable speed at peak mechanical efficiency. The widespread of such families of
transmission is essentially linked to the strong comfort improvement ensured
by the smooth speed transition and imperceptible shifts. Furthermore, the
capability to run the engine at its higher efficiency curtail the fuel consumption
[97], [98]. They are used in very demanding applications, which require high-
power transmission such as agricultural tractors [99], [100], [101].

A schematic view of the CVT is depicted within Fig. 65. As can be seen,
it is straightforwardly constituted by a planetary gearbox, a synchronized
mechanical transmission, and an hydrostatic module (HM). The engine drives
the solar shaft of the planetary gearbox and simultaneously drives the HM
input gear. The output HM shaft is coupled with the planetary gearbox ring
while the carrier is connected with the mechanical transmission. Figure 66
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Figure 65: Schematic view of the CVT components

gives the chance to briefly describe the HM operating principles and how it
influences the power transmission of the CVT [102]. It is constituted by an axial
piston pump, equipped with zpump pistons, integrated with an axial piston
motor, equipped with zmotor pistons. The angular position of the pump swash
plate is the responsible of the delivery pump flowrate variation [103]. Such
flowrate also represents the input flowrate of the piston motor. Since the swash
plate remains fully swivelled, the HM output shaft speed do not change. In this
context, the planetary ring and the solar shaft speed differences do not provoke
the carrier rotation and the drive speed of the vehicle remains zero. Moving the
swash plate, the flowrate decreases and the piston motor reduces the output
shaft rotational speed. In this condition, the ring speed no longer neutralize the
rotational speed of the planetary gears causing the power transfer to the wheels.
From a dynamic effect point of view, the nature of the pumping action of an
axial piston pump introduces axial pressure load components. The inclination
of the swash plate also generates radial components that may excite the pump
casing resulting into undesired noise issue [104], [105].

The system involved within the here described activity is a portion of the
CVT and its 3D representation has been included within 67. Cover, flanges and
HM constitute a unique system which is then bolted to the driveline frame
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Figure 66: Schematic view of the hydrostatic motor

through the holes of the cover rib. The HM is connected to the cover by means
of input and output flanges. Within this context, it is worth underlining that
the NVH improvement activity follows an unsuccessful enhancement project,
that, for sake completeness has been studied and here described. Hereinafter,
the original layout of the system will be named as baseline, while the second
layout as suspended. The main constructive difference between the layouts rely
on the HM connections with the input and output flanges. In the baseline

configuration, the HM has been pinned on the input flange by means of two
steel mounts, as shown in Fig. 68(b). On the contrary, with the purpose to
isolate the HM from the flange, it is supported by an elastic ring on the output
side as shown in Fig. 68(a). In this context, is clear that when the system
is connected to the driveline frame, the HM acts as a cantilever beam since
the steel mounts stiffness strongly overcome the elastic mount one. Thus, the
excitation that arise from the HM operating are completely transmitted by
the mounts to the input flange and finally on the end cover. Regarding the
suspended configuration, the designers have replaced the two steel mounts on
the input side with four damped mounts. Contextually, the elastic ring on the
output side has been replaced with two equal damped mounts. Figure 69 helps
in the comprehension of the proposed layout. The erroneous idea at the basis
of such connection scheme, relies on the intention to isolate the HM from the
rest cover and flanges systems curtailing the hydraulic excitation transfer.
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Figure 67: Schematic view of the hydrostatic motor

Aside from the flanges connections, the two configurations have not reported
further connection differences. Thus, a particular focus needs to be given to
the HM shafts links with the input and output gears. From Fig. 68 it is possible
to see that input and output gears are connected to the respectively flanges
by means of two bearings while the connection with the HM shafts take place
through two steel joints. Such steel spline joints adopted to couple the shafts to
the gears theoretically ensure an axial degree of freedom to the HM. As a matter
of fact, the constraint ensured by a roller and a ball bearing do not allows axial
or radial DOF to the gears. On the contrary the HM may be subjected to slight
displacement resultant from mounts or flanges deformations. However, it is
worth noticing that during the torque and power transmission, it is allowed
to assume that the contact stiffness neglect the axial freedom constituting a
virtual unique body from the input to the output gear. From this assumption,
it descends that the HM operative excitations are eventually transferred either
to the input and the output flange. With a further analysis of the connections,
it is clear that the excitations coming from the input and output gears meshing
are indisputably transferred to the cover through the bearings and to the HM
by means of the spline joints.
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Figure 68: Baseline layout mounts on the output side (a) and input side (b)

4.3 analysis of the experimental characterization results

The experimental characterization of the two layouts has been performed
installing the cover equipped with HM, flanges, bearings and gears on the driv-
eline frame and operating a run-up analysis. In particular, for the experimental
activity the engine speed has been carried from nmin to nmax with maximum
stationary torque on the tractor axles. Furthermore, the tractor travel speed
has been set on the constant value. Such condition is achievable thanks to the
hydraulic module of the CVT that, varying the swash plate position, regulates
the output shaft speed neutralizing the engine speed increment. The CVT
noise emission has been monitored by means of a prepolarized microphone
positioned in proximity of the external surface of the cover. Moreover, the
vibrational behaviour of the cover has been evaluated by means of 5 triaxial
piezoelectric accelerometers positioned as shown within Fig. 70(a). Following
the picture framework, such sensors are characterized by letter P which stands
for passive side. On the contrary, the sensors mounted on the HM surface are
shown in Fig. 70(b) and represent the "active" side sensors with reference to
the associated letter A.

From the brief description of the operating principles provided within
Section 65, it is possible to understand a priori the most effective frequency
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Figure 69: Suspended layout mounts on the output side (a) and input side (b)
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Figure 70: Representation of the accelerometers locations for the experimental mea-
surement setup

components recognizable within spectrum and waterfalls. In first instance, is
reasonable to expect that the characteristics frequencies of the piston pump and
motor will represent the most effective components detected by the sensors. In
this context, the pump and motor characteristic orders (Opump,Omotor) may
be calculated as follow:

Opump = τeH · zpump (82)

Omotor = τeH · zmotor (83)
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where τeH represents the transmission ratio between HM input gear and the
engine driving shaft gear, zpump is the number of pistons of the pump, while
zmotor is the number of pistons of the motor.

Furthermore, the microphone and vibrational spectrum may include the
input and output gear meshing orders. Oin and Oout) should be calculated as:

Oin = τeH · zin (84)

Oout = τeH · zout (85)

where zin and zout represent the number of teeth of input and output HM gear
respectively. It is worth underline that to prevent the divulgation of sensible
informations, the results and the system data have been reported in adequate
non dimensional form.

The analysis of the experimental campaign results may start with the com-
parison of the microphone waterfall diagrams in baseline and suspended
configuration included within Fig. 71. In order to evaluate the effect of the
noise emission in terms of human acoustic comfort, the reported SPL are A-
weighted and are compared within a reasonable frequency range since higher
frequencies are less noticeable for human hearing. While the SPL has been
non dimensionalized with respect to a proper maximum value that allows to
have a reasonable waterfall scale, the frequency axis has been referred to the
maximum investigation value. Symptom of a low effective enhancement, the
graphs do not show sensible differences. As expected, the most relevant com-
ponents of the spectrum are the harmonics of pump and motor orders which
are particularly emissive for the entire test. For sake of clarity only the first
and second harmonics have been highlighted within the figures. Furthermore,
from the graphs arises the absolute relevance, in terms of noise emission, of the
meshing order of the output gear. The first and the second harmonic show high
SPL values throughout the entire test. To further analyse the acoustic results,
within Fig. 72 the SPL octave-third spectrum [106] shows that between the two
configurations there are no appreciable differences. The SPL level axis follows
the waterfall process while the octave band value have been normalized with
respect to the first considered band. The suspended condition reports a lower
level for the 15.6 band while the 25 one exceeds the baseline value generating a
resultant 0.0035 gain in terms of overall non dimensional SPL.
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Figure 71: Non dimensional SPL waterfall measured with baseline configuration (a)
and suspended configuration (b)
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Figure 72: Comparison between baseline and suspended SPL octave-third spectrum

The analysis of the accelerometers acquisitions has been performed con-
sidering the upstream-downstream waterfalls, calculated in axial and radial
direction. In particular, with reference to Fig. 70, the acquisitions of the ac-
celerometers 1A, 2A are considered as upstream signals while 1P, 5P are the
respectively downstream signals. The figure also shows the reference frame
adopted both for the measurement and post-processing. Since the cover usually
represents a source of undesired noise emission, such comparison it is manda-
tory to understand how the cover respond to the excitations coming from
the HM pumping actions and from the meshing loads of input and output
gears. In this context, it gives the chance to evaluate the correlation between
the vibrational response components and the emissive sources displayed by
the acoustic waterfalls. On the other hand, the parallel comparison between
baseline and modified configuration allows to understand the differences be-
tween the layouts both in terms of hydrostat excitations and transmission to
the cover.

Figure 73 shows the comparison between the radial components of the sig-
nals, measured on the inlet side of the HM. Even for the acceleration signals,
the most effective components are the HM orders. In both configurations, the
accelerometers located on the hydrostat pump side do not show differences
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Figure 73: Waterfall diagram for the Z-signal measured by accelerometer 1A in baseline

configuration (a), 1A in suspended configuration (b), 1P in baseline configura-
tion (c) and 1P in suspended configuration (d)

or remarkable structural resonances (Fig. 73(a),(b)). Otherwise, the second
harmonic of the outlet gear meshing order is particularly evident. The down-
stream signals measured on the cover by accelerometers 1P, aside from the HM
components, show slight differences between the layouts. The rigid connection
ensured by the steel mounts in the baseline layout seems to emphasize the HM
harmonics on the casing. Despite such phenomena increase the vibratory level,
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Figure 74: Waterfall diagram for the X-signal measured by accelerometer 1A in baseline

configuration (a), 1A in suspended configuration (b), 1P in baseline configura-
tion (c) and 1P in suspended configuration (d)

from the acoustic point of view the microphone waterfalls have not shown
noise issues. Following the same framework, Fig. 74 shows the comparison
for the axial components. The results are similar to the radial direction graphs
with a resonance excitation displayed in baseline layout around the 0.5 non
dimensional frequency (NDF) that have not shown particular amplification
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from the microphone waterfall. The vibrational response on the HM outlet
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Figure 75: Waterfall diagram for the Z-signal measured by accelerometer 2A in baseline

configuration (a), 2A in suspended configuration (b), 5P in baseline configura-
tion (c) and 5P in suspended configuration (d)

side may be described with reference to Figure 75 that shows the radial compo-
nents of the acquired signal. From a first overview, it is clear that even on this
side the design modifications have not introduced substantial enhancement.
In fact, the motor side accelerometer waterfalls of Fig. 75(a)) and (b) display a
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Figure 76: Waterfall diagram for the X-signal measured by accelerometer 2A in baseline

configuration (a), 2A in suspended configuration (b), 5P in baseline configura-
tion (c) and 5P in suspended configuration (d)

resonance area, around the 0.875 NDF, that emphasize the HM response to the
outlet gear meshing order harmonics. It is worth focusing on the downstream
response measured on the cover. The outlet gear components are here ex-
tremely evident in both layouts. The comparison with the microphone results
highlights the correlation between such excitation transfer and the acoustic
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Table 4: Mount connections properties

km1
x km1

y,z cm1
x cm1

y,z km2
x km2

y,z

[kN/mm] [kN/mm] [N · s/mm] [N · s/mm] [kN/mm] [kN/mm]

4.1 13 0.2759 0.087 1200 18000

phenomena. Moreover, the is evident a large resonance area between 0.25 and
0.575 NDF that might include several modes of the components involved. The
axial signals reported within Figure 76 confirm the high response of the casing
to the meshing excitation and also highlight a further resonance area within
0.75 and 1.

The brief analysis of the post-processed data has been fundamental to under-
stand and confirm that suspending the hydrostat is not the way to pursue. The
introduction of the dampers turns the HM into a labile body which is more free
to respond to its internal excitations. In this context, the connections between
shafts and gears, obtained by means of the spline joints, became the unique
constraints to the hydrostat operative displacements and simultaneously act
as transferring points for the internal and external excitations. On the basis
of the preliminary assumptions corroborated by the analysis of the operative
data, the NVH enhancement strategy has been traced. Otherwise, to evaluate
the impact and the magnitude of improvement solutions it is mandatory to
have a digital tool that allows to implement them without material and energy
wastes.

4.4 development and validation of the system fe model

The FE modelling has been performed taking into account only the baseline
layout. In this context, since the hydrostatic module is a component produced
by a company different from the CVT manufacturer, its natural frequencies,
modal shapes or excited resonances are not object of hypothetical improvement
solutions. Thus, it has been considered as a concentrated mass mHM, located in
its center of gravity and characterized by its proper matrix of inertia JHM. On
the contrary, cover, flanges and gears have been modelled as 3Dmeshed bodies.
Finally, bearings, spline joints, elastic ring and mounts have been modelled as
1D connections, attributing their relative stiffness and damping.
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Figure 77: Schematic representation of the connections implemented within the FE
model (b) and view of the 1D connecting elements of the model (b)

A schematic view of the connections between the involved components is
given within Fig.77(a). The fixed part on the picture represents cover and
flanges as a unique body thanks to the bolted joints. The HM is here di-
rectly connected through the two steel mounts represented by the in parallel
springs characterized by the stiffness km2. Furthermore, the direct connection
is ensured by the elastic ring on the outlet side which has been described
introducing its stiffness km1 and the viscous damping coefficient cm1. Input
and output gears have been 3D modelled and have been simultaneously con-
nected with the cover through the springs representative of the bearings kb
and with the HM through the spline joints kj. It is worth noticing that the
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Table 5: Bearings and joint connections properties

kb
x kb

y,z kj
x kj

y,z

[kN/mm] [kN/mm] [kN/mm] [kN/mm]

740 7400 29 2900

superscript x,y, z characterized the different stiffness values for the 3 direc-
tions. The values attributed to the 1D elements have been included within
Tab. 4 and 5. While for the elastic mount the physical properties have been
assumed from its data sheet, for the steel mounts the characteristics have
been calculated by means of a local FE stress analysis. The difference between
radial and axial stiffness of the mounts (km2y,z, km2x) is due to the fact that
the radial value is the steel pin value while the axial derive from the HM
press fitting coupling on the pins. Bearing stiffness kb has been considered
constant for the four bearings involved. Such simplification descends from the
results of a dedicated sensitivity analysis to the singular stiffness modulation
that have shown slightly perceptible effects. As well as for the steel mounts,
the spline joint radial stiffness has been evaluated by means of a FE stress
analysis while the axial value has been estimated considering the axial degree
of freedom partially constrained by the operating torque transmitted by the
teeth in contact.

Figure 77(b) gives the chance to understand how HM and relative connec-
tions have been modelled. In particular, the hydrostat has been replaced by
a Z-shaped beam which is responsible to connect the HM concentrated mass
and inertia with the adjacent bodies. In order to avoid the detection of beam
proper modes that may affect the results of the frequency analysis, the beam
has been modelled with fictitious Young’s modulus and density that brought
its natural frequencies far from the monitoring zone. The 1D elements connect
the target surfaces of the Z-shaped beam to the target surfaces of the involved
elements. The extension of such surfaces has been modelled on the basis of
the contact areas between the elements. Figure 77(c) shows the connections
that simulate the bearings between gears and flanges. Within Figure 78, is
reported the view of the meshed model with the implemented connections.
It is worth noticing that the nodes of the cover rib frontal surface have been
entirely constrained simulating the bolted joint with the driveline frame. The
material identification has not been communicated by the company owner
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Figure 78: View of the meshed bodies and implemented connections

of the system. Otherwise, for the purpose of the activity, the main physical
and mechanical characteristics, such as density, Young’s module and Poisson’s
ratio, have been revealed. Thus, while cover and flanges are constituted by cast
iron, the gears are steel made. The beam involved to replace the hydrostat has
been modelled with fictitious density equal to 1kg/m3 and Young’s module
1015GPa.

4.4.1 Numerical Frequency Analysis

The first step for the assessment of the FE model has been the implementation
of a frequency analysis that gives the chance to evaluate the response of
the system to a frequency dependent excitation. In order to reproduce the
most consistent excitation sources investigated within Sections 4.2 and 4.3,
the HM concentrated mass has been excited by means of a triaxial sweep
sine load. To contain the computational effort, the sweep has been performed
with 1.25% increment steps. Furthermore, the loads have been applied with
constant amplitude equal to 1N. Since the excitation is different from the
operative excitation generated by the hydrostat, the results of the analysis
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Figure 79: Upstream-downstream spectrum comparison for the signal measured in
positions 1A-1P from experimental test (a), (b), (c) and numerical simulation
(d), (e) and (f)

will be representative of the shape of the system response frequency. On the
contrary, the mean value of the response will not be comparable.

In order to reproduce the experimental results, even for the simulation the
response frequency has been monitored on the mesh nodes corresponding to
the accelerometers positions. Within Figure 79 the upstream and downstream
spectrum for the accelerometers on the inlet side are reported, giving the
chance to evaluate the transmissibility on the three directions. In first instance
it is possible to see that, aside from the axial direction 79(a), the excitation
measured by the accelerometer on the HM is directly transferred on the
cover side. The numerical spectrum reported in Figures 79(d)-(f) show the
coherence of the results for the reproduction of the compared signals. Despite
the numerical analysis has been carried out with an higher sampling frequency
and, consequently, lower spectrum resolution, the model is capable to capture
the same overlap characteristics of the experimental data. The frequency axis
has been normalized with respect with the maximum investigation frequency.
The result is further confirmed by the comparison given within Figures 80.
Here, the spectrum are referred to the sensors located on the outlet side of the
HM. In this context, it is worth noticing that for the radial components showed
in 80(b), the cover sensor has measured an intensification of the excitation
within the 0.25− 0.625 NDF zone and around 0.875, which are frequencies that
have shown noise intensification from the microphonic waterfall of Fig. 71(a).
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Figure 80: Upstream-downstream spectrum comparison for the signal measured in
positions 2A-5P from experimental test (a), (b), (c) and numerical simulation
(d), (e) and (f)

Since the model is eligible of a good coherence with the experimental results,
it is worth focusing on the shape of the modes excited by the numerical
frequency analysis. The focus on the baseline results showed within Figures
from 71 to 76 and then on Fig. 81 helps for the evaluation of the coherence of the
simulation with the experimental results in terms of noise emission. For sake
of clarity, it is worth mentioning that Fig. 81 includes an instantaneous view
of the modes excited at certain frequencies. In particular, the pictures report
the highest emphasized deformations to ensure a clearer view of the modes.
Moreover, the reference frequency assumed for the modes is the frequency
where the structure presents the higher displacement. On the contrary, the
analysis shows that the modes are excited in a certain range around these peak
frequencies. The shape of the first relevant result is shown Within Fig. 81(a).
The structure shape highlight that excitations with 0.20 of non dimensional
pulsation frequency generates a vertical displacement of the entire flanges and
HM system. Such mode is particularly highlighted within Fig. 75(a) where the
accelerometer on the motor side of the HM reveals that around 0.20 the pump
and motor orders are emphasized at every tested speed. On the contrary, either
for the level curtailment given by the A-filtration, the microphonic waterfalls
has not shown critical emission in such zone.

Within Fig. 81(b) is presented the deformation highlighted around 0.25 of
NDF. A local deformation of the cover on the outlet side suggests that the
mode may be originated by a lack of stiffness of the structure in such area. The
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Figure 81: Frequency response analysis results in terms of nodal accelerations at NDF
of 0.20 (a), 0.25 (b), 0.31 (c), 0.35 (d), 0.51 (e), 0.65 (f) and 0.88 (g)

resonance band has been clearly revealed from the waterfall of the sensor in 5P
positioned in this zone in both direction showed within Figures 76(c) and 75(c).
Even in this case the microphone has not measured critical emission. Thus,
Figure 81(c) presents the response presented by the cover to the 0.31 excitation.
Around such NDF, increments of the sound power level has been presented
within the waterfall of Fig. 71(a) and highlighted by the 0.31 bar of the octave
spectrum in Fig. 72. It is worth underline that the overall level of such bar
might be influenced and emphasized by the response at 0.35 visible within
Fig. 81(d). Even in this context, the deformation is localized on the flat surface
of the cover on the outlet side. It is reasonable to assume that the resonance
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bands displayed in Figures 76(c) and 75(c) between 0.25 and 0.38 are generated
by similar cover responses.

A particular focus is required by the response observed at 0.51 of NDF,
reported in Fig. 81(e). Even in this case, the flat surface on the cover outlet
side is the mainly involved on the response mode presenting an extremely
localized deformation. Moreover, the outlet flange connected to the cover
generates a rotation of the hydrostat that results into the deformation of
the inlet flange and into the consequent deformation of the inlet side of the
cover. The analysis of accelerometers waterfalls highlight the presence of an
amplifying band within 0.50 and 0.58 visible for the cover accelerometers and
even for the HM side sensors. The microphone waterfall also presents an
excitation band symptoms that the excited mode provoke noise increment.
Increasing the forcing frequency, the simulation has revealed several localized
response modes around 0.65. An example has been reported in Fig. 81(f).
Such modes are visible from the highlighted band presented by the waterfall
of Fig. 75(c) for the radial direction, perpendicular to the cover surface. The
last relevant response observed from the analysis has been observed with
the 0.88 non dimensional forcing frequency. Such frequency was observed as
particularly emissive in terms of SPL both from the waterfall and from the
octave spectrum. Furthermore, the acceleration waterfalls have presented the
NDF field around 0.90 as a resonance zone. The deformed configuration in
Fig. 81(g) confirms that the model is capable to capture the most relevant
system responses in terms of acceleration giving robustness to the modelling
procedure implemented for the FE approach.

Aside from the response in terms of acceleration, it is worth considering the
nodal velocities on the cover external surface. The purpose of the presentation
of such numerical results is due to the direct connection between the surface
velocity and the radiated sound power. To evaluate the effect of the improving
solution designed within the activity, the comparison of the nodal velocities of
the cover allows to qualitative obtain a straightforward and fast indicator of
the potential sound power emission implications. The results of the baseline
configuration in terms of nodal velocities are reported within Figure 82. The
results are coherent with the acceleration scheme observed in Fig. 81 and are
also representative of the most emissive frequencies observed from the SPL
experimental data.
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Figure 82: Frequency response analysis results in terms of nodal velocities at NDF of
0.08 (a), 0.20 (b), 0.25 (c), 0.31 (d), 0.35 (e), 0.51 (f), 0.65 (g) and 0.88 (h)

4.5 a study on nvh improvement solutions

The analysis of the experimental results carried out on the baseline layout
of the hydrostatic module, has revealed that the excitations coming from the
mechanical transmission and from the hydrostat are transferred to the cover
without consistent filtration from the HM connections. Moreover, the natural
frequencies of the cover have been often excited emphasizing the radiated
sound power and the vibrational level. The comparison of the baseline results
with the results of an unsuccessful improvement solution has then revealed that
the strategy to isolate the HM from the cover by means of cylindrical dampers
does not produce the curtailment of the excitation. Since the elastic dampers
are placed in series with stiffer connections, e.g. the spline joints between HM
and side gears, the dampers stiffness and damping action will be neglected
resulting useless for the reduction of the dynamic effects transmissibility.

The frequency response analysis performed on the FE model implemented
to reproduce the baseline behaviour has shown a good coherency in the
replication of the most excited frequency bands. The results has then allowed
to evaluate the shape of the deformations and the most involved areas of
the structure. In this context, the flat cover zone where the outlet flange is
connected has shown local deformations for a wide part of the excitation
frequencies. Similarly, the results have highlighted the frequent involvement
of both flanges in the most excited configuration. Since for the flanges have
been observed that the deformations present the rigid displacement of such
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Figure 83: Cover and output flange surfaces involved into design upgrade

components, the main responsible of the modes may be the connections instead
of the components themselves.

The integrated analysis of the mechanical system, of the previous improve-
ment solution and of the combined experimental and numerical results, leads
to elaborate different strategies for the implementation of novel improvement
solutions. For sake of clarity, it is worth underlining that the current activities
has been performed within the earliest stage of the improvement project. In
this context, the enhancement solutions have been implemented adopting a
straightforward but robust approach. In first instance, the improvement of the
flanges connections have been taken into consideration. Then, the focus has
been oriented on the analysis of the spline joints. Finally, the adoption of a
different suspension strategy has been proposed. To present the evaluate the
impact of the proposed enhancement, the upstream and downstream spectrum
have been calculated on a frequency response analysis and lately compared
with the baseline results. The reduction of the transmitted excitation on the
cover side plays a crucial role for the improvement of the acoustic behaviour
of the system. In parallel, the comparison has been extended to the nodal
velocities on the cover side.

With the purpose to reduce the cover deformation that causes the output
flange bending in several structural modes, the first improvement solution,
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Figure 84: Input side: comparison between numerical upstream response spectrum (a)
and downstream response spectrum (b). Upstream-downstream comparison
in original layout (c), improved output flange connection Mod1(d) and
improved joints Mod1B(e)

hereinafter named Mod 1, deals with the increment of the connection stiffness.
The computational approach to evaluate the impact of such modification
involves the increment of the connecting surface. Figure 19 shows the target
surfaces subjected to the novel connection mode. On the cover side, the yellow
surfaces of Fig. 83(a) have been connected by means of 1D rigid connectors to
the purple surfaces on the flange side (Fig. 83(b)). It represents a fast approach
to assess the modification. The Frequency analysis has been repeated on the
novel configuration introducing a triaxial load on the HM concentrated mass
and a sweep sine excitation with 1.25% of frequency increment step. The
downstream-upstream comparison of the novel layout are reported within
Fig. 84 for the inlet side accelerometers, while the responses of the outlet side
are reported in Fig. 85.

Before the analysis of the results, it is worth mentioning that a second step
of enhancement has been implemented within this configuration. In particular,
the layout denoted as Mod 1B involves the introduction of a dampers on the
steel joints located between HM shafts and the input and output gears. The
purpose of such joint modification is to strongly reduce the transmission of
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Figure 85: Output side: comparison between numerical upstream response spectrum
(a) and downstream response spectrum (b). Upstream-downstream com-
parison in original layout (c), improved output flange connection Mod1(d)
and improved joints Mod1B(e)

the meshing excitation components to the hydrostat and contextually contain
the transmission of the piston pump and motor excitation to the cover. The
modification has been introduced within the FE model by means of a different
1D connection between the HM Z-beam and the input and output gears. The
spring element has been characterized with the same stiffness of the steel joint,
including otherwise a proper value of viscous damping calculated on the basis
of typical dampers materials involved in such applications. Also the results of
this configuration are included within Figures 84 and 85.

Figures 84(a) and 85(a) show the comparison between the response calcu-
lated on the inlet and outlet side of the HM respectively. It is worth underline
that, contrarily to the validation procedure, for the comparison of the different
layouts a singular frequency response curve calculated as sum of the three
components has been considered. On the inlet side of the HM the increment
of the outlet flange connection stiffness has not revealed sensible benefits. On
the contrary, the contextual introduction of the novel joint connections helps
to contain the HM excitation in the 0.04− 0.34 NDF band. On the outlet side
the three configurations presents extremely slight differences. The acceleration
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calculated on the hydrostatic module remains on the same path of the original
layout since the mass of the hydrostat already performs the damping action of
the body connected to the rest of the structure. The increment of the flange
connection stiffness does not impact on the HM displacement and acceleration
while slight damping action is visible. Otherwise, the enhancements are abso-
lutely noticeable on the cover side. The comparison of the cover responses on
the input side has been presented within Fig. 84(b). The Mod 1 layout follows
the original behaviour, reducing the response amplitude among the 0.50− 0.75
NDF band. More appreciable is the beneficial impact of the introduction of
the dampers on the HM connection with the gears. The response spectrum in
Mod 1B layout appears extremely smooth and shows an important amplitude
reduction. A massive result has been observed on the output side of the HM
where the local deformations of the cover have been detected and where the
flange has suffered bending response modes for several excitation frequencies.
Figure 85(b) highlights how the increment of the stiffness of the flange connec-
tion is capable to curtail the cover response. The magnitude of the response
acceleration level has been subjected to a reduction of two dimensional orders.
Furthermore, the peak observed around the 0.63 NDF has been strongly con-
tained. In this context, the impact of Mod 1B is not comparable with the Mod 1

but it concurs in a further reduction of the components amplitude. The compar-
ison of the upstream-downstream responses for the three configurations here
described has been reported on Figures 84(c)-(e) for the input side of the HM
and on Figures 85(c)-(e) for the outlet side. From the pictures clearly descends
that the improved layouts are capable to strongly cut down the transmission of
the excitations coming from the HM. The enhancement is particularly focused
on the output side where the flange connection has been directly updated.

Aside from the acceleration point of view, the nodal velocities calculated
for the Mod 1 and Mod 1B layouts are reported within Figures 86 and 87. The
improvement even in these terms is substantial comparing the pictures with
the original layout of Fig. 82. From the velocities contour plot of Fig. 86(b)-(c)
arises that the connection improvement is capable to cut down the nodal
velocities on the output side. Furthermore, the contour plot of Fig. 86(c) is
substantially different from the one observed at similar frequency on the
original layout. Among the hazardous frequency band, in terms of perceived
noise emission, the improved layout presents considerable reduction of nodal
velocities magnitude, suggesting a resultant enhancement of the acoustic
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Figure 86: Frequency response analysis results in terms of nodal velocities on the
Mod1 configuration at NDF of 0.08 (a), 0.20 (b), 0.24 (c), 0.33 (d), 0.44 (e),
0.59 (f), and 0.78 (g)
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Figure 87: Frequency response analysis results in terms of nodal velocities on the
Mod1B configuration at NDF of 0.08 (a), 0.16 (b) and 0.32 (c)

behaviour. In this context, the implementation of the Mod 1B layout emphasize
the improvement. The cover maps reported in Fig. 87 are the responses to the
0.08, 0.20, 0.31 forcing NDF. As can be appreciate the cover excitation has been
strongly curtailed. With same scale of Fig. 82, higher excitation frequencies
have produced velocities responses slightly appreciable with same proposed
scale and for this reason, have been omitted from the figure.

A different approach has been implemented for the configuration named
Mod 2. Here, the connection layout between hydrostat and flanges has been kept
in the original layout. Then, the HM and flanges system has been suspended
on the cover by means of cylindrical dampers applied between cover and
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Figure 88: Input side: comparison between numerical upstream response spectrum (a)
and downstream response spectrum (b). Upstream-downstream comparison
in original layout (c) and improved layout Mod2(d)

flanges. The purpose of the modification is to isolate the cover from the
HM excitation sources. The modification has been implemented within the
FE model connecting cover and flanges surfaces, in contact in the original
bolted connection, with four elastic connectors characterized by stiffness and
viscous damping of commercial dampers. As well as for the previous solutions,
the impact of the improvement solution has been evaluated by means of a
frequency analysis. The first comparison has been performed on the basis of
the upstream-downstream spectrum which are included within Figures 88 and
89. In this context, since the constraint to the HM and flange system has been
strongly decrease and a viscous damping contribute has been included, the
resultant response frequency calculated on the HM presents a considerably
lower amplitude with respect to the baseline configuration. The reduction is
appreciable on both input and output side of the HM as shown by Fig. 88(a)
and Fig. 89(a) respectively. As a matter of fact, such consistent curtailment
of the excitation indisputably produce a reduction of the cover response.
Furthermore, the damping action of properly tailored elements between cover
and flanges contributes to the isolation of the cover. The combined effect is
visible from the comparison of the downstream spectrum of Figures 88(b) and
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Figure 89: Output side: comparison between numerical upstream response spectrum
(a) and downstream response spectrum (b). Upstream-downstream com-
parison in original layout (c) and improved layout Mod2(d)

Fig. 89(b). As predicted the result of the enhancement solution is the reduction
of the response acceleration level of four magnitude orders. The final Mod 2

upstream-downstream comparison is given within Fig. 88(d) and Fig. 89(d)
and allows to appreciate the strong isolation of the HM excitations. Thus, for
this configuration the comparison in terms of nodal surface velocities has not
been included since the contours with equal scale does not capture differences.

For sake of completeness, it is worth clarify that other enhancement strate-
gies have been followed and implemented within the proposed study giving
unsatisfactory results. In first instance, following the Mod 1 strategy, the in-
crement of the input flange connection with the cover has been implemented
in addition to the output flange improvement. The results have not revealed
particular enhancement in terms of acceleration level and nodal velocities and
have been discarded. A completely different approach has been implemented
increasing the stiffness of the connections between HM and flanges simulating
the introduction of rigid steel mounts on both sides. In such way, the localized
deformation of the cover that cause the bending of the flanges involves the
whole structure of HM and flanges emphasizing the magnitude of the cover
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displacements. It results into an increment of the cover response amplitude in
terms of acceleration and velocities.

4.6 concluding remarks

This Chapter has presented a study devoted to the improvement of the vi-
broacoustic behaviour of an agricultural CVT transmission. In particular, the
study has been focused on the hydrostatic module of the transmission which
is directly connected to a cover and to the input and output gears that take
the power from the engine shaft. The enhancement project has been carried
out evaluating the effect of several improvement layouts on the vibrational
response of the structure. For the purpose, a validated FE model has been
implemented and described within previous sections. The validation proce-
dure has been based on the reproduction of salient aspects observed during a
dedicated test campaign. In this context, the transmission has been subjected
to a run-up analysis and its vibrational behaviour characterized by means of
seven accelerometers mounted both on the HM and on the cover. Furthermore,
the radiated noise has been monitored by means of a prepolarized microphone
positioned outside the cover.

With the purpose to identify the main excitation sources of the system, the
initial part of the activity has been devoted to the processing of the experi-
mental data and to the consequent analysis. The study of the accelerometer
waterfall has shown several resonance band excited for the entire run-up test.
Furthermore, the coupled analysis of the microphone waterfalls has high-
lighted how certain resonances are either emphasized in terms of radiated
sound power. In addition, the waterfall diagrams have revealed that the most
relevant excitations are the harmonic orders of the hydrostatic module pump-
ing actions. The comparison of the upstream and downstream signals has
shown that the HM connections transmit the dynamic components to the cover
which is often responsible of further increment of the response. Particular
relevance in terms of noise and vibration has been shown by the harmonic of
the meshing orders of the CVT output gear connected to the HM by means of
steel joints. In this first phase the analysis of experimental data has also been
carried out on data acquired on a the test campaign performed to characterized
the behaviour of a unsuccessful previous improvement project. The study has
been fundamental to understand that considering damping solutions, structure
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stiffness improvement or layout modifications without deeply understand the
connection scheme of the involved components may results into tremendous
mistakes and wastes.

The FE model has been developed considering the HM as a concentrated
mass characterized by its inertial properties and connected to a rigid beam.
Moreover, the rigid beam has been connected to the bodies in contact with
the hydrostat by means of 1D connectors. Each connector is representative of
the component that connect the HM with the other bodies. The connection of
the HM with the input flange has been simulated through spring elements
with the stiffness of the steel mounts adopted to suspend the hydrostat. On
the other hand, the elastic ring that sustain the HM on the output flange has
been substituted by a spring element with a characteristic viscous damping
factor. Then, the steel spline joints that connect the HM with inlet and outlet
gears have been included. It is worth underline that such components have
been considered as the vibrational paths for the transmission of the HM char-
acteristic components to the cover. Finally, the gears have been connected to
the relative flanges by means of spring elements that simulate the bearings
stiffness. For the validation procedure, a frequency response analysis has been
performed loading the HM concentrated mass with a triaxial frequency depen-
dent load with 1N of magnitude. The structure excitation has been performed
by means of a sweep sine until the maximum frequency considered within
the experimental analysis. The forcing frequency has been incremented from
the minimum value with 1.25% steps of the maximum frequency. The stiffness
of the elements that simulates bearings, joints and steel mounts has been tai-
lored in order to meet the results of the baseline experimental campaign. The
comparison between numerical and experimental results has been performed
evaluating the vibrational spectrum of the three axes signals of the accelerom-
eters, mounted on the hydrostat and on the cover. Then, the characteristic
frequencies and the shape of the respective deformed configurations have
been compared with the vibrational waterfall. The comparison has highlight
how the model was capable to reproduce the most emphasized frequencies
shown within the waterfalls and also reproduce response modes with local
deformations near the accelerometers that have revealed the resonance band.

The validated FE model has been adopted to implement schematic solutions
to reduce the noise emission of the structure. As a matter of fact, since the study
represents one of the earliest stages of the project, the design of specific parts
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for the sensitivity analysis to the modification may represents a useless waste
of time and resources. The proposed improved layouts represent the guideline
for the designer to the definition of the executive parts and components. In
first instance, an increment of the stiffness and of the surface of the connection
between cover and output flange has been proposed. The purpose of the
solution has been the reduction of the flange bending actions that involve
the cover in a zone where it presents weakness and a poor attitude to the
noise containment. The frequency analysis has shown a strong improvement
on the curtailment of the vibration transmitted from the HM to the cover.
Since the model has not been subjected to boundary element modelling to
numerically calculate the sound power emission, a fast and straightforward
method adopted to evaluate the effect on the noise emission has been the
comparison of the cover nodal velocities contour plots. In this context, the
novel layout is capable to cut-down the nodal velocity amplitude, especially
on the critical surface of the cover on the output side. Then, on the same
layout, with the purpose to isolate the input and output gears from the HM,
a viscous damping components has been added on the previously equipped
steel spline joints. The modification has been implemented simulating the
introduction of dampers on these components to avoid the transmission of
the characteristic excitations. The analysis has highlight the beneficial effect
of the dampers in terms of excitation containment and consequently in terms
of cover response. A third approach has been implemented for the study. It
involves the introduction of four cylindrical dampers on the four connection
surfaces between flanges and cover. In this layout, the frequency response
analysis has revealed a massive impact on the curtailment of the excitations
and an even more effective reduction of the cover response which has not
shown appreciable excitation zones on the velocity contour plots.

As a matter of fact, all the three proposed methodology for the NVH be-
haviour improvement have shown extremely promising enhancement potential.
However, it is clear that the design of operative solution may not be capa-
ble to obtain the results showed by the here proposed investigation. In fact,
considering the Mod 1 configuration, the design of a novel flange and cover
layout that allows to integrate a consistent increment of the contact surfaces
and of the connecting bolts, certainly clashes with space requirement and
weight constraints. Citing the Mod 1B layout, it is clear that introducing a novel
joint with integrated dampers may requires the design of specific tailored
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joints or might needs the evaluation of commercial solutions. Even in this case
the designer will be claimed to define the most effective solution in terms of
NVH improvement combined to the economic effort. With same approach, the
Mod 2 layout, which presents the most fascinating solutions in terms of noise
emission, requires a dedicated design activity oriented to the generation of
novel flanges capable to house the cylindrical dampers. Even in this case, the
space requirement constraints will have a direct influence on the solution and,
even in this case, the obtainable results would be mitigate by economic and
feasibility implications.

The study here presented gives the chance to appreciate the benefits cor-
related to the implementation of these novel investigation strategies for the
characterization of the NVH behaviour of a volumetric machine. The method
considers the hydrostat as a black box that excites the system where it is placed
and try to elaborate improvement solutions. It is worth underline that for the
purpose the fluid-dynamic behaviour of axial piston pump and motor has not
been object of enhancement studies. However, the knowledge of the machine
operating principles plays a crucial role into the analysis of the system excita-
tion sources. The FE approach allows to generate a reliable and flexible twin of
the system. It also allows to straightforwardly implement schematic solutions
that are extremely useful to trace the admissible improvement paths avoiding
the detailed design of novel components that may represents improvement
strategies.
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5
C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S

The thesis here presented addresses the development of advanced techniques
for the prediction of the volumetric machines behaviour. In this context, the
word behaviour includes the performances of the pumps in terms of pres-
sure and flowrate and also the NVH aspects related to the pump operative
principles. The proposed methodologies are indisputably oriented to the en-
hancement of the design phase of these machines, suggesting the necessity to
integrate dedicated study to prevent costly unsatisfactory results.

In particular, within the second Chapter a design optimization strategy has
been proposed for the design of a specific family of balanced vane pump.
The basis of the proposed methodology relies on the deep investigation of
the vane-cam ring kinematic. Here, the kinematic of the mechanism has been
analytically described bounding the vane lift law with its main geometrical
features. Following this strategy, has been possible to extrapolate the explicit
formulation of the geometrical acceptance limits imposing the kinematic ad-
missibility constraints to the vane lift law. In this context, since the vanes non
eligible of coherent motion result discarded from the admissibility domain, the
methodology allows to prevent the adoption of vanes that are not capable to
ensure a smooth and continuous motion. A further step to the investigation has
been given through the analysis of the forces acting on the vane generated by
the centrifugal and inertial actions. Such analysis has allowed to formalize the
criteria for the discarding of the vanes that are reasonably hazardous in terms
of contact load generation. In fact, while high contact forces are responsible
of wear phenomena and high dynamic actions, overly low forces potentially
cause contact detachment with consequent lubricant leakages and vibrations.
In second hence, a similar analysis focussed on the implications related to
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the introduction of pre-compressive cam ring has been included within the
Chapter. The implementation of the analytical procedure on a dedicated case
study has shown the potential of the method through the development of the
vane geometry admissibility maps that acts as a extremely relevant tool for the
early stages of the design of novel vane pumps. The research has highlight the
relevance of the deep investigation of the kinematic principles of these pumps
that are often considered as straightforward machines. It is worth underlining
that only through a dedicated study the hazardous implications related to
the duality of the contact point that affect such family of vanes are resolvable.
Moreover, the analysis has highlighted that introducing simple modification
of the cam ring profile to improve the pump pressurization may results into
lack of motion regularity, resulting into NVH issues and on the other hand
unexpected leakages.

Within Chapter 3 a lumped parameters approach has been applied to the
developement of volumetric machines performance enhancement strategies.
Even if such investigation methodology might be deployed for the whole
population of volumetric machines, within this work the study of external
gear pumps has been proposed and discussed. The model has been developed
introducing the characterization of the continuity equations, that rule the
pressure and flowrate equilibrium, by means of a novel approach. In particular,
the equations have been implemented following the Bernoulli’s formulation for
the flowrate calculation without imposing a priori the flow regime. The switch
from laminar to turbulent regime has been ensured by means of the punctual
calculation of the flow parameters in each resolution angle step. Thus, it allows
the model to autonomously impose the flow characteristics also ensuring
the transition between the possible regimes. With the purpose to increase the
reliability of the calculation, the flow parameters have been properly tailored by
means of a meticulous validation procedure detailed in Chapter 3. Furthermore,
within the chapter has been highlighted the relevance of the novel orifices area
estimation methodology. The passage areas and the vain control volumes have
been calculated for each angular step by means of a 2D triangulation mesh.
Such approach has allowed to drastically reduce the numerical spikes on the
results, often noticeable among these models, that are mostly originated from
discontinuities on the orifices estimation. The analysis of a set of experimental
results has also suggested the implementation of a shaft bending calculation
methodology in each angular step. It has allowed to improve the estimation of
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the clearances between gears and housing and consequently of the flowrates
here exchanged. The reliability of the model and its sensibility has been
assessed from a dedicated validation procedure oriented to the reproduction
of the performances of a tested pump. Then, the model has been deployed
for the evaluation of the effects of design improvements within a helix gear
pump performance enhancement project. Several balancing plates design have
been numerically tested with the purpose to identify the most effective in
terms of performance improvement. In this context, the extremely accurate
post processing tool has allowed to identify a design issue that was affecting
the pump generating uncontrolled leakages and a strong efficiency drop in
certain condition. The structure of the model has allowed to elaborate and
simulate a wide spectrum of solutions to overcome the observed phenomena,
avoiding a massive computational effort. The extension of the pressure arc
on the suction side of the pump has shown a successfully pressurization
enhancement followed by a strong reduction of the return leakages from the
pressurized vain to the inlet chamber. Major sensibility to the improvement
effect has been observed on the low delivery pressure conditions that were
the most affected in terms of volumetric efficiency curtailment. Furthermore,
the design of balancing plate grooves shifted on the suction side has shown
additional beneficial effects. The shape of the grooves, their dimensions and
the timing of the isolation and release of the vain to vain entrapped oil on the
meshing zone have been deeply investigated in terms of overall performances
and in terms of local flowrtates and phenomena. The most effective solutions
have been presented within the chapter and successively implemented by
the company that has required the study. Finally, the novel pump layout
has been implemented and tested. The results have highlighted the absolute
reliability of the tool for the reproduction of the internal phenomena and for
the estimation of the efficiency improvement. As a result, the two tested sample
pumps have presented a mean 3The possibility to dispose of a flexible and
reliable numerical tool similar to the one here proposed, represents indeed an
extremely useful ally for the designer. Aside from the representation of the
changes derived from macroscopic modifications, e.g. balancing plate layout,
the model has allowed to finely evaluate also the influence of clearances and
slight geometrical variations. As a matter of fact, the integration of these
calculations within the early stages of the design may help to avoid time and
material waste of the common try and error approaches of the testing phases.
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The final Chapter of the thesis has been dedicated to the description of an
investigation technique oriented to the evaluation of the NVH behaviour of
the volumetric machines. The integration of these machines within the final
systems often reveals the necessity to improve the connection path and the
casing layout. For the scope of this thesis, the integration of a hydrostatic
module within an agricultural CVT has been investigated by means of the im-
plementation of a FE modelling. The model has been validated reproducing the
vibrational excitations and the responses measured from an initial operative
NVH characterization, by means of a numerical frequency response analysis.
The study has been included with the purpose to present the relevance of these
advanced techniques even in the early stages of the design of novel projects
and not only for the design of enhancement strategy. The knowledge of the
operating principles of the piston pump and motor that constitute the HM
has represented a crucial aspect for the evaluation of the noise and vibration
sources characterized by the operative measurements. Moreover, it has allowed
to approach the system modelling following the strategy illustrated in Chapter
4. The HM has been modelled as a non-deformable beam connected with
the surrounding components by means of spring elements reproducing the
connection stiffness. Steel mount, joints and dampers have been modelled
in such way, while, with the purpose to evaluate the deformations and the
natural frequencies, cover, flanges and gears have been modelled with 3D
finite elements. The concentrated element stiffness has been tailored within
the validation procedure. A response analysis has been performed through
the introduction of a triaxial sweep sine excitation, with constant amplitude
and increasing forcing frequency among the range observed from the opera-
tive analysis. The comparison has been performed considering the resonance
bands observed by the accelerometers located on the system during the op-
erative characterization and the shape of the numerical contour plot. The
correspondence between the local deformation at specific forcing frequencies
and the results of the accelerometers has allowed to assessed the FE model
validation. Thus, the validated model has been adopted for the evaluation of
straightforward enhancement solutions. The analysis of the results has been
performed through the comparison of the baseline vibration spectrum with
the updated layout responses. Three main modifications have been proposed
and numerically evaluated. In particular, the increment of the stiffness of the
cover connection in a zone affected by several local emissive modes has shown
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the most relevant improvement. Then, a damper has been included between
the input and output HM shafts and the relative gears. Such modification has
highlighted a the importance to contain the HM excitation transmission toward
the cover. In parallel, despite the model has not been structured to directly
evaluate the impact of the update in this terms, it has also been oriented to the
containment of the excitations arising from the gears meshing and transmitted
to the HM and then to the cover. A third approach which relies on the intro-
duction of dampers between cover and supporting flanges has been proposed.
In this context, the results have shown a strong improvement in terms of
curtailment of the excitations toward the cover. It is worth underlining that
even the first two solutions are quite easily implementable, the third requires
a major effort and impact on the system design. Since nowadays the CVT
systems are extremely widespread and the necessity to control and improve
the NVH behaviour of all the components involved within the system, this
work has highlighted the necessity to dispose of a reliable tool that allows to
evaluate the consistency of the whole system design. The FE approach here
proposed gives the chance to contain the computational efforts reducing the
number of meshed components keeping the accuracy of the results. Finally, it
gives the chance to implement in an extremely straightforward way a great
variety of design improvement solutions and evaluate the impact on the overall
NVH behaviour. In this context it is possible to discard the less improving
updates focusing on the detailed design phase only for the eligible solutions.

Concluding the Chapter, it is worth underlining that despite the methodolo-
gies here presented concern apparently different topics, the deep investigation
of the phenomena has shown how it is possible to correlate all these aspects.
Moreover, the integration of these novel tools within the early stages of the
design may represent a crucial aspect for the design of brand new products
curtailing the costs related to the trial and error approaches within the test-
ing phases. Considering for example the study of the balanced vane pumps
kinematic, it is indisputably fundamental to understand the dynamic sources
that such machines may generate. In this context, the development of a FE
model of the pump and of the system where the pump would be integrated,
may help the designer to design the structures to avoid resonances around the
pump characteristic harmonics. Furthermore, as shown, the development of
robust LP numerical tools guide the definition of the best solutions in terms
of volumetric efficiency with reliability and contained computational effort.
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Undoubtedly, this novel comprehensive advanced approach would be imple-
mented not only for balanced vane pumps but also for the entire category of
volumetric pumps and the systems where may be located.
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